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bstract 

Escherichia coZi citrate synthase (CS) is a hexamer of identical subunits 
which is allosterically inhibited by NADH. Although its three-dimensional 
structure has not yet been determined, a satisfactory mode1 of the subunit fold 
can be constructed using the homologous vertebrate CS, a dimer whose 
structure is known, as a guide. Equilibrium unfolding of E. coli CS by 
chaotropic agents or heat, whether probed by circular dichroism or by 
fluorescence, occurs in two stages, with an intennediate (1 state) that is stable 
between 2.5 and 5.5 M urea, approximately. The two transitions are associated 
with 67% and 33% loss of structure, respectively. Only the second transition is 
reversible. Urea-gradient gel electrophoresis and electrospray ionization- 
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESI-TOF MS) were used to show that the 
1 state is a collection of aggregates. Acinetobacter anitratum CS, also allosteric 
and hexameric, unfolds via one transition, unlike E. coli CS. Unfolding 
experiments with CS chimeras, in which one structural domain came from 
E. coli CS and the other from A. anitratum CS, suggested that the existence of 
an I state is assoaated with an E .  coli large domain. Cavity-aeating mutations 
were introduced into the cores of the two domains of E. coli CS. The mutant 
proteins also showed biphasic unfolding. Some mutants exhibited a stabilized 
first transition, a behaviour that can be explained by destabüization of the 
1 state. The secondary structure features in which these mutations are located 
form the cores of the two domains. A mode1 of the 1 state constructed from 
these results shows a mostly hydrophobic surface, consistent with the 
tendency of the intennediate to aggregate. 

ESI-TOF MS was used to study the quatemary structure of CS and also 
CS-ligand interactions. CS exhibits an equilibrium between dimers and 
hexamers that is pH and protein-concentration dependent. The association 
constant (KA) for the dimer-hexamer equilibrium was determined, and it was 

shown that NADH binds strongly only to hexarner and converts dimers to 
hexamers. The dissociation constants (KD) for NADK binding to dimer and 

hexamer were calculated from the mass spectrometric data. This study 
establishes a relationship between quatemary structure and NADH binding in 
E. coli CS. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction tu Citrate Synthase 

Introduction 
General introduction 

The subject of this thesis is citrate synthase (CS) from Escherichia coli, 

an allos teric, multisubunit enzyme. Although no three-dimensional 

structure is available for this enzyme, it is homologous to the dimeric, non- 

allosteric class of CS for which several cryçtal structures are avaiiable. In those 

structures, the subunits in the dimer fold into two structural domains, and 

this information was used previously (Molgat et al., 1991) to construct 

chimeric proteins involving the E .  coli and A. anitrntum enzymes. Shdies 

on the unfolding of the dumeras, as well as the parent proteins, suggested 

that a fuller study of the unfolding of E. coli CS would be of interest. The first 

project described in this work (Chapter 2) involved the study of the 

equilibrium unfolding of this protein together with mutants of the E. coli CS 

designed to understand its biphasic unfolding behaviour. The main 

conclusion of this work was that unfolding of E. coli CS involves a 

self-associating intermediate which retains structured elements from the 

cores of the two domains of the molecule. The second project (Chapter 3) was 

the study of the quaternary structure of E. coli CS and its relationship to 

allosteric inhibition by NADH. Binding of NADH and substrates to CS was 

observed using electrospray ionization-tirne-of-fiight mass spectrometry (ESI- 

TOF MS), and constants for NADH binding to dimer and hexamer were 

determined from the mass spectra. This study established a clear relationship 

between the quaternary structure of the enzyme and allosteric binding and 

inhibition. This chapter introduces CS, plachg emphasis on the regdation of 



Chapter 1 Intraductwn tu Cihate Synthase 

the E. coli enzyme and on stmctual features as they can be inferred from X- 

ray qstallography studies of homologous atrate synthases. 

htroduction to citrate synthase 

Citrate synthase catalyzes the condensation of an acetyl group from 

acetyl Coenzyme A (AcCoA) with oxaioacetate (OAA) to form citrate: 

CH2COOH O H2O 

L 
CH2COOH 

I 
O=C 

II I 
+ CH3-C-Ç-CoA-- HO-C-CH2COOH+ HS-COA 

I 
COOH 

I 
COOH 

Oxaloacetate Acetyl Coenzyme A Citrate Coenzyme A 

This step is the point of entry of two carbons into the tricarboxylic aad  cyde 

(TCA, Figure 1.1). The acetyl group arises from glycolysis, and P-oxidation of 

fatty aads. The TCA cyde is the second stage of aerobic respiration, serving 

catabolic and biosynthetic functions as it completely oxidizes the acetyl group 

to CO2. First, it stores diemical energy in the forms of reduced nicotinamide 

adenine dinculeotide (NADH), reduced falvin dinonudeotide (FADHz), and 

adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP). NADH and FADH2 are processed by the 

electron transport chah, the chird step of aerobic respiration, where substrate 

level phosphorylation produces ATP. Second, the intermediates of the TCA 

cycle serve as building blocks for biosynthesis of amino acids and other 

ma terials. 

CS is also the first enzyme of the glyoxylate shunt used in some 

organisms (plants and bacteria) as an anaplerotic pathway, shown in 

Figure 1.2. This pathway ensures the production of TCA intermediates which 

are important for biosynthesis and gluconeogenesis (the biosynthesis of 

carbohydra tes). 



Chapter 2 Introduction tu Cimite Synthase 

In E.  coli, a variant, non-cyclic form of the TCA cycle i s  found that 

operates in some facultative anaerobes (Figure 1.3). In this pathway, the 

enzyme fumarate reductase, expressed rnainly under anaerobic conditions, 

AcCoA 
CoASH 

Malate 
Dehyd rogenase Citrate 

Fu ma ruse / 
Acon itase \ 

Isocitrate 

FADH2 Succinute 
Dehydrogenase 

Succinate 

Isocitrate 
Deh ydrogenase 

v 
a-ke toglutarate 

SucPn~l CoA a-ketogiuturate 

ATP 
or GTP COA 

Figure 1.1 The tricarboxylic add cyde (TCA). The enzyme narnes are shown in 
italics. One him of the cyde oxidizes the acetyl group to two CO2 molecules, 
producing 3 NADH, 1 FADHz and 1 ATP. 
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AcCoA 

Oxaloacetate 

MnIate 
syn t hase 

\ 
Citrate 

Isoci trate 

Figure 13 me glyoxylate cyde. Enzyme names are shown in italics. This 
pathway acts mainly anaplerotiully, producing Little energy. 
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AcCoA 

NADH CoASH 

Citrate 

Fumarate 
Redu ctase 

Succinate 
Succjnyl CoA 

S yn thase 
ATP \ 
CoASH Succinyl 

ADP+Pi 

Isocitrate 

lsocitrafe 
Dehyd rogenasc 

a-ketoglutarate 

Figure 13 The noniydic TCA cyde Enzyme names are italiüzed. 
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reverses part of the TCA cycle. This pathway functions anaplerotically, 

allowing the formation of TCA intermediates required for biosynthesis. 

In view of the importance of atrate synthase in the above pathways, it 

is not a surprise that it is subject to regdation by a varieV of molecules. A T ,  

an indicator of a surplus in ceil energy, inhibits atmte synthase in eukaryotic 

organisms by binding to the CoA binding site, thereby acting as an isosteric 

inhibitor. Similarly, a-ketoglutarate, an analogue of OAA, inhibits CS 

isostericaily in some Gram-negative bacteria. NADH, a product of the TCA 

cycle, inhibits citrate synthase of Gram negative bacteria by an allosteric 

mechanism. 

Regulation of Citrate Synthase 
Classes of citrate synthase 

The citrate synthases have been dassified according to their mode of 

regdation and also their subunit structure. These two features are intimately 

related. Classically, citrate synthases are divided into two main groups 

(Weitzman & Danson, 1976, Weitzman, 1966, Weitzman & Jones, 1968): the 

non-allosteric, dimeric enzymes, and the allosteric CSs which form higher 

order aggregates (usually hexamers) of the basic dimeric structure. Generally, 

CS from eukaryotes and archaea are insensitive to NADH inhibition and are 

dimeric, belonging to the former class, while those from Gram negative 

bacteria exhibit allosteric inhibition by NADH, and are hexameric, belonging 

to the latter class. E.  coli is a Gram negative bacterium and its CS, encoded by 

gltA (see Appendix II) (Guest, 1981, Ner et al., 1983)) belongs to the allosteric, 

hexamer-forming class of enzyme (Weitzman & Danson, 19761, for which 

NADH inhibition is strong (Weitzman & Jones, 1968). On the other hand, pig 
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CS, for which several three-dimensional structures are available (see later) is 

non-ailos teric and dimeric. 

Recently, several organisms were found to have second and third CS 

genes, the sequences of which more closely resemble the non-allosteric 

dimeric class of CS. For example, the recent completion of the E. coIi CS 

genome resulted in the discovery of a gene which encodes a protein with a 

sequence 29.5 ?ro identical to the gltA-encoded CS. All the residues which 

were identified by crystailography and sequence alignments as essential for 

substrate binding and catalysis were conserved. Prior to the completion of the 

E. coli genorne sequence, evidence had been found for a second CS enzyme 

which was dimeric and immunologically distinct from the gltA product 

(Patton et al., 1993). Later, it was shown that this enzyme, the product of CSII 

as revealed by the E. coli genome sequence, is in fact not a citrate synthase, but 

a methyiahate synthase, which utilizes propionyl CoA as a substrate (Textor 

et al., 1997). 

Other organisms such as Pseudomonas aeroginosa, Bacillus subtilis, 

and yeast have been shown to have second and third CS genes; they are 

classified currently as citrate synthases in the database entries. It is possible 

that they are al1 citrate synthases with different regulatory properties or 

expression conditions. However, the discovery that the E. coli "second CS" is 

really a methylcitrate synthase rnay indicate that a Iarger class of synthase 

enzymes may be present which utilize different CoA substrates or are subject 

to different regulatory modes. 

Citrate synthase sequences 

The amino acid sequences of citrate synthases from many organisms 

are available. The Swiss-protein database (up to release October 1997) has over 

8 
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60 different CS sequences from eukaryotes, prokaryotes and archaea (see 

Appendix 1). Most are 380 to 430 amino auds long, making the average 

subunit molecular weight about 40 to 50 KDa. Those sequences in the Swiss- 

protein database as at November 1997 are shown in Appendix I as an 

alignment designed to show homologies. The large number of partial CS 

sequences are from the Bartonella and Rickettsia genera, as gitA has been used 

extensively in the identification of different strains of these organisms in 

clinid situations (Birtles & Raoult, 1996). 

The alignment in Appendix 1 was generated by Maxhorn, a program for 

sequence analysis (Rost & Sander, 1993). The order of the sequences is such 

that those of highest sequence identity to E .  coli CS are near the top of the 

page, while those of lowest identity are nearest the bottom of the page. Those 

sequences of dosest identity to the E. coli enzyme tend to be those from 

prokaryotic species, while those of lowest identity to CS are from eukaryotes 

or the archaea. This pattern is consistent with the dass assigrunent based on 

the mode of regulation of CS, as discussed above. Also of interest are those 

sequences which are encoded by "second" or "third" CS genes present in 

some species, which were included in the alignment and show low identity 

with the gltA-encoded CS from the same organisms. 

The alignment shows several regions where obviously low identity 

occurs, usually associated with the introduction of gaps to optimize the 

alignment. Obvious regions indude the N-terminus, residues 200-230, 280- 

300, and 330-360. However, all of the residues which have been identified as 

catalytically important or 

other methods are 100% 

and CSIII which may be 

essential for subsaate binding by crystallography and 

conserved in aU sequences, including those of CS11 

synthases which utilize different CoA substrates, as 

9 
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was shown for E. coli CSII (Textor et al., 1997). Those residues involved in 

binding and catalysis will be discussed in more detail later for the E. coli and 

pig citrate spthases,  as these represent the best studied examples, both 

structuraily and functionally, from each of the two classes of the enzyme. 

In conjunction with the known three-dimensional structures of 

homologous CSs (described below), the sequence alignment was used in this 

study to identify conserved, hydrophobic, and buried residues which may be 

important for the stability of E. coIi CS. Those chosen on the basis of the 

sequence alignmen t and examina tion of the homologous three-dimensional 

structure were replaced with alanine by site-directed mutagenesis to 

destabilize E. coli CS delïberately in specific regions. 

Three-dimensional Structures 
To study E. coli CS folding and to perform site-directed mutagenesis 

studies, information about its three-dimensional structure would be helpful. 

However, a structure is not yet available for E. coli CS, or any of the aliostenc 

CS enzymes; only dimeric CS three-dimensional structures are available. The 

existing homologous structures, therefore, are used as models of the E. coli CS 

structure. This section describes some features of the known structures of CS. 

Crystallographic citrate synthuse structures 

Three-dimensional structures of atrate synthases from four different 

species have been elucidated by X-ray crystallography: Sus scrofa (pig) heart 

(Remington et al., 19821, Gallus gailus (chicken) (Liao et al., 1991), 

Therrnoplasma acidophilum (a thermophilic archaeon)(Russell et al., 19941, 

and Pyrococcus firiosus (a hyperthermophilic archaeon) (Russel et al., 1997). 

All structures determined to date are homodimers related by a two-fold a i s ,  

with an overail fold that is dassified as an ali alpha motif (Figure 1.4). Each 

10 
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monomer in the dimeric unit folds into two distinct domains, with the active 

site situated in a deep deft between them. As described in later sections, the 

small domain moves relative to the large domain when substrates are 

present; CS is often regarded as a dassic induced-fit enzyme due to the large 

conformational change chat it undergoes upon substrate binding. 

The marked similarity of the X-ray crystal structures of CS from 

eukaryotes to those recently determuied for T. acidophilum and P. firiosus 

(from archaea), despite sequence identities of only 20% between the two 

classes of organisms, suggests that the use of the pig CS structure as the basis 

for a model for E. coli CS, is valid (Duckworth et al., 1987); the E. coli and pig 

CS sequences are about 30% identical. Therefore, for the description of the CS 

structure in the foilowing section, the pig CS structure is used; the three- 

dimensional structure was used to identify buried residues in the 

hydrophobie core for sitedirected mutagenesis of the homologous residues in 

E. coli CS. 

Secondary structural elernents 

All CS crystal structures d e t e d e d  to date are homodimers. For the 

pig enzyme, each monomer is composed of 20 a-helices, with 315 residues out 

of 437 being involved in secondary structure. A 12-residue antiparallel Psheet 

(residues 56-69) is the only non a-helical secondary structure present. The 

remaining regions form extended loops which appear to be shortened in the 

thermophilic orga&rns (Russell et al., 1994). Figure 1.5 shows the secondary 

structure elucidated for three CSs based on the crystal structures. The E. coli 

sequence, aligned against the pig CS and the predicted secondary structure 

(using the PHD algorithm for secondary structure prediction (Rost & 
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Figure 1.4 Ribbon diagram of the pig CS dimer, with the two-fold axis 
perpendicular to the page surface. Large domains are coloured yellow and purple, 
small domains green and red. 
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Sander, 1993))' is shown in Figure 1.6. The predicted s e c o n d a ~  structure is in 

good agreement with those deduced previously by simple alignment with the 

pig stnicture (not shown). In pig CS, 72% of the residues are involved in 

secondary structure. For the E. coli CS model, the corresponding value is 63% 

based on the alignment (270 residues out of 426). 

The large domain and dimer contact 

The large domains (residues 1-274 and 381-437 in pig CS) mediate dimer 

contact. The structure of the large domains in the dimeric CS can be described 

as three layers made up of antiparallel pairs of a-helices. The innermost 

monomer-monomer contact layer is composed of four antiparallel pairs of 

helices, forming an 8-helical sandwich (Figure 1.7). The helices mediating 

this interaction, F G M L, interact with the two-fold related helices F' Gr M' L' 

by hydrophobic residue padllng, a few salt bridges and hydrogen bonds (the 

prime used here and throughout this thesis refers to the other subunit). The 

dimeric structure of CS is the minimal functional unit, and the thermophilic 

counterparts have stabilized this interface by the introduction of additional 

electrostatic interactions and isoleucine clusters (Russell, 1997). 

The next layer is a pair of bent antiparallel helices (S and I), which wrap 

around either side of the helical sandwich (Figure 1.7). Helix S is bent 

smoothly, but Helix I has a kink due to a proline residue. The interaction 

between each pair of helices S and 1 and the 8-helical sandwich is mediated by 

hydrophobic interactions. The 1 helix forms the main hydrophobic core of the 

large domain, as it is composed of mainly hydrophobic residues. 

The outermost layer is composed of the remaining large domain 

helices A C D E J K, which are mostly amphipathic helices with the polar side 

chains forming the surface of the protein, and nonpolar ones interacting with 
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Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fu. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P . f i .  CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fi. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fi. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fi. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fu. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. B. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fi. CS 

Pig CS 
T. ac. CS 
P. fi. CS 

Helii A Helix B 
AçSTNLI<DILADLIPKEOARIKTFROOHGNTWcQI~MMY~GGMRGMKGLVYET 

PETEEISKGLEDVNIKWTRL 
NTEXYLAKGLEDVYIDQTNI 

Bsheet Helix C Helk D HelÙ E 
S~F~RFRGYSIPECOi<MLPKAKGGEEPLPEGLFWLLVTCQIPTEEQVW 
TTIDG~GILRYGGYS~IIAS GAODEEIOnFLYGNLPTEOELRK 

CY IDGKEGKLYY RGY SVEELAEL STFEEVVYLLWWGKLPSLSELEN 

Helk F Helk G Helix H 
L S K F d A K ~ P S H V V T M L D N F P T N L H P M S Q L S A A I T S E  SNFARAYAEGIH 

YKE'I'vQKGYKI P D W  L P R E S D A V A M Q ~ V ~ E ~  - 
FKKEtAKSRGLPKEVIEIMEALPKNTHPMGAtRTIVSYLGNIDDSGDIPV 

HelLt: 1 HeltX J 
R T K Y W E L I Y E D C M D L I A K t P C V A A K I Y R M , Y R E G S S I G A I D S ~ D W S ~ ~  

NKDTDRDVAAEMIGRMSAITVNWRHIM NMPA ELPKPSDSYAESFLNAAF 
TPEEVYR IG INTnXI PTIVANWYRIW GLEX VP PKMLSfIAANFLYMLH 

H e l k  K Hetix L Helix M 
YT DAOFTELMRLYLTIHSDHEGGWSAHTSHLVGSALSDPYfJSFAAAMNGLAG 
GFWATKEEIDAMNTALILYTDHEVP ASTTAGLVAVSTLSDMYSGITAALAALKG 
GEEPPKEWEKAMDVALILYAEHEIN ASTLAVMTVGSTLSDWSAILAGIGAI&G 

Hel# P HelUc Q 
TDPRYTCOREFALKHLP HD PMFKLVAOLYKIVPNVL LEQGKAKNPWPW - 
YDPRAKIFKGIAEKLSSKXPEVHKVYEIATKLEDFGIKAFGS KG IY PNTJ - 
YDPRAKIFKXYASKLG DKKLFEIAERLERLVEFILSK KGISIW- - 

Helù: T 
LIKLVDSK - 
AERKWP IAERX 
IGKKYLPIELRR 

Figure 1.5 S tructure-based sequence alignment for pig, Thennoplasma acidophilurn, and 
Pyrococnrs furiosus citrate synthases and their assouated secondary structure (adapted from 
Russel e t  al., 1997). 
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Pig CS 

E. coli CS 

Pig CS 

E. cofi CS 

Pig CS 

E. cofi CS 

Pig CS 

E. coli CS 

Pi' CS 

E. coli CS 

Pàg CS 

E. coli CS 

Pig CS 

E. coli CS 

Pig CS 

E. coli CS 

Pig CS 

E. cofi CS 

Pig CS 

E. coli CS 

Helix C 
GGMRGMKGLVYETSVtDPDEGIRF.RGYSJPECOWPKAKGGE....-. 85  

PGFTSTASCESKITFIDGDEGILLHRGFPIDOLATDSN-• - - -  81 

Hel& D Helix E Helix F 
EPLPEGL~LVTGQIPTEEOVSWLSKEWAKRAALPSHVVTMLD~PTNL 135 

. . . Y L E V C Y I L L N G E K P T $ ) E O Y D E F K T I V T R H T M I H E O Z S  128 

Helir G Helix H Helix I 
~PMSOLSAAITAL~SESNFARAYAEG.IHRTKYWELIYEDCMDLIAXLPC 1 8 4  

HPMAVMCGITGÀLAAFYHDStD~PRRHREIAAFRRR .LLSKMPT 170 

Helix K Hel& L Helir M 
ELMRLnTIHSDHEGGWSAHTSHF(VGSALSDPYLSFAAAMMG4pGPLHG 2 7 5  

RAMDRILfLH~HEQ.NASTSTVRTAGSSGANPFAC1AAGIASLWGPAHG 265 

Helix N Helix O 
LANOEVLVWLTOLOKEVGKDVSDgCLRDY1WNTLNSGRWPCYGHAVL.R 324 

GANEAAL~EEISÇVKH.....IPEFVRRAKDKNDSFRLMGFGHRVYK 309 

Hel& P Helix Q 
KTDPRYTCORETA..-LKWPHDP jG"K 1 1  VAQLYKIVPNVLLEQGKAKN 369 

WD-LG TKDP LLEVAMELENI&plD PY.FIEKK 356 

Helix R H e l k  S 
PWPNVDAHSGVLLOYYGMT.EMNWTVLFGVSRALGVLAOLIWSRAL,GFP 418 

LYPNVDFYSGIILKAMGIP..SSMFTVIFAMARTVGWIAHWSEMHSDGM 403 

Hel& T 
. LERPKSMSTDGL IKLVDSK 43 7 

KIARPRQLYTGYEKRDFKS . . DIKR 42 6 
Figure 1.6 Sequence alignment of pig and E. coli citrate synthase sequences. The secondary 
structure shown for pig was determined crystallognphically and that for E. coli was generated 
using a secondary structure prediction algorithm, (Rost & Sander, 1993). 
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Figure 1.7 The CS dimer interface is made up of four antipardiel pairs of helices 
(F G M L and the two fold related counterparts). Helices S and 1 w a p  amund the 
dimer interface. 
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the helices of the dimer interface and the SI helical layer. The short B and T 

helices interact with the large domain of the second subunit, with their axes 

roughly parallel to the two-fold axis relating the two rnonomers. These two 

heiices are absent in the archaebacterial CS structures, as is the rather long A 

helix of the pig CS. The predicted secondary structure for E. coli CS using the 

PHD algorithm (Rost & Sander, 1993) bears resemblance to the archaebacterial 

ones, with the A, B, and T helices being absent. 

The small domain 

The small domain of pig CS is composed of helices N O P Q and R 

(residues 275 to 380) and is Uustra ted in Figure 1.8. Helix R forms the core of 

the domain, essentially being surrounded by 2 antiparallel helix pairs: N-O, 

and P-Q. An algorithm designed to analyze proteins of known three- 

dimensional structures for hydrophobic folding units identified this part of 

the protein as an "autonomous folding unit"; these units are thought to 

contain the elements that initiate protein folding (Tsai & Nussinov, 1997). 

The definition of "domain" here is based on the structural observation of two, 

fairly independent structures, and as described later, the observation of 

movement of the domains relative to each other. In some proteins, 

structural domains identified in this manner or by other criteria (such as 

proteolytic cleavage, for example) were found to unfold independently 

(Jaenicke, 1996), although many multidomain proteins unfold in a single 

coopera tive s tep. 

The P. firiosus and T .  acidophilum CS small domains exhibit shorter 

loops than the pig counterpart. P. firiosus especially has much shorter loops, 

which are thought to reduce the flexibility of the protein at the very high 

temperatures preferred by this organism (Russell et al., 1997). 

17 



Figure 1.8 The small domain of pig CS (residues 275 to 380) 
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Substantial inter-domain hydrophobie contacts do exist between the 

two structural domains of CS, specifically between helices K-P, K-R, S R ,  and 

S-N within each monomer. The implication of this observation is that the 

folding of the two structural domains may not be independent, as is 

sometimes observed for some multidomain proteins. On the other hand, the 

inter-domain interactions may form after independent folding of the two 

domains as an assembly step, not unlike the assembly of multisubunit 

proteins (Jaenidce, 1991). 

It is because of this extensive interdomain interface that Lesk and 

Chothia reasoned that a rigid body rotation used by Remington's group 

(Remington et al., 1982) to describe the movement of the small domain 

relative to the large domain is inadequate, and studied the differences 

between the open and dosed foms  more carefully (Lesk & Chothia, 1984). 

The open conformation occurs in the absence of bound ligand, or in the 

presence of citrate, and the dosed conformation occurs in the presence of 

OAA, or citrate and CoA (see Figure 1.9). Using the two conformations they 

identified a core structure that remains unchanged between the two 

conformations. Then the shifts and rotations of the secondary structural 

elements in the smaii domain relative to the core structure, and relative to 

each other, were calculated. It was discovered that there are significant 

rotations and shifts of helices of the smaii domain relative to each other and 

relative to the core of the large domain, with the cumulative effect of a large 

rotation of the O-P loop towards the large domain of the other subunit; this 

loop contains the backbone atorns that interact with the adenine moiety of the 

AcCoA molecule. This conformational change was dassified as a shear 
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Figure 1.9 Space filling representations of the pig CS in the closed and open 
conformations. 
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mechanism, distinct from a hinge mechanism for domain movement (Lesk 

& Chothia, 1984). 

The presence of two structural domains in CS rnakes it an interestirtg 

subject for folding and stability studies. As described later, the study of 

unfolding of chimera proteins produced by domain swapping between the 

E. coli and A. anitrafum CS enzymes initiated the project described in Chapter 

2 of this thesis. 

Activity of Citrate Synthase 
Activity and function are intimately related to structure and stability. 

Some of the mutants constructed to probe stability of CS resulted in altered 

function, while others which were cons tructed to probe function exhibited 

altered stabilities; the rela tionship between function and s tability is of ten 

inverse, as they represent apparently opposing features of a protein (Shoichet 

et al., 1995). In this section, a description of the active site of CS sets the stage 

for understanding the relationship between stability and functionality. 

Oxaloacetate and Acetyl CoA binding 

The active site of CS is located in the cleft between the two structural 

domains (Figure 1.10) and involves residues from both subunits in the dimer. 

Therefore the minimal functional unit of CS is a dirner with two active sites. 

The first CS structure was obtained with bound cihate and CoA (Remington 

et al., 1982), and this was used to deduce the residues involved in binding of 

the substrates and AcCoA. Later, additional structures obtained 

complexed with malate, OAA, and CoA analogues carboxymethyl-CoA and S 

acetonyl-CoA confirmed the deduced ligands for substrate binding and 

catalysis (Karpusas et al., 1991, Liao et al., 1991). The information gained from 
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Figure 1.10 Ribbon representation of CS monomer showing the active site residues 
in the cleft behveen the large and small domains. The active site residues here are 
coloured blue and represented by stick models, and the large and smaii domains are 
coloured gray and yellow, respectively. 
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those studies has been combined for the following desaiption of the binding 

of the substrates, OAA and AcCoA. 

OAA binds such that all of the hydrogen bond acceptors are liganded, as 

is shown in the schematic representation of the active site of CS in Figure 1.11 

which uses the residue numbers from the E. coli CS sequence. OAA is bound 

by three arginines (R387, R314, and R407, with the'last originating from the 

second subunit), and two histidines (FI305 and H229). H305 is the residue 

which polarizes the carbonyl group of OAA, making it more susceptible to 

condensation. Site-directed mutagenesis of this residue in E. coli (Pereira et 

al., 1994) and pig CS (Evans et al., 1996) confirmed its importance in OAA 

binding, catalysis, and substrate spediaty. 

AcCoA (Figure 1.12) binds oniy after OAA induces the conformational 

change to the dosed form, since the AcCoA binding site does not exist in the 

open conformation. As with the case of OAA, every potential hydrogen bond 

donor or acceptor is liganded. The 5' diphosphate salt-bridges with two 

arginines from one subunit (pig CS R324 and R46), and another from the 

other subunit (pig CS R164'). The closed conformation brings the O-P loop 

doser to the active site deft as a result of OAA binding afid concomitant shifts 

and rotations of helices of the small domain. This loop, which shifts by 6.1 A 

and rotates by 28" relative to the core of CS (Lesk & Chothia, 19841, contains 

the adenine recognition loop (pig CS residues 312-320), the backbone atoms of 

which hydrogen bond with the adenine moiety, wrapping around the ring 

edgewise. In addition to hydrogen bonding, various hydrophobie interactions 

are involved in the binding of AcCoA, most notably V314 of the pig CS 

(probably equivalent to L300 in E. d i ) .  At the active site, the acetyl group 

i n t e r a c t s  w i t h  HZ64 a n d  D362, t h e  r e s idues  
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Figure 1.11 Oxaloacetate and AcCoA binding at the active site of atrate synthase. 
The residue numbers here correspond to the E. wli enzyme sequence. Histidine 505 
is the residue which polarizes the OAA carbonyl prior to the condensation 
reaction. The acetyl of AcCoA bound at the active site. Both E. coli CS residues 
D362 and H264 are utalyticaiiy hvolved in the CS mechanism. F383 is present in 
aii CS and methylahate synthase sequences. Figure adapted from Pereira et al. 
(1994). 
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involved in the catalytic mechanism of CS- F383 nearby makes an edgewise 

interaction with the acetyl group and a mutation study showed that it plays a 

role in the affinity of CS for AcCoA, and in the allosteric equiiibriurn of E.  coli 

CS (Pereira et al., 1994). The F383A mutant was induded in my work on the 

stability of CS (Chapter 2). 

Catdyt ic  mechanism 

The reaction catalyzed by CS can be divided into three chernical events: 

enolization of the acetyl group of AcCoA, condensation of OAA and AcCoA 

to form citryl CoA, and hydrolysis of citryl CoA into CoA and Strate. 

The residues which are directly involved in catalysis are H305, H264, 

and D362 (E. coli CS numbering), identified by site-directed mutagenesis and 

three-dimensional structures. The current workuig mechanism (Evans et al., 

1996) is s h o w  in Figure 1.13. Firs t, OAA bùids in the cleft between the large 

and small domain and induces a conformational change to the closed 

conformer. H305 poiarizes the carbonyl bond of OAA, increasing the positive 

charge on the carbon. This creates a species more susceptible to condensation 

with AcCoA. Second, AcCoA binding to the CS-OAA complex takes place, 

and H264 and D362 act in concert in an acid-base reaction to enolize the 

AcCoA. This is thought to be the overall rate-limiting step in the 

mechanism. Third, the en01 nudeophile attacks the polarized OAA at the 

carbonyl carbon in a condensation reaction to form citryl CoA. Finally, 

hydrolysis of the citryl CoA yields citrate and CoA, whereupon a 

conformational change to the product-release, open conformation takes place. 

Many studies, mosdy site-directed mutagenesis in E. coli and pig CS of 

residues identified by sequènce alignmenh and by examination of the three- 

dimensional structures, are consistent with the above current view of the 
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Figure 1.13 CS catalytic medianism. 
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mechanism. Additional information about the roles of residues involved in 

binding and recognition of substrates is also available and demonstrates the 

remarkable spedicity of this enzyme for its substrates. 

Escherichia coli Citrate Synthase 
E. coli CS belongs to the ailosteric subgroup of these enzymes which has 

two distinguishing fea tures from the non-allos teric dass. Firs t, its dimers 

associate to form higher order aggregates, with hexamer being predominant. 

Second, it is subject to strong allosteric inhibition by NADH (Figure 1-14), a 

product of the TCA cycle. The presence of these two features in this dass and 

their absence in the non-allosteric class has led to the speculation that the 

oligomeric state of CS is important in the ailosteric regdation. However, a 

dear and definitive relationship between quaternary structure and NADH 

inhibition has not been established for this or any of the other Gram negative 

css. 

Subunit structure 

Tong and Duckworth (1975) studied the subunit structure of E. coli CS 

in detail using analytical ultracentrifugation under vanous conditions of pH 

and KCl concentrations. They discovered that CS is capable of various 

assoaation-dissociation equilibria under most conditions of pH, except at pH 9 

where only dimer was found. For example, at pH 7, species ranging in mass 

from monomer to decamer were obsewed. The addition of KCl resulted in a 

more defined population of dimers and hexamers which could be shifted 

comple tely to hexamer wi th higher sa1 t concentrations (0.1 M). Similar 

evidence was obtained for the predorninance of dimers and hexamers by 

experiments using cross-linking with dimethyl suberimidate followed by SDS 

P A G E ,  a l t h o u g h  h i g h e r  e v e n - n u m b e r e d  a n d  
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likely nonspecific aggregates were also observed. A study of CS subunit 

structure was not undertaken in the presence of NADH using the 

ultracentrifuge. 

Molgat et al. (1992) applied non-denamhg gel electrophoresis to the 

study of CS subunit structure. At pH 8.1 three bands were observed, two that 

were hexamers of differing charge (probably conforxhational isomers) and one 

corresponding to dimer. Three elechophoretically distinguishable bands had 

also been observed previousiy at pH 8.9 by Danson and Weitunan (1973), and 

they recognized that these correspond to three forms of CS in equilibrium 

since re-electrophoresis of any one of the bands resulted in the same pattern. 

The rnolecular weight measurements by Molgat et al. (1992) strengthen the 

case for an equilibrium for E. coli CS where dimers associate to form 

hexamers. Again, no corresponding study was undertaken in the presence of 

NADH. The presence of an equilibrium between two oligomeric forms under 

near-physiological conditions is usually an indication that it may be 

physiologically significant for regulation, and that the components may 

represent active and inactive forms (Traut, 1994). 

NAD H inhibition and binding 

Weitzman (1966) first showed that E. coli CS is inhibited by NADH, an 

end product of the TCA cycle, and that this inhibition is reversible. The 

extent of inhibition is pH dependent, with a weaker inhibitory effect at higher 

pH; at pH 9.2, the enzyme is no longer subject to inhibition by NADH. The 

finding that only dimer exists at pH 9 by the ultracentrifugation experiments 

(Tong & Duckworth, 1975) indicated that hexamers may be needed for NADH 

to exert its inhibition. The sensitivity to inhibition w a s  also abolished by the 

addition of KC1 which acts as an ailosteric activator. 
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A more thorough study of the NADH binding properties of CS was 

undertaken by Duckworth and Tong (1976) where fluorescence enhancement 

and gel filtration techniques were applied. Confirming the previous 

observation that NADH is a less efficient inhibitor at higher pH, they found 

that both affinity and the number of binding sites per subunit &op as higher 

pH values are reached. At pH 6, a maximum of 0:65 sites per subunit was 

found with a KD approaching 0.28 pM, whereas at pH values doser to 9, 0.25 

binding sites per subunit were found. Gel filtration rnethods confirmed the 

maximal occupancy of -0.6 sites per subunit at pH 7. The pH dependence of 

the number of available sites was suggested to be a reflection of the quatemary 

structural changes that take place in the pH 7 to 9 range, perhaps with 

different oligomeric forms having different affinities for the inhibitor. It 

would be difficult, if not impossible, to use conventional techniques (such as 

fluorescence or ultracentrifugation) to determine binding affinities for NADH 

to the different oligomeric forms under similar or identical conditions, since 

those techniques give average properties. I have been able to use mass 

spectrometry, however, to determine such values for NADH binding to the 

dimeric and hexameric CS oligomers, as described in Chapter 3. 

Enzyrnology 

Citrate synthase from E. coli exhibits a sigmoid AcCoA saturation cuve 

(Faloona & Srere, 1969), but the activator KCl yields Michaelis menten kinetic 

behaviour instead, with a 40-fold activation of the enzyme when the non- 

saturating AcCoA concentration of 100 pM is used. KCI also abolishes NADH 

inhibition; this suggests that the E. coti CS allosteric R state binds AcCoA and 

KCI weU and is active, and that the allosteric T state binds NADH and is 

inactive (the nomenclature of Monod, et al. (1965) is used here for the 
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allosteric states). OAA binds equally weli to T and R sta tes and its binding to 

CS is hyperbolic under dl conditions tested (Anderson et al., 1991). The above 

features imply that E. coli CS, in the absence of any ligands, is shifted towards 

an inactive state (allosteric T state) since NADH binding is favoured and 

subshate binding is more difficult. In the presence of KCI, the allosteric 

activa tor, the equilibrium is shifted towards the 'allos teric R s tate, since 

NADH binding is difficult while substrate binding is not. 

An apparent contradiction in the above description of the E. coli CS 

allostery and subunit structure is the fact that KCl is an allosterie activator but 

also induces hexamerization of CS. The effect of NADH is maximal at a pH 

where more hexamer is present. It is possible that two functionally and 

perhaps structurally distinct hexameric forms of CS exist. However, this point 

remains unresolved. 

The allosteric binding site and dimer association to form hexarners 

To date, neither the NADH binding site nor the hexamerization 

elements have been identified for the E .  coli or any of the other ailosteric CSs; 

the lack of a three-dimensionai structure of CS of the allosteric dass predudes 

the identification of these two important features. However, there is some 

evidence that the NADH binding site is near cysteine 206 of the E. coli 

enzyme, since the modification of this residue by alkylating agents such as 

55'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, also known as Ellmanfs reagent) 

(Talgoy et al., 1979), or l,l,l-trifluoro-1-bromoacetone (TFBA, used for 

19~-NIVIR work) (Donald et ai., 1991) abolishes NADH sensitivity and binding, 

but not CS activity. This residue is in a putative loop between Helices J and K 

in the large domain, which exhibits low level of identity between the 

allosteric and non-allosteric classes of CS (see alignment in Figure 1.6 and 
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Appendix 1). This location is about 30A away from the active site in the pig 

CS structure (Donald ef al., 1991). 

A. anitratum and chimera citrate synthases 
Acinetobacter anitratum is a strictly aerobic, Gram negative bacterium. 

A. anitratum CS has been purified and characterized (Morse & Dudcworth, 

1980), and the gltA gene doned (Donald & ~uckworth, 1987). The allosteric 

properties of this CS differ from the E .  coli CS in several ways. First, large 

quantities of NADH are required to inhibit this CS and this inhibition is easiiy 

reversed by the addition of ATP. Second, the substrate saturation kinetics 

differ in that hyperbolic saturation by AcCoA is observed in the absence of 

KCI, instead of the sigmoid saturation observed in E. coli. Third, the extents 

to which hexarner is formed are different: E. coli CS shows a mixture of 

dirners and hexamers, while A. anitratum CS is hexameric, as shown by non- 

denaturing gel electrophoresis (Molgat et al., 1992). The above features of the 

A. anitratum CS have been interpreted as being a consequence of its allosteric 

equilibrium, which is thought to be shifted towards the R or active state 

compared to that of the E. coli enzyme. 

An additional difference between the A. anitratum and E.  d i  CSs is 

their stabilities against urea denaturation and proteolysis. Morse and 

Duckworth (1980) showed that E. coli CS is inactivated by urea at low 

concentrations after short incubation times, whereas A. an itratum CS is 

resistant to inactivation by urea at concentrations up to 3 M and at long 

incubation times. It is not obvious from the sequences of these two enzymes 

why A. anitratum CS is so much more stable than E. coli CS, nor why there 

are marked differences in enzyme kinetics and allosteric behavior. 
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Molgat et al. (1992) studied the A. anitraturn and E .  coli CS in order to 

unders tand the relationship be tween their ailosteric properties and their 

domain and subunit structures. Using the homologies of these two enzymes 

to the known pig CS structure, Aimera proteins were produced which 

contained the large domain from one CS and small domain from the other. 

The two resultant functional chimeras were subject to allosteric inhibition by 

NADH. The main conclusion of this work was that the observed differences 

in stabilities, allosteric properties and subunit interactions that lead to 

hexamerization are conferred by the large domains of these enzymes. 

Thesis objectives 
The objective of this thesis was to study the unfolding of E. coli and 

A. anitratum CS, and their chimeras. Since a three state urea unfolding 

profile was obtained for the E. coli enzyme, site-directed mutagenesis was 

used in order to clarify the origin of this behavior. Other approaches were 

used to characterize the intermediate state in the E. d i  CS h o l d i n g  profile. 

An unanswered question, as already mentioned, was how the 

quaternary structure of CS and the NADH inhibition are related. The 

objective of the second investigation (Chapter 3) was to use mass spectrornetry 

to shidy the subunit structure of CS and the binding of NADH and substrates 

to the enzyme. 
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Chapter 2 Unfolding of Citrate Syrtfhuse 
I 

Introduction 
The protein fold ing problern 

Protein folding is described as a problem because of our inability to 

deduce a tluee-dimensional structure of a protein given its genetically 

prescribed primary sequence. Christian Anfinsen's Nobel-prize wiming 

work with ribonuclease (RNase) showed that the sequence of a protein 

contains al1 of the information necessary for a folded, functional 

conformation (Anfinsen, 1973). Furthermore, Cyrus Levinthal reasoned that 

the folding process cannot be adiieved by random searching of all possible 

conformations (Levinthal, 1968). The process of folding is often dubbed as the 

"second half of the genetic code" (Kolata, 1986) in the literature, since it 

completes the flow of information from the DNA level to function, as shown 

schema tically in Figure 

Transcription 

DNA L=> 

Transla f ion Fold ing 

Figure 2.1 The central dogma: protein fold is genetically prescribed by the DNA 
sequeme. 

The solution to the problem of protein folding remains elusive despite 

concentrated efforts on many proteins for decades and despite the availability 

of almost 6000 three-dimensional protein structures in the protein data bank 

(PDB) growing at the rate of one every five hours! The number of gene 

sequences that code for proteins of unknown function is growing 

exponentially, including entire genome sequences for more than a dozen 
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organisms, making the solution to the protein folding problem all the more 

urgent. The three-dimensional structures that we do know have provided 

information about the interactions that maintain a folded conformation: 

hydrogen bonds that stabilize secondary and tertiary structure, hydrophobic 

in teractions be tween sidechains in the interior of pro teins, sa1 t bridges 

between polar and charged residues and backbone atoms, and van der Waals 

contacts between all types of atoms in the protein. We have also learned that 

protein structure is hierarchical: primary (sequence), secondary (local 

arrangement of backbone), tertiary (non-local interactions) and quaternary 

levels (domain and assembly). The observation that some proteins which are 

different in sequence may adopt very similar folds must necessarily imply 

that a M t e d  nurnber of protein folds are possible; it has been suggested that 

perhaps 1000 different folds exist (Chothia, 1992), and that a code could be 

deciphered from the knowledge of these types of folded structures. 

The protein folding problem can be divided into several related issues: 

kinetics (the events and pathways during the process of folding), stability (the 

forces that lead to a stable folded conformation), and prediction (the use of 

statistical knowledge to predict the fold of a protein). The main objective of 

this project was to study the stability of E. coli atrate synthase, as it relates to 

structure and function, and to identify the reason why its unfolding transition 

is biphasic. 

The stability of proteins 

The folded states of proteins are marginally more stable than the 

unfolded states, with conformational stabilities (AG) of about -5 to -10 

kcal.mo1-1; these values are on the order of a few hydrogen bonds (Creighton, 

1993). This stability is the net effect of a large number of weak stabiiizing and 
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destabilizing factors. On the one hand, folded proteins are destabilized by a 

large contribution from conformationai entropy of the unfolded state. On the 

other, folded conformations b q  hydrophobic side chahs which, i f  exposed, 

would destabilize the unfolded state because they inaease the ordering of 

water (the hydrophobic interaction). While hydrogen bonding contributes 

significantly to the secondary structural arrangements in folded 

conformations, the total number of such bonds might be expected to be 

similar in the folded and unfolded states, the only difference being the 

hydrogen bonding partners. It has been long held that the hydrophobic 

interaction is the major force which drives folding and therefore is the major 

determinant of stability of folded conformations (DU, 1990). Other ideas are 

being considered, howwer, especially the notion that both the hydrophobic 

interaction and hydrogen bonding make large but comparable contributions 

to the stability (Pace, 1995, Pace et al., 1996). 

The latter hypothesis, that hydrogen bonds conhibute as much as 

hydrophobic interactions to the stability of a protein, is based on the 

observation that the burial of the peptide group within the interior of a 

protein is very unfavorable but that a compensating effect is achieved if the 

group can f o m  an intramolecdar bond, an interaction which is thought to be 

more stable than an intermolecular backbone hydrogen bond (Pace et al., 

1996). This point has been difficult to test directly, however, since it has not 

been possible to measure the contribution to stability of buried backbone 

atoms involved in hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds involving particular 

sidechains, however, may be removed by site-directed mutagenesis, and sorne 

estimates to stability have been made of the contributions of sidechain 

hydrogen bonds. Interest in evaluating the contribution of intramolecular 
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hydrogen bonding to stability is mounting in the literature, and recently, a 

group was successful in devising a methodology to test this. In this approach, 

backbone amide linkages in an a-helix of T4 lysozyme were replaced with 

ester linkages. Removal of two hydrogen-bonding interactions in this 

marner destabilized the protein by 1.7 kcal.mol-1 (Koh et al., 1997). On the 

other hand, NMR-determined amide coupling constants, which are a probe 

for protein secondary structure, indicated that an intraprotein NH-OC 

hydrogen bond in ubiquitin is weaker than the hydrogen bonds between these 

groups and b d k  water (Juranic et al., 1995). 

The hydrophobic effect has received, by far, the most attention as the 

potential major force in determinhg stabilities of folded proteins. Since the 

first study using site-directed mutagenesis to probe the contribution of 

hydrophobic residues to stability of tryptophan synthase (Yutani et al., 1984), 

an explosion of data on other proteins indicated that the effects are varied, 

with changes in stabilities of O to 2.5 kcal.mo1~~ for each -CH2- group (Pace, 

1992). These observed changes have not always been in agreement with 

transfer free energy values obtained from systems which mode1 the transfer of 

hydrophobic side chains from aqueous environments to the non-polar 

interior of a protein. 

The hydrophobic interaction 

One of the more striking features of folded proteins, discovered with 

the solution of the first protein structure, that of myoglobin, is the burying of 

hydrophobic residues in the interior, and the remarkable rarity of cavities. In 

fact, about 80 to 85% of non-polar side chains are buried in the interior of 

globular proteins, out of contact with water (Lesser & Rose, 1990). It is because 

of this observation that the hydrophobic interaction has been hailed as the 
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major force for protein folding and stability. The importance of hydrophobic 

interactions in proteins was predicted by Berna1 in 1939 (1939), long before 

Kauzman (1959) and Tanford (1962) popularized the idea among protein 

chemists by describing of the hydrophobic interaction in terms of water 

structure. 

The interaction of hydrophobic groups wi'th water is unfavorable; 

water is a poor solvent for non-polar molecules, and if present in aqueous 

solutions, hydrophobic groups interact preferentially with one another. In 

other words, the hydrophobic interaction is a consequence of the strong 

interaction of the water molecules with each other. 

Ln proteins, the non-polar amino aads  are A, C, F, 1, L, M, P, V, and W. 

The magnitude of the contribution of the hydrophobic interaction to the 

stability of folded protein conformations has been estimated using models of 

transfer between aqueous solution and non-polar solvents. In such an 

approach, a non-polar solvent is the mode1 for the protein's hydrophobic 

interior, although there are great differences in the properties between the 

two. In particdar, it would be difficult to assign energy terms for the 

difference in entropy (sidechains are fixed in a protein's interior) and the 

difference in dispersion forces (they are greater in the protein's interior) (Pace, 

1992). 

Nevertheless, several hydrophobiaty scales have been calculated using 

different models for amino acids and the interior of proteins. The scales Vary 

somewhat, but the most widely accepted one currently is that for the h'ansfer 

of N-acetyl amides from water to n-octanol (Fauchére & Pliska, 1983) corrected 

for differences in volume between the solvents and the solutes (Sharp et al., 

1991). The estimate of the strength of the hydrophobic interaction according 
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to this scale is 28 cal.mol-1.A-2, in agreement with the generally accepted 

value of 25 cd.mol-1.A-2 derived €rom solubility and partition experiments 

(Creighton, 1993). 

Hyd rophobic residue replacements 

Another, more direct method of measuring the magnitude of the 

hydrophobic interaction in proteins is by site-directed mutagenesis. Yutani et 

al. (1984) were the first to apply site-directed mutagenesis to the study of the 

role of hydrophobic residues in the stability of tryptophan synthase. 

Substituting E49, a buried residue, with other more hydrophobic amino acids, 

they found that the conformational stability of the mutants increased linearly 

with the hydrophobicity of the substituting residue, consistent with the 

importance of the hydrophobic interaction in protein stability. However, 

replacements of buried hydrophobic residues with alanine in several proteins 

showed variable results, with destabilizations of 1.6 to 5.8 kcal-mol-1 for 

different L to A substitutions in Staphylococcus nuclease (Shortle et al., 1990), 

and 2.7 to 5 kcal.mo1-1 for T4 lysozyme (Eriksson et al., 1992). These values 

implied that the strength of the hydrophobic interaction in proteins may be 

higher than that deduced from mode1 systems. Furthemore, the magnitudes 

of the destabilizations were highly variable from one site to another. 

The explanation for the above two points was revealed upon 

examination of T4 lysozyme L to A mutants by X ray uystallography; i t  was 

noted that a cavity always remained after the substitution, but that the size 

was variable, indicative of different responses of the protein to the 

replacement at the different sites. A linear relationship was found between 

the size of the cavity created and the loss of confornational stability, with the 

following empirical relationship: 
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M G  =a+b.AV 11 1 

where AAG is the observed change in stability of the mutant protein from the 

WT protein, a (the y-intercept) is a constant free energy term which is 

dependent only on the identities of the amino acids involved (see below), b is 

the free energy contribution per A3 of volume, and d V  is the change in 

volume observed from the X ray crystal structures.' For the series of L to A 

mutations of T4 lysozyme, n was found to be -1.9 kcal.rnolgl, and b was -0.024 

kcal-mol-1.A-3. The value -1.9 kcal.mol-1 agrees remarkably weU with the 

transfer free energy difference between L and A calculated fkom the n-octanol 

transfer free energy values (AAGfr=-1.9) (Faudiére & Pliska, 1983). The 

variable term b.AV depends on the response of the protein to the mutation, 

with the value for b being consistent with previous estimates for the strength 

of the hydrophobic interaction when êxpressed in terms of surface area, 20 

cal.mol-1 . k 2  (Eriksson et ai., 1992, Matthews, 19%). 

Similar responses to hydrophobic residue replacements were found in 

other s ys tems, mos t no tably wi th Barnase, ano ther small monomeric pro tein 

(Buckle et al., 1996). Again, a linear relationship was found between stability 

change and the volume of the created cavity. Surprisingly, however, a buried 

water molecule was found in the smallest of those cavities (176A), forming a 

single hydrogen bond with the carbonyl of the backbone. Inspection of other 

cavities in this and other proteins, inchding the T4 mutants, revealed that 

some are lined with a proportion of polar atoms, capable of forming at least 

one hydrogen bond with a water molecule, which may not be necessarily 

observable crystaiiographically. It was suggested that the presence of this 

cavity-bound water molecule in the Barnase I76A mutant must be stabilizing, 

since this mutant was the least destabilized of the barnase mutants studied; 
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the cost of removing this water molecule from bulk solvent may be offset by 

the hydrogen bond and favourable van der Waals interactions (Buckle et ai., 

Thus, in general, the A A G  values obtained for hydrophobic 

replacements depend on the context in which they are made: whether the 

residues involved are buried or exposed, and the rigidity or flexibility of the 

protein structure in ih vicinity. It is interesting to note that mutations of 

exposed hydrophobic residues on the surface of the protein do not affect the 

stability significantly, leading Matthews to speculate that only a small number 

of residues in a given protein are sufficient for stability and folding 

(Matthews, 1996, Shoidiet et al., 1995) . 

Assessrnent of protein conformational sfability 

The conforma tional s tability (tha t is, the free energy difference between 

the folded and unfolded states) of a protein has been dassically determined by 

equilibrium dena turation cuves, in which the native structure is gradually 

perturbed and changes in conformation are monitored. Common perturbants 

include chaotropic agents (urea, guanidine hydrodiloride), high or low 

temperature, pH changes, and even pressure. Global or local properties of a 

protein may be monitored as a function of perturbants at equilibrium; optical 

techniques such as fluorescence or circular dichroism are most widely used, 

but NMR and mass spectrornetry have been also applied. Other dassical, but 

not often utilized methods include rneasurements of hydrodynamic 

properties by gel filtration, ultracentrifugation, gel electrophoresis, or 

susceptibility to proteolysis. Severai different techniques are often used in the 

same study to follow unfolding of a protein in order to obtain different, but 
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complementary information about the details of unfolding (and folding, if the 

dena turation is f d y  reversible). 

The best known and most commonly used denaturants are urea and 

guanidine hydrodiloride: 

Urea Guanidine hydrochïoride 

These denaturants are thought to hydrogen bond with water at high 

concentrations, and in the case of urea, leading to the disruption of the 

hydrogen bonding pattern of water and reducing the strengeh of the 

hydrophobic interaction. However it is believed that urea and guanidine 

hydrochloride act by increasing the solubility of proteins, interacting 

preferentially with the surface. Urea and guanidine hydrochloride inuease 

the solubilities of both polar and nonpolar molecules, interacting with their 

surfaces more favorably than water does. It is attractive to think of urea and 

guanidine hydrochloride as ligands which bind more favourably to the 

unfolded sta te, thus increasing i ts s tability. 

If chaotrope induced unfolding of a protein is two-state, with a fully 

folded Native (N) and fully Unfolded (U) sta tes, then the conformational 

stability may be calculated using the linear extrapolation method (Pace et al., 

1988, Pace, 1986). For the following reaction, 
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the free energy of N (AGfold) can be defined as 

where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature in degrees kelvin. Using 

the denaturation data, the ratio [ N J / [ W  may be calcuiated, and in the 

transition region, the apparent free energy difference relative to the unfolded 

state, AGnpp varies linearly with the concentration of denaturant, and 

extrapolation to conditions in the absence of denaturant gives an estimate of 

AGfold, or the stability of the N state over the U state 

AGw = AGfold + m[dennficrant] DI 

where m, the dope of the transition, is a measure of the dependence of the 

stability on the denaturant concentration. This value of m is thought to be 

proportional to the difference between the numbers of denaturant binding 

sites in the native and unfolded states, and thus appears to be related to the 

the difference in exposed surface area between the two states. 

The use of chaohopic agents and the linear extrapolation mode1 to 

estimate conformational stability have been the subject of debate, particularly 

whether the extrapolation to O M concentration is valid for such estimates. 

Evidence presented recently using three different chaotropic agents to 

dena ture a-chymo trypsin indica ted tha t AGfo id values ob tained by linear 

extrapolation are independent of denaturant (Santoro & Bolen, 1988). Other 

evidence obtained using a thermodynamic cyde involving urea and pH 
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titration to denature RNase also strongly suggests that the AG value obtained 

is the property of the protein alone (Yao & Bolen, 1995). 

Equilibrium intermediates of protein folding 

Kinetic intermediates that might be encountered during the folding 

process are difficult to study due to their transient nature and their 

conformational heterogeneity. Although elegant techniques have been 

devised for the detection and characterization of kinetic intermediates 

(methods such as pulse labelling for NMR experiments, for instance), there is 

considerable interest in intermediates which are stable and significantly 

populated at equilibrium. Sudi equilibrium intermediates, found for some 

proteins under mildly denaturing conditions, are thought to resemble those 

which may be transiently stable during the course of folding, and thus may 

provide dues about folding mechanisms (Ptitsyn, 1995). 

There is increasing evidence that equilibrium folding and unfolding 

transitions of mos t pro teins are no t adequa tely described by two-s tate models, 

where only the native or unfolded States are stable. These findings have 

changed the classical view that most proteins unfold in a two-state, 

cooperative manner, and that the presence of stable intermediates is the 

exception rather than the norm. Many proteins studied exhibi t equilibrium 

intermediates called molten globules, structures which retain significant 

secondary structure but exhibit transient or fluctuating tertiary interactions 

(Kuwajima, 1989). That a significant number of proteins unfold to a molten 

globule state may indicate that hierarchical assembly of structure is a general 

mechanism for protein folding. 

If a protein has two or more structural domains, as is likely if it is large, 

they may undergo separate unfolding if they are structuraliy independent; 
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the unfoldïng reaction may be characterized as a multistep transition (called 

"transitions with separable stages" by Tanford (Tanford, 1968)). Independent 

unfolding of the domains may be shown by separating them (by deavage for 

example) and demons tra ting their autonomous unfolding transitions. For 

example, urea-induced equilibrium unfolding of y-II-crystallin from calf eye 

lens, a two-domain protein, has been shown to involve a three state 

transition, with an intermediate in which the N-terminal domain is stiil 

folded and the C-terminal domain unfolded (Jaenicke, 1991, Jaenicke, 1996). 

Many other pro teins which exhibit multis tep equilibrium denaturation 

transitions have been reported in the literature (Conejero-Lara et al., 1996, 

Gokhale et al., 1996, Guha & Bhattacharyya, 1995, Hayashi-lwasaki et al., 1996, 

Siinchez del Pino & Fersht, 1997, Sherman et al., 1995), although the general 

preference for more detailed work appears to be smali, single domain proteins 

(100 - 150 residues) with known three-dimensional structures, and which 

display a two-sta te profile. 

There is accumulating evidence that the kinetic molten globule states 

of pro teins are similar to their equilibrium molten globule states (P titsyn, 

1995). The molten globule state also appears to be a general intermediate in 

protein folding, to judge from the large number of proteins for which kinetic 

and/or equilibrium molten globules have been identified (Ptitsyn, 1992). The 

best studied example of a molten globule undertaken is with a-lactalbumin 

(Kuwajima, 19961, a small protein which contains two subdomains: an 

a-heiical domain and a P-sheet domain. Its molten globule is observed as an 

equilibrium unfolding intermediate at low concentrations of urea or 

guanidine hydrochloride, at low pH, or upon the removal of bound calcium 

at neutral pH (Kuwajima, 1989, Kuwajima, 1996). NMR studies revealed that 
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the molten globule of a-lactalbumin has a heterogeneous structure where the 

a-helical domain is highly structured and contains loose hydrophobic 

interactions involving three aromatic residues and an unfolded P-sheet 

domain. The kinetic molten globule observed during refolding of this 

protein is identical with the equilibrium molten globule state, indicating that 

molten globules which are stable at equilibrium may provide important dues 

about kinetic intermediates and the mechanism of protein folding 

(Kuwajima, 1996). 

The general features of molten globules are as follows (Christensen & 

Pain, 1994, Kuwajima, 1996). First, they retain native-like secondary structure 

in all or parts of the protein molecule. Second, they are relatively compact, 

only 10 to 20% more expanded than the native molecule. Third, the tertiary 

padcing is transient or non-specific. These features imply that molten globule 

intermediates exhibit exposed hydrophobic surfaces that 

aggrega tion. In fact, the binding and enhanced fluorescence 

dyes such as 8-anilinonaphthalene sulfonic acid (ANS) 

may result in 

of hydrophobic 

has become a 

diagnostic technique for the presence of molten globule intermediates 

(Semisotnov, 1991). Another implication of exposed hydrophobic surfaces is 

the possibility that chaperonins target molten globules as their substrates, 

binding them through mainly hydrophobic interactions (Christensen & Pain, 

1994, Kuwajima, 1996). The three-dimensional structure of the chaperonin, 

groEL, contains two heptameric cyhders with hydrophobic interiors; partially 

unfolded proteins are thought to interact with the interiors by hydrophobic 

interactions (Braig et al., 1994). 

A general diagnostic of a stable molten globule at equilibrium is the 

observation of non-coincident unfolding transitions obtained by different 
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techniques, a criterion which was identified earlier as an indicator of the 

presence of a stable intermediate (Tanford, 1968). For example, non- 

cooperative breakdown of secondary and tertiary structure in an unfolding 

transition (as probed by circular dichroism and intrinsic fluorescence, 

respectiveiy), is evidence that such an intermediate may be present Given 

the features of a molten globule, then, one would expect tertiary interactions 

to be lost at lower denaturant concentrations than secondary interactions. 

Folding studies on citrate synthases 

Pig CS folding and stability has been studied in some detail. The two- 

state guanidine hydrochloride-induced transition has a midpoint of 2.5 M 

when rnonitored by CD or fluorescence (West et al., 1990). The authors daim 

that the tertiary and  secondary interactions appear to break down 

cooperatively. However, the fluorescence-monitored transition appeared to 

occur at slightly lower denaturant concentrations than that rnonitored by CD. 

The denaturation is not reversible upon dilution (West et al., 1990), but slow 

dialysis (Kelly & Price, 1992), or the addition of chaperonins (Buchner et al., 

1991, Zhi et al., 1992) appear to improve the recovery of the enzyme. CS in 

fact is a mode1 protein used for studies of chaperonins and heat shock 

proteins, as it undergoes thermal aggregation (Ehrnsperger et al., 1997). The 

stabilities of some pig CS active site mutants have been assessed by thermal 

denaturation, and an inverse relationship was found between specific activity 

and stabili ty; mutants exhibiting the larges t inueases in thermal s tabili ty 

were those which had the lowest activity (Zhi et al., 1991), consistent with the 

observation of an inverse rela tionship be tween stability and function 

(Shoichet et al., 1995). 
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O bjectiL 

CS from E. coli is a large multisubunit, multidomain protein, an 

enzyme with features which makes it an interesting subject for protein 

folding and stability studies. The enzyme from A. anitratum, while almost 

70% identical in sequence to the E. coli protein, is far more resistant to urea 

denaturation (Morse & Duckworth, 1980). CS chimeras constructed by 

swapping the two structural domains identified on the basis of the 

homologous three-dimensional stmcture of the pig enzyme were shown to 

exhibit regulatory properties dictated by the source of the large domain 

(Molgat et al., 1992). The study of the stability of the chimeras and the parent 

proteins formed the original experiments of this project, and the discovery of 

a biphasic denaturant-induced unfolding transition for E. c d i  CS shaped the 

rest of my research towards understanding the reason for the biphasic 

behaviour and characterizing the partially unfolded intermediate state of 

E. coli CS. 
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Experimental 
Site-d irected mutagenesis 

Site-directed mutagenesis by the modified Zoller and Smith method 

(Kunkel et al., 1987, Zoiler & Smith, 1983) was used. The M13mp18 clone of 

the 2168-bp EcoRI-SaII fragment of pESgffA contawng the citrate synthase 

coding region was used, and waç described elsewhere (Anderson & 

Duckworth, 1988). Synthetic oligonucleotides of 17 or 25 bases 

complementary to the coding strand (see Appendix II for DNA sequence of 

gltA gene) were used to introduce the mutations, and are listed in Table 2.1. 

Mutants were identified and verified by DNA sequencing of the entire coding 

region for CS using the single-stranded M13mp18 done. The EcoRI-Sa11 

fragment from a restriction digest of the repiicative form of the M13mp18 

clone was then subcloned into pBR322 to yield the expression plasmid 

pESglfA, which was sequenced across the mutation to verify it. Al1 DNA 

preparation, manipulation and sequencing methods are standard laboratory 

procedures (Maniatis ef al., 1982). 

Choice of Mutants 

Several criteria were used in choosing the mutants of CS to be 

constructed. The object of the study was to create interna1 cavities so as to 

destabilize the folded protein in selected regions. Large, hydrophobic residues 
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TABLE 2.1 Mutagenic oligonudeotides used to constntct mutant cikate synthases 

Mutant Oligonucleotide (5' to 3') 

F121A AAGCATGGCCAGACGG 

M131A TGACTGCCGCTGGATGC 

ACGCCGCCGCCGCGCCG 

L164A TCGACAGCGCGCGGAAC 

L259A GTCCCCACGCTGMGCA 

t275A CTGATTTCTTCCGCCATTTTCAGCG 

L369A CCCATCGCTTTCGCGATGATACCAG 

W391A CAGTGGGCGATCGCGCCAACGGTAC 

W395A TGCATTTCGCTCGCGTGGGCGATCC 

V338A CCATAGCCGCTTCCAGC 

W260A CAGGTCCCGCCAGTGAA 
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that were conserved in the CS alignment (see Appendix 1) were identified. 

Then the equivalent residues were examined in the known three- 

dimensional structure of pig CS to assess the extent of burial and proxirnity to 

other hydrophobic residues. In this way, residues which were highly 

conserved, and were likely to con tribute to s tructurally important 

hydrophobic cores, were identified. A few such residues were chosen in each 

of the two structural domains of CS. Table 2.2 lists the mutants and the 

homolgous pig CS residues, and the extent of conservation of each among CS 

sequences. 

Protein Expression and Purification 

Wild type and mutant pESgItA plasmids were expressed in M0B154, an 

E .  coli strain with a stable mutation in the gltA gene (Wood et  al., 1983). 

Three litres of LB medium containing 25 pg/mL ampicillin were sufficient for 

the preparation of approximately 100-150 mg of CS, although larger amounts 

were realized for stable mutants and smaller amounts for less stable ones 

(data not shown). The purification procedure was adapted from that reported 

by Duckworth and Bell (1982). Briefly, ceils were harvested after growth for 

18-24 hours by centrifugation and disrupted by an Aminco French Press in 

standard CS buffer (20 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8). After centrifugation to 

remove cellular debris, the crude extract was passed through a diethyl amino 

ethyl-cellulose (DEAE) column (8 X 5 un) which had been pre-equilibrated 

with the standard buffer. The column was washed with at least 2 litres of 

standard buffer to remove unbound material. A h e m  KC1 gradient (50 to 300 

mM, using 1 L) was used to elute the bound protein. CS activity was usually 

found in a prominent peak that eluted at about 100 mM KCI (see Figure 2.2 A 

for a typical elution profile), and was judged to be -90% pure by SDS PAGE. 
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TABLE 22 Location of E. coli CS residues chosen for site-directed 
mutagenesis and the* equivalents in the pig CS sequenœ 

E. coli CS Location Pig CS 

Residue helix, domain Residue 

FI21 F, large LI28 

LI41 G, large LI48 

LI64 1, large LI78 

Ml31 G, large Ml38 

L E 9  M, large L269 

MT260 M, small A270 

M274 N, small W284 

L275 N, small L28S 

L326 P, small L338 

L336 Q, small L349 

V338 Q, srnail V350 

L369 R, small L382 

W391 S, large V405 

W395 S, large L409 



- 
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Figure 2 2  Typical elution profiles of CS from (A) DEAE-cellulose anion exchange 
column with a gradient from 50 to 300 mM KCl and (BI from Sephadex G200. 
Fraction size is about l.2 mL (UK) drops). 
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Fractions were assayed for atrate synthase using the method of Srere et al. 

(1963) and those with the highest specific activity were pooled and 

concentrated by ultrafiitration. A final gel filtration step (Figure 2.2 B) using a 

Sepharose 6B (separation range 104 - 4 X 106 Da) or Sephadex G200 (separation 

range 5 X 103 - 6 X 105 Da) column (110 X 4 an) gave a CS preparation of 50 to 

100 mg, which is judged to be 99+% pure by SDS PAGE and/or electrospray 

ionization tirne-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESITOF MS). CS was usually 

stored highly concentrated (50 to 200 rng.rn~-l) in standard buffer at 4OC and 

was stable for months. Mutant proteins were routinely checked for their 

purity and molecular mass by ESI-TOF MS under denaturing conditions (see 

Chapter 3). MoIar extinction coefficients were determined for au mutants 

(Table 2.3) and wiId type CS by the method of Edehoch (Edelhoch, 1967), and 

were typically around 48 000 ~ - l c r n - l ,  except for the tryptophan mutants 

which have coefficients of about 3 700 M-km-1. The standard deviation for 

WT CS extinction coefficient measurements was about 2075 M-hm-1, or 

about 5%. 

Alkylation of CS at C206 uçing TFBA 

Wild type CS was aikylated as described (Donald et al., 1991) using 1,1,1- 

trifluorobromoacetone (TFBA). Briefly, CS (5 rng.m~-l, 100 pM) in 20 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer, 0.1 rnM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8 was incubated at 

37°C for 5 minutes. To this TFBA in acetonitrile was added to a final 

concentration of 10 mM TFBA, and the mixture was incubated at 37OC for one 

hou,  which is suffisent tirne for complete alkylation of cysteine 206 (Talgoy 

e t  al . ,  1979) The alkylation reaction is shown below: 
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TABLE 2.3 Extinction coeffiaents for mutant, chemicaüy modified and wild type 
citrate synthases 

PROTEIN Extinction Coefficient Tryp tophan/ Tyrosine 
at 278 nm bflcm'l) Ratio* 

F121A 

F383A 

L141A 

L164A 

L259A 

L275A 

L326A 

W36A 

W69A 

Ml 3lA 

M274A 

R387L 

TFBA-CS 

V338A 

W260A 

W391A 

WTCS 47 699 0.215 

*CS has a hjptophan/tyrosine ratio of 0.187. For tryptophan mutants the ratio is 
O. 125. 
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i o  20 3'0 40 50 60 
I 

Fraction Number 

Figure 2 3  Purification of TFBA-CS using size exclusion chrornatography on a 
Sepharose 68 column using 20 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM KU, pH 76. Fractions 
are about 12 mL eadi. The earlier-eluting peak was also observed on a Sephadex 
Grncolumn. 
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Cys teine TFBA Cys teine-TFA 

The reaction was quenched with dithiothreitol and the mixture was loaded 

onto a Sepharose 68 column for purification. The purification step described 

here is an improvement on previous work, and a typical elution profile is 

shown in Figure 2.3. A peak eluting much earlier than the main CS peak at 

around fraction 23 was like1y aggregated CS. The second peak, corresponding 

to modified CS, elutes at a volume characteristic of that for unmodified, 

hexameric CS. The resuiting protein was analyzed on a non-denaturing 

polyaaylamide gel as desuibed later and studied by urea denaturation. 

CS activity assays and kinetic meusurements 

CS catalyzes the condensation of OAA and AcCoA to produce citrate 

and CoA. The free SH of the CoA product is the basis for the CS assay as 

described by Srere et al. (1963), where DTNB was uçed to produce 1 mole of the 

thionihophenolate (TNB-) anion per mole of CoA produced: 

+ HSCoA 

5,s'-di thiobis42- Thionitrophenola te- Thionitro- 
nitrobenzoic acid) We A CO A phenolate anion 

DTNB qI2=13 6 0 0 ~ '  cm*' 

This species absorbs strongly at  412 nm an extinction coefficient of 

13  6 0 0  M - h m - 1 ,  and its rate of production was measured 

spectrophotometrically to obtain CS reaction rates using a Milton Roy 

Spectrophotometer. One unit of CS activity is defined as the amount of the 

enzyme required to produce 1 p o l  CoA per minute at room temperature. 

The standard CS assay contains 100 p M  AcCoA, 100 p M  OAA, and 50 pM 
59 
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DTNB in 100 rnM KCl, 20 rnM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8, and the assay 

volume was typicaiiy 1 mL. 

Limited kinetic measurements were carried out on some of the 

mutants that exhibited reduced enzyme activity in the presence of KC1. 

Typically two substrate saturation cuves were obtained (one for OAA and 

another for AcCoA) in the presence of KCl in order to determine whether the 

reduced activity was due to defective substrate binding (a Km effect) or 

whe ther the cataiytic rate was affected (a Kcot effect). 

Preparation of Urea Denaturation Curueç 

Stock urea solutions (9 to 10 M) in 20 rnM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8, 

were prepared fresh and used within three days. Calculation of urea 

concentration (Cure,) using refractive index measurements of urea solutions 

by the equation 

&, = 117.66(AN) + ~ 9 . 7 5 3 ( A N ) ~  + 185.56(~)~ [41 

where AN is the difference in refractive index between the urea solution and 

buffer gave values within 1.5% of the concentration calculated from the 

weight of urea (Creighton, 1988). The exact volume of stock 

calcula ted from the densi ty of the solution, 

urea solution was 

calculated by: 

where d is the density of the urea solution and W is the weight fraction 

dena turant in the solution (Creigh ton, 1988). 

Twenty to 30 different urea concentrations were typicdy used to define 

each denaturation c w e  by mùcing the appropriate volumes of urea, buffer 

and CS solutions for a total solution volume of 1 mL. Unless otherwise 
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stated, CS concentrations of 0.1 rng.rn~-l  (2.09 w) were used, and were 

de terrnined spectrophotometrically for the stock solution. Solutions were 

prepared and incubated ovemight at room temperature before circular 

dichroism or fluorescence measurements. 

Circular Dichroisrn and Fluorescence Specîroscopies 

A JASCO A500 spectropolarimeter equipped with a 486 PC (Iunning a 

BASIC program written by Dr. L. Kruczynski) was used for al1 circular 

dichroism (CD) measurements in a 0.1 an  quartz ce11 ( H e h a ) .  When 

needed, temperature was regulated by a Haake circulating water bath. To 

minimize the contribution of instrument drift during lengthy experiments, 

baseline measuremenb were taken at least every hour. The mean residue 

ellipticity at 222 nrn (MRE222) in UNts of deg.cm2.dmol-1 was calculated for 

each point in the denaturation curve by the equation: 

where BA is the measured ellipticity in millidegrees at wavelength A, Mang is 

the average rnass per amino acid of CS (112.4 u), 10 is a scaling factor, L is the 

pathlength of the sample cell in cm, and C is the concentration of the protein 

in rng.rn~-l. The error on the MRE222 obtained for WT CS was evaluated by 

pooling data from various separate experiments and determination of the 

standard deviation. 

Fluorescence measurements were made on a Fluoro IV Fluorimeter 

interfaced with a 386 PC running a BASIC program written by 

Dr. L. Kruczynski. Samples were excited at 280 or 295 nm and emission 

spectra collected. A 1 an quartz cuvette was used for a11 measurements and 

precautions were taken to minimize dust and particulate matter, by filtering 
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a11 buffers and stock solutions through a 0.2 cellulose acetate filter 

(Nalgene). 

R m s i b i l i t y  of CS denaturation 

Samples preincubated at different urea concentrations were dialyzed 

against O and 4 M urea to test the reversibility of the two transitions in CS 

unfolding. CD and fluorescence rneasurements of 'the samples were carried 

out before and after dialysis. Since native extinction coefficients would not be 

useful under denaturing conditions, the Bradford protein assay was used for 

protein determination (Bradford, 1976). The samples were also chedced for 

recovery of citrate synthase activity. 

ANS fluorescence enhancement 

ANS, 8-anilinonaphthalene sulfonic acid (Figure 2.4) has been used 

extensively as marker for exposed hydrophobic surfaces, a method originally 

introduced by Semisotnov (Semisotnov, 1991). Ten @f ANS was induded in 

each of the urea solutions in the CS denaturation curve to determine whether 

CS exhibited exposed hydrophobic surfaces. ANS emission was monitored at  

470 nm upon excitation at 380 nm. ANS fluorescence was not enhanced by 

urea when the experiment was repeated in the absence of protein. 

Non-denaturing polyacrylnmide gel electrophoresis 

Non-dena turing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) 

experiments were carried out on all mutant proteins as desuibed (Molgat et 

al., 1992). Briefly, 15.7 X 18 an slab gels with a thickness of 0.1 cm were used, 

with acrylamide concentrations of 6 4 % -  Tns-glycine buffer 33 mM, pH 7.5, 

was used for the running buffer and a stacking gel of 5% aaylamide was used 

to focus the protein bands. Coornassie Blue in 10% acetic acid, 25% methano1 

was used to visualize the pro tein bands. CS exhibited 3 bands; two of these are 
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hexamers and the other dimer (Molgat et al., 1992). This experiment was used 

to determine whether a given mutation caused a change in the 

association/dissociation of the dimers to form hexamers. 

Figure 2.4 Structure of the ammonium salt of û-aniiïno-naphthalene sulfonic aad. 
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Urea gradient gel electrophoresis 

Urea gradient aaylamide gels were prepared by a method similar to 

that desaibed (Goldenberg, 1988) where the urea concentration gradient is 

perpendicular to the direction of electrophoresis. Gels (15.7 x 18 c m  and 0.1 

cm thick) were cast from high to low urea concentration, pouring the 

acrylamide with a gradient former from the top of the gel. Acrylamide 

concentrations were typicdy 5 to IO%, and a reverse auylamide gradient (1- 

2% difference) was employed to minimize the reduced mobility of protein 

due to viscosity differences behveen high and low concentrations of urea. The 

success of the gradient formation was evaluated by induding bromophenol 

blue in the concentxated urea solution and inspecting the colour gradation by 

eye. Typically a sample of 0.1 to 0.3 mg CS in 20 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA pH 7.8 

was loaded and was nin for 5 hours a t  200 volts (25 mA) in a 33 mM Tris- 

glycine buffer, pH 7.5. The gels were stained with Coomassie Blue as described 

for nondenaturing gel electrophoresis. 

Results 
Urea dena turation monitored by Circular Dichroism 

CD in the far W (about 220 nm) is a measure of chirality of the peptide 

bond in proteins, and as such provides information on the secondary 

structure content. This property was used to follow the equilibrium 

unfolding of CS by urea. The CD spectrum of CS (Figure 2.5) is typical of an all 

a-helix protein (Adler, 1973), with a double minimum at 208 and 220 nm. CS 

from E. coli is about 30% identical in sequence to the pig CS for which several 

X-ray three-dimensional structures are available. From those structures, the 

pig CS is dassified as an all a-helk protein, with a fold that is unique to CS- 
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Figure 25 Circular d i d u o h  spectnim of CS (209 in 20 mM Tris, 1 mM RITA, 
pH 7.8. Path Iength used was 0.1 cm. 
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The mean residue ellipticity for WT Cs at 222 n m  for 0.1 rng.rn~-l  

sample in a 0.1 cm pathlength cuvette ranged between -14 162 and -20 424 

deg.an2.dmol-1 with an average of -16 885 f 1 600 deg.cm2.dmol-1. Therefore 

the error on the CD measurements was about IO%. This error may have been 

due to a combination of inaccuracy in protein determination and imprecise 

instrument calibration. The instrument was routinely calibrated with 

standard CD signal calibrants, androsterone or camphorsulfonic aud (Adler, 

1973). 

As shown in Figure 2.6 A, as urea was added the breakdown of 

secondary structure of CS occured in two transitions. In the first transition 

(Transition 1), about 60% of the total ellipticity was lost, with a midpoint of 

1.75 M urea. An intermediate state, sornewhat resistant to further 

denaturation, persisted in the range of 3.5 to 5 M urea and contained the 

remaining eiiipticity, which was lost in the second transition (Transition II) 

with a midpoint of 6.5 M urea. Representative CD spectra of CS at 0,4, and 9 

M urea are shown in Figure 2.6 B. Guanidine hydrochioride, a somewhat 

more effective chaotropic agent, also denatured CS in a biphasic manner 

(Figure 2.7), with transition midpoints of about 1 and 3 M. 

Denaturation of TFBA-modified CS 

Denaturation of TFBA-modified CS was also biphasic (Figure 2.8), with 

apparent midpoints of transitions of 1.5 M and 6.5 M, almost identical to the 

unmodified citrate synthase; Transition I midpoint was at a slightly lower 

urea concentration than for unmodified CS. The experiment was carried out 

to determine if and how hexamerization affects the denaturation profile of 

CS. TFBA-modified CS does not form hexamers under most conditions, as 

found by ESI-TOF MS as discussed later in Chapter 3 and by non-denahiring 
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Figure 2.6 (A) Urea denaturation of E. coli CS monitored by CD at 222 nm. The 
elïipticîty was normalized against the value for CS in the absence of denaturant 
The data were pooled from several experiments. (BI CD spectra of CS at 0,4, and 9 
M urea. The spectra in the presence of urea were not measured below 215 nm as m a  
absorbs strongly in this region MRE stands for mean residue ellipticity. 
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Figure 2.7 Guanidine hydrochloride denaturation of CS as monitored bv CD. 
a 

Protein concentration was 0.1 rng.xn~-l. The points represent data from two 
experiments. 
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CD-monitored urea denaturation of TRIA-CS. The results shown are 
from two separate experiments. 
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gel electrophoresis (data not shown). The slight decrease in 

the midpoint of Transition 1 may be a reflection of decreased stability due to 

the absence of hexamers. 

Unfolding of E. coli CS  rnonitored by fluorescence spectroscopy 

E. coli CS contains three tryptophans at positions 260, 391, and 395, and 

16 tyrosines. The tryptophans usually dominate the fluorescence emission 

spectra of proteiw since energy transfer usually occurs from the tyrosines to 

tryptophans (Creighton, 1988, Lakowia, 19831, and as shown in Figure 2.9, this 

is the case with CS. At 280 nxn, both tyrosine and tryptophan residues are 

excited, whereas at 295 nrn or higher, only tryptophans are selectively excited 

(albeit not at the maximum absorbante wavelength). Spectra of CS excited at 

280 and 295 nm were similar in shape, with emission maxima at 320 and 325 

nm, respectively, and a shoulder peak at about 360 nm. The emission 

wavelength of tryptophans is shongly dependent on the polarity of its 

environment; in a polar environment, such as aqueous solvent when a 

protein is unfolded, tryptophan emission is around 360 nm. Ln an apolar 

environment, such as the interior of a protein, the emission maximum is 

blue-shifted. While the emission maxima obtained for CS were indicative of 

buried tryptophans, the presence of a shoulder peak at 360 nrn suggests that a 

fraction of the population of tryptophans is solvent exposed, and 

correspondingly red-shifted. As shown later, the mutant W260A does not 

exhibit this shoulder peak in its emission spectrum. 

Both fluorescence intensity and  emission maxima can give 

information about the environment around tryptophans, a convenient 

measure of tertiary interactions in proteins (Creighton, 1988). This feature 

was used to monitor the unfolding of E. coli CS by urea. The relative change 
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Figure 2.9 Emission spectra of CS at two different excitation wavelengths. At 280 
nm, both tryptophaxms and tyrosines are exated, but at 295 nm, only the 
tryp tophans conhibute to the emission spectnun. CS concentration was 2.09 ph4 in 
20 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 78. A 1 cm quartz cuvette was used 
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Figure 210 Fluorescence monitored urea denatuation of CS (249 pMl in 20 mM Tris, 
1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8. Excitation wavelength was 280 n m  and emission was 
monitored at 330 nm. Exatation at 295 n m  gave an identical denaturation profile 
h o t  shown). 
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in the intensity of emission due to unfolding by urea is shown in Figure 2-10. 

As with the CD-monitored mfolding, fluorescence also reveals a biphasic 

breakdown of tertiary interactions. The proportion of structure loss in each 

transition was comparable to that lost as monitored by CD, suggesting that the 

tryptophan emission is a measure of global tertiary interactions rather than 

local interactions around single tryptophan residues: 

A plot of the emission maximum wavelength against urea 

concentration (Figure 2.11) shows that the change in the ernission maximum 

due to unfolding was biphasic as weli. In Transition 1, the shift was small (10 

nm), from 320 to 330 nm. This maximum remained unchanged over the 

concentration range 2 to 6 M urea, and then a further 30 nm shift occured in 

Transition II. Representative fluorescence specha of folded, intermediate, and 

unfolded CS are shown in Figure 2.12, illustrating the change in the 

maximum of emission as well as the shape of the spectra due to unfolding. In 

the unfolded spectnim, a small peak at about 305 nrn was observed, which 

corresponds to the emission of tyrosine residues. Tyrosines are not subject to 

changes in maximum emission wavelength due to environmental changes as 

tryptophans are, and thus a peak was revealed in the unfolded spectrum due 

to the shift of the emission maximum of the tryptophan residues. 

Inactivation of CS activity by urea 

Urea inactivates CS activity completely by 1 M urea (Figure 2.13). At 

50% inactivation, the urea concentration was 0.6 M, well below the transition 

midpoint obtained by fluorescence or CD and at which the amount of 

secondary or tertiary structure loss was virtually unchanged. This 

observation suggests that the mechanisrn of inactivation may be either the 

dissociation of the minimal unit for activity, the dimer, into monomers, or 
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Figure 2.11 The shift in emission maximum of CS during urea denahiration. 
Exatation wavelength was 280 nm. 
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Figure 2.12 Fluorescence specha of CS at in 0, 4, and 9 M urea. Excitation 
wavelength was 280 nm. 
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Figure 2-13 
abolished at 
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Inactivation of CS by urea. The enzyme activity was completely 
just under 1 M urea. 



the preferrential binding of urea at the active site, which would prevent 

substra te binding. 

Rmersibility of Urea Unfolding of CS 

Attempts to refold CS from 9 M urea by dialysis resulted in formation 

of a precipitate, indicating that irreversible aggregation had taken place. To 

test the reversibility of Transition II, samples that had been preincubated in O, 

4, and 9 M urea were dialyzed against 4 M urea and their elliptiaty measured 

before and after the dialysis (Figure 2.14). Dialysis of the unfolded CS sample 

(in 9 M) against 4 M urea resulted in the recovery of elliptiaty that was 

characteristic of CS in 4 M urea, suggesting that the Transition II is reversible. 

The control CS samples that had been preincubated at 4 and O M urea aiso 

showed the same amount of ellipticity after dialysis against 4 M urea. 

Samples in 4 M urea dialyzed against buffer retained the same elliptiaty and 

did not exhibit CS activity (not shown), suggesting that the Transition 1 was 

no t reversible. 

Thermal unfolding of CS 

The CD-monitored thermal unfolding of CS was biphasic, as shown in 

a representative experiment in Figure 2.15. A stable intermediate persisted up 

to 70°C and was only completely unfolded at temperatures near 90°C. No 

refolding was observed upon cooling after thermal denaturation, and 

generally, the pro tein precipi ta ted. I t was difficul t to obtain consis tent 

thermal denaturation data in separate trials; the inconsistency may lie in the 

fact that the denaturation curve seemed to depend on the rate of heating, 

which was not easy to control manually. Nevertheless, the data indicated that 

thermal induced equilibrium unfolding was biphasic as was observed with 



Before dialysis 
After dialysis 

Urea concentration before dialysis (Ml 

Figure 2.14 Dialysis of native, partially unfolded, and unfolded CS against 4 M 
urea to test for reversibility of the second transition The native and 4 M samples 
were tested in parallel for cornparison The ellipticity at 222 nm was regained for 
the unfolded sample. The absolute eiüpticities are plotted. 
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Figure 2.15 Themiil unfolding of CS as monitored by CD. The ellipticity was 
nonnalized against the signai obtained at room temperature (2Z°C). 
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chaotropic agent-induced unfolding, suggesting a similar unfolding 

mechanism. 

Fluorescence is highiy dependent on temperature (Schmid, 1988), and 

thus reliable fluorescence-monitored thermal denaturation data could not be 

ob tained. 

ESI-TOF MS-monitored thermal denaturation was used initially as an 

attempt to identify when subunit dissociation occurs in the thermal 

unfolding transition of CS. TFBA-modified CS does not form hexamers, and 

was used to eliniinate the contribution of the hexamer to dirner dissociation. 

Heating of TFBA-modified CS to temperatures where the stable intermediate 

is present resulted in a mass spectrum that contains monomeric CS and 

aggregates from dimer to octamer, as shown in Figure 2.16. The dimer 

present is not likely to be the native dimer, as the nurnber of charges it 

acquired in the ES1 source is larger than the native dimer, indicating that it is 

not in the same conformation as the native species (the relationship between 

the number of charges obtained and the conformation is described in the 

Introduction to Chapter 3). 

ANS fluorescence enhancement 

ANS binds native CS at two molecules per subunit (Talgoy et al., 1979). 

ANS was used in this study to probe for the presence of exposed hydrophobic 

surfaces due to partial unfolding. Figure 2.17 shows the fluorescence intensity 

change of A N S  at 470 n m  as a function of urea concentration in the presence 

and absence of CS. ANS fluorescence was not affected by urea alone, as 

Uustrated by Figure 2.17. However in the presence of CS, ANS fluorescence 

decreases initially, reaching a minimum at 0.75 M urea. This is then foliowed 

by a large increase in ANS fluorescence between 1 and 2.5 M urea, indicating 
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Figure 216 ESI-TOF m/z spectrum of TFBA-CS at 60°C. Sample concentration was 
10 ph4 in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 7.5. Sample heattig was done pnor to 
electmspraying. Monomer and aggregates up to octamers are observed. 
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Figure 2.17 ANS fluorescence at 470 nm in the presence and absence of CS (209 uM) - . r -- 
as a funaion of urea concentration The excitition wavelength was 380 nm, and 10 
pM ANS was used. 
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Figure 2.18 A cornparison of the ANS fluorescence profile with the CD monitored 
denaturation profile of CS. The line representing the denaturation m e  was 
drawn to show the trend of the data. The maximum ANS fluorescence coincides 
with the second half of Transition 1 of the denaturation m e  (2.5 M urea). 
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an increase in the amount of A N S  binding, perhaps due to the presence of 

exposed hydrophobic surfaces. At concentrations higher than 2.5 M, ANS 

fluorescence drops gradually until9 M urea is reached. The concentration at 

which ANS fluorescence is maximal (2.5 M) corresponds to the second half of 

the Transition 1 (Figure 2.18 is an overlay plot of the CD-monitored urea 

unfolding of CS and ANS binding for cornparison). The decrease in ANS 

fluorescence in a urea concentration range where little change occurs 

according to the CD and fluorescence measurements indicates that 

hydrophobic surfaces are becoming inaccessible to ANS, but perhaps by a 

process other than unfolding. 

ANS fluorescence was also used to probe for exposed hydrophobic 

surface as a function of thermal denaturation of CS (data not shown). 

Fluorescence was f o n d  to be at a maximum at 50°C, and decreased gradually 

thereafter, a behaviour which is similar to that described above for urea 

unfolding. This finding with ANS binding is further evidence that the 

equilibrium unfolding of CS by temperature and urea are similar, and that the 

intermediate state can be achieved using either method. 

Transverse uren gradient gel electrophoresis 

In an attempt to identify the point at which the subunits of CS 

dissociate in the unfolding transition, urea gradient gel electrophoresis was 

used. In t h i s  experiment, a sample of CS was electrophoresed in a direction 

perpendicular to the urea gradient, such that the CS experienced different 

urea concentrations across the gel. The rate of migration versus urea 

concentration should give information about the hydrodynamic properties of 

the protein, resulting in a faster moving species for a compact native structure 

and retarded mobility as unfolding occurs at higher urea concentrations. CS 
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dimer and hexamer species are readily separated on non-denaturing gels as 

one band corresponding to dimer and two hexameric bands, so it may be 

possible to detect the dissociation of these speues in the presence of urea. A 

gradient gel at low urea concentrations (O to 1 M) revealed that subunit 

dissociation occurs at very low concentrations, approximately ~ 0 . 2 5  M urea 

(data not shown). This is well below the concentration at which maximal 

ANS binding occurs, suggesting that the enhanced ANS binding is not due to 

subunit dissociation. It is also consistent with the loss of activity (dependent 

on the dimeric structure) at  about 0.6 M urea mentioned already. Using a 

wider urea concentration range, it was discovered that a nurnber of bands 

appear between 3 to 6 M urea (Figure 2.19). The mobility of these bands 

decreased as higher urea concentrations were reached, and eventually, the 

bands coalesced to f o m  a single or double band at high urea concentrations. 

These observations were reproducible. The presence of the multiple bands at 

intermedia te urea concentrations indica ted tha t the intermedia te s ta te 

observed at 4 M urea by fiuorescence and CD is a collection of aggregates, in 

agreement with the observation of aggregates by ES1 TOF MS as presented in 

Figure 2.16. 

Urea denaturation of A. anitratum and Chimera CS 

In contrast with urea denaturation of E. coli CS, A. anitratum CS, 

another gram negative CS (Morse & Duckworth, 1980), exhibited a single 

transition, with a midpoint of 5.5 M urea, as shown in Figure 2.20 A. The 

enzyme is resistant to denaturation up to 4 M uea,  making i t  much more 

stable than the E. coli enzyme as reported previously (Molga t et al., 1992). 

Chimeras of CS constructed by Gilles Molgat (Molgat et al., 1992) were 

also denatured by urea. The chimeras were constructed by exchange of the 
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Figure 2.19 Transverse urea gradient gel electrophoresis of E. coli CS (0.3 m g  in 20 
mM Tris 1 m M  EDTA, pH 7.8). The arrow indicates the direction of increasing urea 
concentrations (about .5 to 9 M). A reverse acrylamide gradient from 6 to 4.8 % was 
used. The gel was run (top to bottom) towards the positive eleckode in glycine 
buffer for 3 5  ho- at 150 volts (25 mA) as described in the text. 
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Figure 2.20 Denabation of CS parent proteins (E.  coli and A. anitrntum) and 
chimera proteins of the structural domains (AC1::eco and EC0::aci). 
(A) Denaturation of the A. anitrutum CS and the ACkeco chimera containing the 
large domain from A. anitratum. Unlike E. coli CS, denaturation is a single 
transition. (8) Denahiration of the E. coli CS and the EC0::aa a d e r a  containing 
the E. coli CS large domain. Both proteins exhibited biphasic denaturation. Lines 
are drawn to show the trend of the data. 
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structural domains of CS (small: residues 264 to 374, and large: residues 1 to 

263 and 375-426) between the two enzymes. The data are also presented in 

Figure 2.20. The AC1::eco chimera, where the large domain is derived from 

A. nnitrnfum and s m d  one from E. coli, had a denaturation cuve  similar to 

the A. anitratum, that is, a single transition. Similarly, the EC0::aa chimera, 

where the large domain is derived from the E. coli and small dornain from 

A. anitratum, exhibited a biphasic denaturation curve similar to that for 

E. d i  CS, except that the Transition 1 appears to have been stabilized relative 

to the wild type E. coli CS. The data suggest that the source of the large 

domain dictates whether the denaturation profile is biphasic or not. 

The experirnents in Figure 2.20 actually formed the foundation for a 

part of the present thesis project, and a hypothesis was formulated based on 

these results: that the biphasic denaturation observed for E. coli CS and 

EC0::aci CS is a result of independent unfolding of the two structural 

domains of CS, with the large, less stable domain frorn E. coli unfolding first. 

Two points are in support of this hypothesis: first, the breakdown of 

secondary structure (monitored by CD) and tertiary structure (monitored by 

intrinsic fluorescence) are coincident, implying that the unfolding is 

cooperative in each transition (i.e. tertiary and secondary structure breakdown 

were simultaneous). Second, the amount of structural loss in each transition 

corresponds approximately to the amount of structure associated with each of 

the two domains of CS based on the three-dimensional model. The approach 

chosen to test this idea was to destabilize each of the two domains selectively 

by single site-directed mutants in the hydrophobie cores and assess the 

stability changes due to the mutations. Characterization of CS mutants 

constructed for this purpose is reported in the following sections. 
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Purification of mutant citrate synthases 

AU mutants chosen, except W395A, were isolated in good yields using 

the procedure ou thed  for wild type CS. With some mutants, yieids were 

better than for wiid type (data not shown), and can perhaps be attributed to 

their increased stability. Circular dichroism of ail of the mutants showed that 

they contain essentidy the same amount of secondary stnicture as wild type 

protein. Mean residue ellipticities for the mutant proteiw are compared with 

the value for wild type in Table 2.4. The standard deviation for a series of 

values for wild type CS was 1 600 deg.an2.dmol-1, which corresponds to a 10% 

error. Storage of some of the mutants for extended periods of time in the 

usual conditions (4OC, in CS buffer, and concentrated) resdted in the 

formation of precipitates; the mutant L164A, a large domain mutant, was 

especially prone to this. 

Citrate Synthase Actioities of Mutants 

The specific activities of the mutant CSs are reported in Table 2.5. One 

mutant had a specific activity simiiar to wild type values (L326A), but the 

majority exhibited marked changes. Those that had very reduced activities 

(10 tirnes or more) indude M131A, L259A, M274A and L275A. F383A and 

R387L which were previously constructed and studied (Pereira et al., 1994) 

have very low activities. Most of the remaining mutants exhibited some 

reduced activities, including F121A, L141A, W260A, L336A, V338A, and 

L369A. One mutant L164A exhibi ted eleva ted ac tivity. 

Enzyme kinetic rneasurements on selected mutants 

Some kinetic rneasurements were done on mutants with significantly 

altered enzyme activity, to understand the reason for the change. Possible 

reasons hclude a shift in the allosteric equilibrium, which would reduce the 
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TABLE 2.4 CD Properties of Citrate Synthase Mutants 

Citrate m 2 . 2 2  

Synthase deg.an~.dmol-l 

WT -16 885 

TFBA CS -15 586 

F121A -17 890 

M131A -16 646 

LI41 A -18 015 

L164A -17 100 

L259A -15 872 

W260A -14 243 

M274.A -18 569 

L275A -18 491 

L326A -17 345 

L336A -17 256 

V338A -15 879 

L369A -16 743 

F383A -17 164 

R387L -16 348 

W391A -16 135 
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TABLE 2.5 Speafic Activities of Wiid Type and Mutant Citrate Synthases 

Citrate S~ecific 
Synthase 

TABLE 2.6 Kinetics of Selected Mutants in the Presence of K a  

Citrate KACCOA (CrM) KOAA (PM) Comments 
synihase 

W T  120 k 20 26 k 5 from Pereira et al., 

(1994) 

M131A 360 f 175 159 I 56 

L164A 6Bk Il 26k4 

L259A 84î & 180 11 + 1 

L275A ~OOO* 380 I 93 

L369A 688 + 138 19+ 1 

F383A 2000 f 100 47+4 from Pereira et al. 

Sigrnoid AcCoA CUI-ve 

R387L ND N D  from Pereira ef ai. 
Obtained from the sigmoid graph at Cgog. 
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affinity of the mutant enzyme for its subshates, or the removal of residues 

important for substrate binding (as is the case for R387L, previously studied 

(Pereira et al., 1994)). Table 2.6 lists citrate synthases and their KM values for 

AcCoA and OAA from substrate saturation m e s  obtained in the presence of 

a fixed concentration of the second substrate. These values were obtained by 

fitting the hyperbolic curves to binding hyperbolas, with the exception of 

mutants which exhibited sigmoid saturation. Values obtained for WT and 

the mutants F383A and R 3 8 Z  are from previous work (Pereira et al., 1994) 

and are included for cornparison. LIMA was the only mutant which showed 

enhanced CS activity, and this appears to be due to enhanced affinity for 

AcCoA. 

The most dramatic example of a mutant with reduced activity was 

L275A, which showed sigmoid AcCoA saturation even in the presence of KC1; 

in the WT enzyme, KCI shifts the aliosteric equilibrium toward the R state 

(active state) and converts the saturation curve for AcCoA from sigmoid to 

hyperbolic. L275A, then, appears to have an equilibrium that is shifted 

towards the allosteric T state, as was observed previously with the F383A 

mutant. This mutant also exhibited greatly reduced affinity for OAA, which 

may also affect the AcCoA binding; in CS, OAA binds first and increases the 

affinity for AcCoA. 

The L259A and M131A mutants also showed very low activities. The 

pig residue homologous to L259 interacts with the active site residue F383 in 

the three-dimensional structure. The L259A mutant had a lowered affinity 

for AcCoA, consistent with the importance of this residue in rnaintaining the 

active site structure for optimal AcCoA binding. The OAA binding affinity 

for this mutant increased slightly. The Ml31 homolog in the pig structure, in 
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turn, interacts with the L259 residue desaibed above, in what appears to be a 

hydrophobie network. Replacement of this residue with alanine also resulted 

in the reduction of affinity for AcCoA, also consistent with the idea that these 

residues are important as scaffolding for the active site. 

The last of the mutants shown in Table 2.6, L369A, also has lowered 

affinity for AcCoA, but it is not obvious from the three-dimensional CS 

structure why this should be so. The L369 homolog in the pig structure is in 

the R helix, which is in dose proximity to the S helix in which some of the 

active site residues reside. It is possible that the conformational changes. tha t 

take place in the small domain during binding and catalysis involve this L369. 

Alterna tively, adjus tments of the L369A pro tein in response to the mutation 

may ultimately lead to a l e s  effiaent active site. The R helix is the core helix 

of the small domain where substantial rotations and shifts take place upon 

changing from the open to the dosed conformations of CS (Lesk & Chothia, 

1984). 

LIrea Denaturation of CS mutants and Data fitting 

With the exception of W391A, mutant citrate synthases showed the 

same biphasic urea denaturation as the wild type enzyme. Their denaturation 

data are reported following this section. To compare the resultant 

denaturation curves to that of wild type CS, the data were fitted assumirtg a 

three state mode1 with native (N), intermediate (0, and denatured (D) states, 

and two equilibrium constants KI and K2: 

For any of the points in the denaturation cuve, only the N, I, or D states are 

present at sigruficant concentrations, and the sum of their fractions is 1, 
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f ~ + f i + f ~  = 1 Pl 
where fhT. fr. and fD represent the fraction of protein present in the native, 

intermediate anci denatured states, respectively. 

Then KI and K2 are defined as 

The total rneasured ellipticity (or any other property), yobs, at any given urea 

concentration may be defined as the sum of contributions of eadi of the states 

with each having its characteristic elliptiuty YN, YI, and y~ 

Using equations 7 and 8 and 9 and substituting into equation 10 yields the 

rneasured eilipticity in terms of equilibrium constants and characteristic 

ellip tiaties of the native, in termedia te and denatured states: 

According to Pace (Pace et aLf 1988, Pace, 19861, the free energy change 

obsemed at each urea concentration, AGobserrted is linearly related to the dope 
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of the transition, m, and the urea concentration, and extrapolation to O M 

urea yields the fkee energy change for the unfolding , AGu,+lding 

Since AG=-RTlnK (where R is the gas constant, 1.987 ~al .de~-~.rnol- l ,  T is the 

absolute temperature in degrees kelvin, and K is the equilibrium constant), 

KI and K2 may be defined as 

and substitution of equations 13 and 14 into equation 11 yields the final 

equation used for fitting denatura tion da ta. 

Since seven parameters are involved in fitting a denaturation cuve, a 

pool of data from denaturation cuves of mutant and wild type citrate 

synthases was fitted with the equation in order to obtain best values of three 

parameters, the normalized ellip tiuties characteristic of native, intermediate 
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and denatured states ( y ~ ,  yc and y ~ ,  respectively). Those values were then 

held constant in subsequent fittings of individual data sets to obtain the free 

energy of unfolding and slope parameter for each transition (AGl,AG2 and 

ml,  ma, respectively). The fitted pool of denaturation data is shown in Figure 

2.21 with the resultant values in Table 2.7. The fitted parameters for the 

pooled data indicate, on average, that unfolding in-Transition 1 accounts for 

67% of the structure, while Transition II accounts for the remaining 33%. 

While the irreversibility of the unfolding of CS and the presence of 

aggregates puts into question the validity of this kind of analysis, the data 

fitting serves as a method for comparing the mutant denaturation curves to 

the wild type denaturation, and at the very least, it allows the calculation of 

the transition midpoint (the concentration of urea at middle of each 

transition, [ ~ r e n ] l / ~ ) .  At the midpoint of the transition, the AGobS=O, so 

equation 12 becornes 

and the concentration of urea at the midpoint, can be calcuiated, 

The free energies of unfolding, slopes, and midpoints associated with each 

transition, for dl mutant and wild type citrate synthases, are summarized in 

Tables 2.8 and 2.9. 

Large errors are associated with some of the AG2 values. During data 

fitting, large variations in the assigned slopes were noted, which usually led 

to large changes in the AG2 values obtained. The uncertainty may be due to 
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Figure 221 Data fitting to obtain values of y N ,  yl, and y D ,  the normalized 
eUiptiuty characteristic of the Native, Intemiediate, and Denatured states. The 
results of the fit to equation 15 are in Table 27. 

TABLE 2.7 Values obtained fmm the fit of the data in Figure 231 to equation 15. 
y ~ ,  yu and y~ were constnined to those values for subsequent data fi&. 

Parameter Fitted value 
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two reasons. First, Transition II is short, and only a limited number of points 

in a small concentration range are available. Second, the length of the 

extrapolation for the determination of AG2 is long. Both points reduce the 

accuracy with which a slope is assigned, leading to a AG2 value with a large 

uncertainty. Perhaps an additional factor is the contribution of scatter; the 

data at ellipticities of lower intensity wodd have a larger enor associated with 

hem, if the error in CD measurements is a constant value rather than a 

percentage of the ellipticity value. 

TFBA-rnodified CS 

Cysteine 206, the residue modified by TFBA, is in the large domain of 

the model of CS. It resides in a region of the sequence where there exis ts very 

little homology between the aliosteric citrate synthases and the non allosteric 

dass, and this residue was identified as a marker for the NADH binding site 

(Donald et al., 1991). As discussed in Chapter 3, mass spectrometry was used 

to show that this modified CS is dimeric in the absence of KC1 (see Figure 3.7 

in Chapter 3). Non-denaturing gel electrophoresis also showed dimer only 

h o t  shown). Figure 2.22 shows the fitted denaturation cuves for WT CS and 

TFBA-modified CS. The Transition I is destabüized, probably because of loss 

of hexamer interactions in this protein. 

FI21A CS 

FI21 is a large domain residue in Helix F of the CS model (Figure 2.23). 

The residue is highly conserved in the prokaryotic sequences, and is only 

replaced with hydrophobic residues in some prokaryotes and most 

eukaryotes. Data fitting of the denaturation c u v e  of this mutant (Figure 2.24) 

indicates that Transition 1 is stabilized (by 0.28 kcal/mol) and the second 

destabilized. Transition rnidpoints, however, occur a t lower concentrations; 
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TABLE 2 8  Summary of free energïes of unfolding and dopes of the two unfolding 
transitions of wild type, mutant, and TFBA rnodified citrate synthases obtained by 
data fitang using equation 15 with y ~ ,  y[, and y~ held fixed at the values shown 
in Table 2.7. 

Protein AG1 AG2 m l  m2 
kcal.mo 1-1 kc~l.rnol'~ kcal.rnor * *iW2 k c d m o  l - * - ~ - *  

WT CS 1.8M.11 10.5k1.65 -1 .05tn.06 -1.6110.25 
TFBA 1.33 f 0.10 7.45 f 0.76 -0.99 k 0.07 -1.18 -t. 0.12 
F121A 2.08,-t0.18 5.76k0.86 -1.36M-11 -0.9%0. 14 
M131A 2.620.27 8.47k1.65 -1 .24H. 13 -1.4W0.27 
L141A 2.63+0.23 8.65kî.10 -1 SZkO.20 -1 -43kO.34 
L164A 1.25M.11 7.8W1. 17 -0.92M.07 -125~0.18 
L259A 2.59M.23 8.15k1.26 -2.31tri.12 -2.W0.21 
W260A 2.74k0.32 5.51fl.66 -1.75M.19 -0.88+0.12 
Mî74A 3.81S.48 11 -2.15M .28 -1 .w.43 
L275A 1.93kO. 17 5.25kO.58 -1.4M.13 -0.85f 0.09 
L326A 1 .5=.08 6.19rt0.53 -0.9M.05 -0.98kO.08 
L336A 3.13k0.39 5.21t0.91 -1.3M.17 -0.91+(i.15 
V338A 3.85M.43 10.3t1.92 -1.6339.18 -1.65M.31 
L369A 2.0M.14 9.07k1.72 -0.95B.07 -1 -47k0.28 
F383A 3.72k0.63 1 0.7S.47 -2.0 lM.35 -1.93Hl.60 
R387L 4.2320.51 4.05I0.45 -1.68H.20 -0.W0.07 

W391A 1.2eO. 11 3.75H.62 -0.75&0.08 -0.7% 0.1 1 
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TABLE 2.9 Summary of transition midpoints for urea denaturation m e s  of mutant, 
chemicaiiy rnodified and m l d  type citrate synthases. 

Citrate midpoint of midpoint of second 
Synthase first transition transition W 

(Ml 

WTCS 1.71 6.49 

TFBA CS 1 -34 6.31 

F121A 1.53 5.82 

M131A 2.1 1 6.05 

L141A 1 .O7 6.05 

LI 64A 1.36 6.3 1 

L259A 1.98 6.08 

W260A 157 6.26 

MZ~A i .n 6-18 

L275A 1.30 6.18 

i326A 1 54 6.32 

L336A 2.25 5.73 

V338 A 2.36 6.20 

L369A 2.1 1 6.17 

W391 A 1.60 5.14 

Values caiculated from parameters in Table 2.8 and equation 17. 
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Figure 2 2  Urea denaturation of TFBA CS and WT CS monitored by CD. Lines are 
fits to the data using equation 10, as described in the text  
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1 2 1  131 14 1 164 
< H e l i x  F > < H e l i x G  > < H e l i x H >  < Helix 1.. . 

TMIHEQ I T R L F H A F R R D S H ~ V M C G I T G ~ H D S L D W P ~ I M R U S ~ P T  
TMVWEQLKTFFNGFRRDAH~VMCWIGALSAFYHDSLDITNPKHRQVSAHRLIAKElPT 
~DQVSRFFNGFRRDAH~IWGVVGALSAFYHNNLDIEDINHREITAIRLIAKIPT 
TLLHEQIRNFFNGFRRDAHP~ILCGTVGALS~PDM~IAI PANRDLAAMRLIAK I PT 

Figure 2.23 Partial sequence alignment of four prokaryotic (top group) and four 
eukaryotic (bottom group) CS sequences, showing the locations of the large domain 
mutations. The secondary structure indiuted is from A Chu's mode1 of CS that is 
based on the pig structure (Duckworth et ut., 1987). The residues chosen for 
mutation are indicated by their number in the E. coli sequence and in bold lettering. 
For the hill sequence alignment see Appendix L 
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Figure 2.24 Urea denahiration and data fit for R21A CS compared to WT CS. 
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the apparent increase in AG1 can be athibuted to the change in the dope of 

this transition. 

M131A CS 

Ml31 is highly conserved large domain residue in the N-terminus of 

the G helix of the CS mode1 (see alignment in Figure 2.23). The equivalent 

pig residue, M138, is involved in hydrophobic interaaction with L269, a residue 

which is in contact with the active site residue F397. The greatly reduced 

activity of the M131A mutant may indicate that the methionine is part of a 

hydrophobic network which maintains the integrity of the active site. 

Reduced affinity for both substrates is observed with this mutant, with a 

greater effect on the OAA binding. Denahiration of this mutant (Figure 2.25) 

showed that the first transition is stabilized and the second transition 

destabilized, a trend common among other mutants with reduced activity. 

L141A CS 

L141A is also a large domain mutant in the C terminus of the G heiix 

(Figure 2.23). The residue is highly conserved, only being replaced with M in 

some species. In contrast with M131A, both transitions in the denaturation 

cunre of this mutant appear to be destabilized (Figure 2.26), and the effect on 

enzyme activity was not large. 

LZ64A CS 

This mutant is the only one which exhibited elevated enzyme activity; 

the limited kinetic measurements revealed that AcCoA binding is twofold 

better than to WT. Denaturation showed that this mutant is destabilized 

relative to WT (Figure 2.27). This residue, located in the core of the large 

domain (Helix 1, see Figure 2-23), is highly conserved in most species, being 

replaced only by other hydrophobic residues (M, 1). This mutant 
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Figure 2.25 Urea denaturation and data fit for MUlA CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 226 Urea denatuation and data fit for L141A CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 2.27 Urea denaturation and data fit for L164A CS compared to WT CS. 

2 5 9 / 2 6 0  2 7 4 / 2 7 5  
... Helix M > < H e l i x N  > < Helix O > 

C IAAGIASLWGPAHGGANEAAL-EEISSVKH I PEFVRRAKDKNDSFRL 
C IASGIAALWGPAHGGANEAVLWEIGDVSNIDKFVEKAKDKNDPFKL 
C ISAGISALWGPAHGGANEAVL~DEIGSVENVAEFM . . EICVKRN3M.L 
C IAAGIAALWGPAHGGANEAvL~IGIU(EN1 PAF IAQVKDKNSGVKL 

Figure 2.28 Partial sequence alignment of four prokaryotic (top group) and four 
eukaryotic (bottom p u p )  CS sequences, showing the locations of 4 mutants in the M 
and N helices. The secondary structure indicated is from A. Chu's mode1 of CS that 
is based on fhe pig structure. The residues chosen for mutation are indicated by 
their number in the E. coli sequence and in bold lettering. For the h U  sequence 
alignment see Appendix IL 
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is not subject to aiiosteric inhibition by NADH. This may a i s e  somehow 

from the proximîty to a loop between Helices J and K has been proposed to 

contain the elements of NADH inhibition/binding and/or allostery since the 

two classes of CS show low homology in sequence in this region. 

L259A CS 

L259 is cowemed in ail known Css except for CISY-BACSU (a third CS 

in Bacillus subtilis, where methionine is substituted (Figure 2.28 and 

Appendix 1). Its high degree of conservation suggests that it may be important 

for the function of the enzyme. The equivalent residue in the pig CS 

structure (L269) makes a hydrophobie contact with the active site residue F397; 

F397 interacts with the acetyl group of AcCoA. Therefore the role of this 

residue may be maintenance of the structure of the active site. The observed 

reduced activity of L259A wodd  suggest that this is the case; the affinity for 

AcCoA was greatly reduced in this mutant. Denaturation shows that this 

mutant is modestly stabilized in the first transition and destabilized in the 

second (Figure 2.29). 

W260A CS 

W260 is in the M helix dose to the interface between the two structural 

domains, and is well conserved in the prokaryotic sequences (Figure 2.28). 

The activity of W260A was reduced relative to WT CS, but not to the extent 

observed with the mutation of the neighboring L259. Again, the first 

transition appears to be stabilized and the second transition destabilized 

(Figure 2.30). A striking difference, however, is the large change in the dope 

of the first transition. 

CS fluorescence is dominated by tryptophans, as shown in Figure 2.9 for 

Wï CS. The protein contains three tryptophans, W260, W391, and W395, but 
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Figure 229 
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Urea denaturation and data fit for L259A CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 230 Urea denaturation and data fit for W260A CS compared to WT CS. 
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the contributions of each of those to the fluorescence of the protein was 

unknown. 

The emission spectrum of W260A was observed to have a different 

shape than the wild type spectrum (Figure 2.31); the shoulder peak in the 

wild type spectrum is missing for W260A and the emission maximum is 

shifted by 5 n m  to 320 nm. These observations suggest that the residue W260 

is the source of the shoulder peak in the wild type spectrum and that it is 

solvent exposed. If this was the case, then the remaining tryptophan residues, 

W391 and W395 probably act as a single fluorescence reporter group for CS, 

since they are located in the same part of the molecule. 

Denaturation of W260A followed by fluorescence is also biphasic 

(Figure 2.32). However the amplitudes of both transitions were lower than 

the wild type values by about 0.2 (arbitrary fluorescence unih). This suggests 

that fluorescence emission of W260 in the WT CS contributes to both 

transitions equally. 

M274A CS 

M274 is a small domain residue in the N helix, and is conserved as a 

methionine in most prokaryotic CS sequences, but is replaced with 

tsyptophan in the eukaryotic ones (Figure 2.28). Glutamine and aspartic acid 

replace this residue in archaebacteria and one procaryotic sequence (see 

Appendix 1). While the first transition midpoint seems to be unchanged from 

the WT value, the dope is steeper and the resultant free energy is twice that 

for WT (Figure 2.33). The second transition is destabilized. The proximity of 

this residue to others important for AcCoA binding may explain the reduced 

activity obtained; the equivalent residue in the pig CS, W284, makes contacts 

with residues involved in CoA binding. 
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290 310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450 
Emission Wavelength hm) 

Figure 231 Emission spectra of WT and W260A. Excitation was at 280 n m  and 
protein concentration was 21 p M  

-2 O 2 4 6 8 10 
Urea concentration (Ml 

Figure 232 Urea denahiration of WT and W260A monitored by fluorescence. The 
lines are drawn to show the trend of the data. 
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L275A CS 

Unlike M274A, the L275A mutant exhibits a less stable first transition 

(Figure 2.34). L275 is very well consemed, with only a few sequences showing 

variation (Figure 2.28); hvo sequences contain a glutamine in this position, 

and in both cases they are products of a "second CS gene" in E. coli and 

Salmonella typhimurium (Appendix 1). The pig equivalent, L285, contacts 

residues which are important for CoA binding; kinetic measurements show 

that this mutant is defective in AcCoA binding, exhibiting sigmoid saturation 

even in the presence of KCI (similar to that observed with the F383A mutant 

(Pereira et  al., 1994)). Oxaloacetate binding affinity was also reduced for L275A. 

L326A CS 

L326 is in Helix P of the small domain where it is weU conserved 

(Figure 2.35). In a few CSs, the equivalent residue is C, S, or P instead of a 

hydrophobie residue. The effect of the L326A mutation on the stability was 

modest; only a small decrease of the stability in the first transition was 

observed along with the usual decrease in the second transition (Figure 2.36). 

The enzyme activity of this mutant was normal. 

L336A CS 

L336 is in the N-terminus of Helix Q in the small domain of CS (Figure 

2.35). The effect of replacing this residue with an alanine on the stability is 

dramatic, with a large increase in the stability of the first transition (+1.33 

kcal.mol-1) and a decrease in the second transition (Figure 2.37). The specific 

activity of this mutant, while somewhat reduced, was unremarkable. 
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Figure 233 Urea denaturation and data fit for MZ74A CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 234 Urea denaturation and data fit for L275A CS compared to WT CS. 
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326 336/338 369 
.... Helix P > < HelixQ > < H e l i x R  > 

CISY-ECOLI TCHEVLKELGTKDDLLEVWLENIALNDPYFIEKKLYPNVDFYSGIILK 
CISY-PSEAE TCD~QEU;INDPQLELAMKLEEIARHDFYFVERNLYPNVDFYSGIILK 
CISY-ACIAN TCDEVLEALGINDPQLRLAMELERIAWDPYFVERKLYPNVDFYSGIILK 
CISY-ACEAC TCHEVLT~GIKDDL~LAVELEKIALSDDYFVQRKLYPNVDFYSGIILK 

Figure 2.35 Partial sequence aïignment of four prokaryotic (top group) and f o u  
eukaryotic (bottom group) CS sequences, showing the locations of 4 mutants in the P, 
Q, and R helices. The second- structure indicated is from the mode1 of CS that is 
based on the pig structure. The residues chosen for mutation are indicated by their 
number in the E. cofi sequence and in bold lettering For the bill sequence alignment 
see Ap pendUc 1. 

- WTCS 4 

-2 O 2 4 6 8 IO 
Urea concentration (M) 

Figure 2.36 Urea denaturation and data fit for W26A CS compared to WT CS. 
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V338A CS 

V338 is in Helix Q of the small domain (Figure 2.35). Mutation of this 

highly conserved residue resulted in a dramatic increase in the stability of the 

first transition (+2.05 k~al-mol-~),  as evidenced by Figure 2.38. As observed for 

the L336A mutant, the activity of the V338A mutant was reduced but not to a 

very large extent. 

L369A CS 

L369 resides in Helix R of the small domain close to the intersubunit 

interface, and is well conserved (Figue 2.35). The L369A mutant showed a 

modest inaease and decrease in the stabilities of the first and second 

transitions, respectively (Figure 2.39). The activity of this mutant was reduced 

to about 30% of that for WT. Kinetics measurements in the presence of KCI 

show that the AcCoA affinity was reduced by about 6-fold while that for OAA 

was unchanged. 

F383A CS 

F383 is the 100% conserved, active site residue in Helix S which 

interacts with the acetyl moiety of the AcCoA (Figure 2.40 and Figure 1.11 in 

Chapter 1). This mutant was constructed and studied by D. Periera, and shows 

sigmoid AcCoA saturation kinetics in the presence of KCI. The mutant has a 

dramatically different stability profile compared to WT: the first transition 

was stabilized by about 2 kcal.mo1-1 (Figure 2.41). As with the other mutants, 

the second transition occurs at lower urea concentrations. 

R387L CS 

R387 is also an active site, Helix S residue (Figure 2.40 and Figure 1.11 

in Chapter 1) which is involved in hydrogen bonding with OAA. Its 

mutation to leucine resulted in a mutant which is essentially inactive (Pereira 
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Figure 237 Urea denaturation and data fit for W36A CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 2.38 Urea denahiration and data fit for V338A CS compared to WT CS. 
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Urea concentration (M) 

Figure 239  Urea denaturation and data fit for W69A CS compared to WT CS. 

303 387 391 395 
< Helix S > 

CISY-ECOLI AMGIPSSMFTVIFAMARTVGWIAHWSEMHS 
CISY-PSEAE AIGIPTSMFTVIFALARTVGWISHWQEMLS 
C ISY-AC IAN AIGIPTEMFTVIFALARTVGWISHWLEMHS 
CISY-ACEAC AMGIPTSMFTVLFAVARTTGWVSQWKEMIE 

CISY-PIG YYGMTENYYTVLFGVSEVU;GVLAQLIWSRA 
CISY-CHICK YYGmENYYTVLFGVSRALGVLAQLIWSRA 
CISY-YEAST YYGLTESFYTVLFGVARAIGVLPQLIIDRA 
CISY-CITMA HFGLAERYYTVLFGVSRSLGICSQLIWDRA 

Figure 2.40 Partial sequence alignment of four prokaryo tic (top group) and four 
eukaryotic (bottom p u p )  CS sequences, showing the locations of 4 mutants in the S 
helix The secondary structure indicated is from the mode1 of CS that is based on 
the pig structure. The residues chosen for mutation are indicated by their number in 
the E. c d i  sequence and in bold lettering. For the hli sequence alignment see 
Appendix 1. 
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et al., 1994). The effect on the stability is profound (Figure 2.42): the first 

transition has been stabilized by about 2.4 kcd-mol-l and the second transition 

exhibits very low cooperativity. The stabilization might be expected if the 

burial of a charged group into an active site with other positively diarged 

residues is unfavorable and thus is destabilizing in the WT protein. 

W391A CS 

W391 is in H e h  S close to the active site and the intersubunit interface 

(Figure 2.40). W391 is highly conserved as a tsrptophan among most CS 

sequences, and where it is replaced, the residue is another aromatic residue 

(Y) or a leucine (see Appendk 1). The large effect of this mutation on the 

stability and activity was unexpected (Figure 2.43). A helix wheel projection 

shows that this residue is on the same face as the active site residues F383 and 

R387 (not shown). Çome kinetic measurements indicate that AcCoA binding 

was greatly reduced and perhaps sigrnoidal (data are not shown). The 

denaturation was not cooperative, and occurred gradually throughout the 

urea concentration range without an apparent equilibrium intermediate. 

Numerous efforts to improve the quality of the denaturation data failed. 

W395A CS 

The W395A mutant, which also resides in the S helix and is consemed 

(Figure 2.40), was not successfully purified. Although SDS PAGE showed that 

some W395A CS was present after ion exchange and size exclusion 

chromatographies, the amount of contaminating protein was very large. It is 

possible that this mutant does not fold properly in vivo, and that it was 

susceptible to proteolysis perhaps due to its instability. The behaviour of the 

mutant W391A would indicate that this region of CS is essential for its 
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Figure 2.41 Urea denaturation and data fit for F383A CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 2.42 Urea denaturation and data fit for R3û7L CS compared to WT CS. 
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Figure 2-43 Urea denaturation and data fit for W391A CS compared to WT CS. 
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folding and stability, and so the la& of success in purifying the W395A 

mutant is not surprising. 

Effect of ligands on the unfolding of CS 

Citrate, NADH, KC1, and AcCoA were added to the unfolding reaction 

of WT CS. The denaturation curves were anaiyzed by the method described 

for mutant curves by data fitting. Figures 2.44 to 2.48 describe the 

denaturation curves and Table 2.10 summarizes the results of the data fitting. 

In all cases, the Transition 1 had higher [ureaIll2 values than wild type protein 

in the absence of ligand. Transition II had values of [ u ~ e a ] l / ~  that were 

reduced, except for the denaturation curves in the presence of KCI and 

NADH; those exhibited no change in the midpoint of the transition. Both 

KCl and NADH induce hexamerization, and thus, would be expected to 

stabilize the protein. KCl may aiso stabilize salt bridges and NADH binding in 

its site might contribute to stability by hydrogen bonding to groups that may 

otherwise be unsatisfied. Ligands in general are found to stabilize the folded 

conformation of proteins (Creighton, 1993). 

Citrate and CoA (active site ligands) affected the denaturation profile in 

a manner similar to that exhibited by mutants with lowered activity; the 

Transition I was stabilized apparentiy at the expense of Transition II. 

Patterns and Trends of the Denaturation Data 

The bar graphs in Figure 2.49 and 2.50 illustrate the denaturation data 

graphically. The data are organized such that the mutants of lowest enzyme 

activity are on the right. Most mutants which exhibited an increase in the 

stability (AG) of the Transition I had lower enzyme activities (notably R387L, 

F383A, M131A, L259A, M274A, W260A, V338A, and L336A in increasing order 
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Figure 2.44 Urea denaturation and data fit for CS in the presence and absence of 100 
pM Ka. 
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Figure 2.45 Urea denaturation and data fit for CS in the presence and absence of 
p M  NADH. 
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Urea concentration (Ml 
Figure 2.46 Urea denahuation and data fit for CS in the presence and absence of 100 
pM citrate, 

C - WTCS 

O 2 4 6 8 
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Figure 2.47Urea denaturation and data fit for CS in the presence and absence of 100 
ph4 Co& 
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Figure 2.48 Urea denaturation and data fit CS in the presence and absence of 100 
each of citrate and C o k  

I f I 1 
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TABLE 210 Free energies of unfolding, transition dopes and midpointî for CS 
urea denaturation in the presence of selected ligands 

AG1 AG2 ml "'2 'I2M1 m 2  
Des&~tion kcalmol- kcalrnol- kcallmol-2 kcallmol-2 M M 

WTCS 

CS+ 3.72 t 037 5.63 50.75 -1.61 + 0.16 -0.92 i 0.12 2.31 6.12 
citrate 

CS+ 2.64 + 0.46 6.08 i 1.73 -1.33 k 0.23 -1.06 M.30 1.98 5.74 
citrate + 

CoA 

CS + KCl 

C S +  3.24 k 0 2 4  6.48 i 0.81 -1.16 + 0.12 -0.99 k 0.12 2.01 6.55 
NADH 

Note TM1 and TM2 are the midpoints of Transitions 1 and II, respectively. 
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of enzyme activity). There are some exceptions; W391A showed a general 

destabilization of both transitions and L275A only a slight increase in the 

stabiüty of the Transition 1 despite low activity. A dear relationship between 

the extent of stabilization of Transition 1 and the reduction of enzyme activity 

is not apparent from the data; for example, V338A and L336A showed large 

increases in the stability of Transition 1 but modest decreases in enzyme 

activity. 

Mutants which exhibited enhanced or unaltered activity (L164A and 

L326Af respectively) have reduced Transition 1 stabilities. Matthews (1996) 

suggested that there is an inverse relationship between stability and function 

and in general, the observations here are consistent with this view. 

The trends observed with changes in the transition midpoints in 

general parallel those obtained with the change in free energy. In those 

mutants where this is not the case, the slopes of the transitions have changed 

sigruficantiy from the wild type values, leading to large increases or decreases 

in the free energy, despite similar midpoint values, or vice versa. In the case 

of Transition II, large uncertainties are assouated with the slopes obtained, 

mainly due to the amplitude of the transition and the length of the 

extrapolation that is required to obtain the free energy in the absence of 

denaturant. However, the data indicate that in al1 mutants, Transition II 

occurs at lower urea concentrations than for the WT protein. The effect may 

be a lower extent of aggregation, or a destabilization of the parts of the protein 

which unfold in Transition II concurrent with breakdown of aggregates. It is 

difficult to assess whether either or both reasons for destabilization apply for a 

given mutant CS. 
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Figure 2.49 The change in the the stabilities  AG^ and  AG^) obtained for mutant 
CSs. These values (MG) were calculated by MG=AGmutant dG*ldtype, so a 
negative value is a destabiiization and a positive one a stabilization. The order of 
the mutants is from highest to lowest enzyme activity, as  indicated by the arrow. 
Typical errors are 0.4 and 3 k c a l m o ~ ~ ~  for M G 1  and MG% respecüvely. 
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Transition 1 
Transition 2 

Figure 2.50 The change in transition midpoint, TM, for mutant CSs, calculated by 
ATM=TMmutonrTMwadtype* A positive value is an hcrease in the TM, and a 
negative one, a deaease. Errors are typicdy 03  to 0.6 M for T'Ml and 25 to 4 M for 
TMZ- 
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Ligands increased the concentration of urea at the Transition 1 

midpoint in ail cases (Figure 2.51)., However, the presence of citrate, CoA, or 

both decreased the Transition II midpoint, unlike NADH or KCI. The 

difference may lie in the specific binding regions of the ligand involved: KCI 

and NADH may bind to parts of the molecule which unfold in Transition 1 

but citrate and CoA may still bind to partially unfolded CS such that  

aggregation is reduced, with a concomitant reduction in the transition 

midpoin t. 

Transition 1 
Transition 2 

WTCS atrate CoA citrate KC1 NADH 
CoA 

Figure 2.51 The d w g e  in transition midpoints of CS denaturation curves in the 
presence of some Ligands. Each ligand was added at 100 
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Discussion 
Unfolding of wild type E. coli citrate synthase 

The unfolding of wild type E. coli CS by temperature or chaotropic 

agents occurs in two stages, with three states: native (N state), an intermediate 

state which is stable between 4 and 6 M urea (1 state) and denatured (D state). 

Transition 1, with a midpoint of 1.7 M urea, is irreversible and accounts for 

67% of the structure loss. Transition II is reversible, has a midpoint at 6.5 M 

urea, and accounts for the remaining structure. Two optical methods, near- 

UV CD, and intrinsic fluorescence gave coincident unfolding transitions, 

implying tha t secondary and tertiary interactions break down coopera tively in 

each transition (see Figures 2.6 and 2.10). It has been suggested that 

coincidence of unfolding transitions obtained by different techniques is good 

evidence, but not proof, for two-state unfolding (Kim & Baldwin, 1982, 

Tanford, 1968). 

Increase in ANS fluorescence, the classic diagnostic for exposed 

hydrophobic surfaces characteristic of the molten globule, revealed a solvent- 

exposed hydrophobic speues a t  2.5 M urea, well below concentrations at 

which the 1 state is observed by CD and fluorescence (see Figure 2.18). The 

ANS fluorescence decreased progressively with urea concentrations higher 

than 2.5 M. Further investigation was necessary to characterize this ANS- 

binding species and to exclude subunit dissociation as the source of 

hydrophobic surfaces detected. 

The hexamer-to-dimer dissociation was not found to contribute 

sigxuficantly to the stability of Transition 1, as determined from unfolding of 

TFBA-CS. This chemically modified CS is dimeric in the absence of KC1, and 

its Transition 1 is 0.5 kcal.mo1-1 less stable than the WT CS; i t  is therefore 
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unlikely that the ANS binding species arises as a result of hexamer 

dissociation. 

Transverse urea gradient gel electrophoresis (Figure 2.19) revealed that 

dimer-to-monomer dissociation occurs at urea concentrations below 0.25 M 

and therefore could not be the source of ANS binding species at 2.5 M urea. 

Furthermore, a number of bands appeared at p.rogressively higher urea 

concentrations, reaching a maximum number at around 3 to 6 M urea, 

suggesting the presence of aggregates. These disaggregate only at much higher 

urea concentrations. 

Thermal denaturation of modified CS also involved an intermediate 

state which was stable between 50 and 70°C. Electrospray ionization tirne-of 

fLight mass spechometry at 70°C also revealed the presence of aggregates up to 

octamers and including odd numbers of subunits (Figure 2.16). Aggregates 

corresponding to dimer and hexamer exhibited charge states which differed 

from those of the native speaes, consistent with those aggregates being non- 

native. The increased number of charges for the non-native dimer and 

hexamer species implied that they are expanded relative to their native 

counterparts, as the number of charges acquVed by a protein in electrospray is 

related to the number of accessible basic residues and perhaps to surface area 

as well, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Loo, 1997). 

AU the observations described above are consistent with the presence of 

a self-associa ting in termedia te in the equilibrium unfolding of CS. The 

decrease in A N S  binding at urea concentrations leading up to the 1 state is 

explained by the burial of hydrophobic surfaces by aggregation. Self 

association of partly-unfolded intermediates has been observed previously in 
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other systems and is characteristic of a molten globule (Christensen & Pain, 

1994, Kuwajima, 1989). 

In summary, E. coli CS denaturation is cornplex: in Transition 1, 

dissociation and unfolding of 67% of the tertiary and secondary interactions 

takes place, forming the 1 state, a collection of aggregates which retains the 

remaining 33% of the structure. Transition' II corresponds to the 

disaggregation and unfolding of the 1 state to give fuliy unfolded molecules. 

Unfolding of A. anitratum and chimera citrate synthases 

The unfolding profile of A. nnitraturn CS differs significantly from that 

of ils E. coli counterpart. First, A. anitratum CS is far more resistant to 

denaturation, unfolding only after the urea concentration reaches 4 M. 

Second, the unfolding of this CS is two-state, and not 3-state as obsemed for 

E. coli CS. It is not straightforward to attribute these differences to the 30% 

non-iden tity between the two sequences. 

Unfolding profiles obtained for chhe ra  citrate synthases in which the 

two structural domains were swapped between the E. coli and A. anitrntum 

proteins suggested the possibüity that the three-state unfolding behavior may 

be attributed to separate unfolding of the large and small domains. The key 

observation is that the chimera ECO::aci, in which the large domain was 

derived from E. coli and the small domain from A. anitratum, unfolds in a 

three-state manner, whereas the AC1::eco chimera, in which the large and 

small domains are derived from A. anitrnhcrn and E. di, respectively, shows 

a two-s ta te unfolding transition. These observations s trongly sugges t tha t 

Transition 1 originates with the large domain, and that the mode of 

denaturation (whether 2- or 3-state) is dictated by the source of the large 

domain. Taken alone, these findings point to separate unfolding of the large 
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and small structural domains in the three-state transitions. This idea was 

tested by using site-directed mutagenesis to des tabilize one structural domain 

selectively by introducing carefully-placed "cavities" within hydrophobic 

cores. It is weii known that mutations of large hydrophobic sidechains (L, V, 

M, 1, F, W) to smaller ones (A) cause cavity formation in T4 lysozyme and 

other proteins (Matthews, 1996). To aid in the interpretation of the resdts 

actually ob tained, which perhaps seem counterintui tive ini tially (especially 

with mutants exhibiting a more stable Transition I), it might be useful to 

understand the consequences of a three-state unfolding transition. 

Description of three-state unfold ing 

In an effort to understand the effects of destabilization of the Native or 

Intermediate states on a denaturation profile we can use an analysis in which 

the free energies of the N and 1 states relative to the U state are plotted against 

denaturant concentration (Chris tensen & Pain, 1994, Robson & Pain, 1976). 

For the purposeç of illustration, the parameters obtained from the data fitting 

of WT CS denaturation are used. From the data fitting, the stability of 1 

relative to U was determined ( A G I - t ~  =-10.45 kcal-mol-1). The stability of N 

relative to U was not obtained £rom the data fitting, but it can be calculated 

(see Appendiw III) to be A G N - ~  =-12.25 kcal.mol-1. The apparent free energies 

of N and 1 relative to U (the reference state ai AG=O) as a function of urea 

concentration were then calculated by equations 6 and 7 in Appendix III as 

shown in Figure 2.52. The midpoints for the N to 1 and I to U transition 

correspond to the intersection points of the respective lines in the graph. The 

relative positions of the midpoints dictate whether or not an intermediate is 

observed; if the transition midpoints for 1 to U and N to U are the same, then 

t h e  i n t e r m e d i a  te would n o t  b e d e t e c t e d  
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Figure 252 The free energies of Native and Intermediate states of WT E. c d i  CS as 
a fununfaon of urea concentration The method by which the data were generated is 
described in Appendix III. 



since the N and 1 states unfold simultaneously, and the unfolding would 

appear to be two-state. This explains why for some proteiw intemediates are 

observed, and for others, they are not (Christensen & Pain, 1994). 

Now, consider a hypothetical mutation, located in the part of the 

molecule that unfolds during Transition II, and causes destabiiization of the 

1 state, as shown in Figure 2.53. The graph was calculated using a value 

AGI-u=~ kcal-mol-l, assuming that urea dependence of this parameter is the 

same as that for WT CS. This assumption may be valid given that for a 

mutant protein, the number of binding sites for urea is not altered 

significantly from that for WT CS; Tanford's denaturant binding mode1 

suggests that the dope, m is related to the difference in the number of binding 

sites between Native and Unfolded protein. The corresponding graph for the 

free energy change as a function of urea concentration intersects the Native 

line at a higher urea concentration (Transition 1 midpoint inueased relative 

to WT CS), but the point of intersection with the unfolded reference is at a 

lower concentration (Transition II midpoint deueased relative to WT CS). 

This analysis predicts that this hypothetical mutant would exhibit an 

apparently stabilized Transition 1 and a destabiked Transition II; that is, the 

midpoints for the N to U and I to U transitions will occur closer together on 

the urea a i s .  The overau stabiüty of the N to U transition may be unchanged 

by this mutation, or the effect may be smali enough that it is masked by the 

large changes in Transition 1 which arise from a destabilized I state. 

If a mutation caused a more stable N state, that would give rise to a 

similar situation as above, where the Transition 1 is apparently stabilized 

while Transition II destabilized. However, since the mutants in this study 

were chosen to be destabilizing (cavity forming), this scenario is highly 
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Figure 2.53 The free energies of Native, Intermediate, and a hypothetical 
destabilked Intermediate of E. coli CS as a h t i o n  of urea concentration 
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unlikely. The oniy possible exceptions may be mutants of residues in the 

active site, residues which rnay be optimized not for stability, but for function, 

as suggested previously (Shoidiet et al., 1995). 

In another simpler situation, a mutation which caused destabilization 

of the Transition 1 should have no effect on the stability of the intermediate, 

and therefore the midpoint of Transition 11 should not change (graph not 

shown). Destabiiization of Transition 1 with no effect on the second, then, is 

evidence that the mutation is in a region of the protein which unfolds in 

Transition 1. From the above considerations, then, it may be possible to 

assign mutants to one of two categories: one where Transition 1 occurs at a 

higher urea concentration than WT CS indicative of a destabilized 1 state, and 

one where the urea concentration is lower, indicative of a destabilized N state. 

E. coli CS mutants and the identification of 1 state structural elonents 

CS mutants were denatured with urea and their denaturation curves 

analyzed to obtain the stabilities, dopes, and midpoints for each of the two 

transitions. However, as mentioned in Results, large uncertainties were 

associated with parameters obtained for Transition II because the data 

obtained were not precise enough. The analysis in the preceding section, 

however, enables us to assign mutants to two categories according to the 

behaviour of Transition 1 (Table 2.1 1). Category A mutants exhibit transition 

midpoints which are lower than that for wild type CS, and Category B 

mutants have greater transition midpoints. The secondary structural 

elements associated with each mutant are listed. This information can be 

used as an indication of which elements remain folded in the 1 state. 
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TABLE 2.11 E. coli CS mutants and their associated secondary structural elements 

Category A 
Reduced Transition 1 

midpoint 

Categoxy B 
increased Transi tian 1 

l rnidpoin t 

Mutant 
Location I Mutant Location 

1 F121A Helix F M131A Helix G 
L141A Helix G L259A Helix M 
L16U Heiix I M274A Helix N 
L326A Helix P L336A Helix Q 

W260A Helix M V338A Helix Q 
L275A Helix N L369A Helix R 

F383A Helix S 

R387L Helix S 
Note: W391A is not indudeci, but is discussed in a later section. 
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Most secondary structural elements appear in only one category, with 

the exception of Helices N, G, and M. It is conceivable, for those mutants 

which caused a reduced Transition I midpoint, that the overall stabilities of 

both the N and I states are reduced. As already stated, a mutant will be placed 

in Category 8, if the mutation causes a significant destabilization of the 1 state 

and a modest or ni1 effect on the overall stability of the N state, leading to a 

remarkable change in the unfolding transition, and, paradoxically, to an 

apparently more stable Transition 1. It may be argued therefore that the 

mutants in Helices N, G, and M do reside in parts of the molecule which are 

structured in the 1 state, but the basic assumptions do not hold true in their 

cases. 

A unifying feature of mutants in Category B and their associated 

secondary structural elemen ts is the proximity to the inter-subuni t interface 

and to the active site. It is proposed, therefore, that most of the small domain 

(Helices N, Q and R) and three helices of the large domain (Helices G, M and 

S )  retain secondary structure in the 1 state. The proposed structure, shown in 

Figure 2.54 as a ribbon diagram, contains approximately 115 residues (residues 

168-181, 247-281, and 335-400 according to the E. coli model). The amount of 

secondary structure in this proposed intermediate is approximately 34% of the 

secondary structure in the N state. This is in excellent agreement with the 

size of the Transition II, 33% of the total mean residue eliipticity observed for 

CS. 

Further evidence for the proposed 1 state Jrom intrinsic fluorescence studies 

Cornparison of intrinsic fluorescence spectra of W260A and WT CS 

revealed that W260A is largely solvent exposed. Therefore the remaining 

tryptophan residues at positions 391 and 395 dominate the intrinsic 
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Figure 2.54 Ribbon representations of the proposed 1 state as it exists in the native 
pig CS shown as part of the CS monomer (Top) and isolated (Bottom). The colour 
scheme is a spectrum from blue, representing the N terminus, to red, representing 
the C terminus. 
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fluorescence of CS. Since these tryptophans are predicted to be next to each 

other on the same face of Helix S, the fluorescence specha are reflective of that 

speafic environment. The emission maximum is a good indicator of polarity 

of the environment of tryp top hans: solven t exposed tryp top hans emi t a t 

360 nm, and upon transfer to more apolar environments, the emission shifts 

to the blue (Lakowicz, 1983). Transition I in WTCS and in W260A CS is 

associated with only a 10 n m  red shift, whereas Transition II exhibits a much 

larger red shift of 30 nm, indicating that the environment in the vicinity of 

W391 and W395 does not become appreciably solvent exposed until the end of 

Transition II. This can be interpreted to mean that at least the C-terminal part 

of Helk S, is structured in the 1 state, consistent with the conclusion that 

Helix S is a part of the proposed intermediate, from the CS mutant studies 

discussed above. 

It is interesting to note that the residues corresponding to the two 

tryptophan residues in pig CS appear to be on the surface of the proposed 

E. coli intermediate structure. This suggests that, in addition to the 

hydrophobic interaction between them, aggregation may play a role in 

maintaining a non-polar environment in their vicinity. 

Mutation of residues W395 and W391 to alanine affected the stability of 

CS profoundly; W391A unfolding was non-cooperative, and the W395A 

protein was not successfully purified, likely owing to its instability in vivo. 

The fact that these residues are on the same face of a helix (they are 4 residues 

apart in the sequence) coupled with the observation that these residues are in 

an apolar environment in the intermediate, suggest that they may be 

important in the initiation of folding of CS. Tryptophan residues in the fully 

unfolded yeast phosphoglycerate kinase, and other hydrophobic residues 
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induding aromatic ones in Barnase (Arcus et al., 1994), 434 repressor (Neri et 

al., 1992), and FK 506 binding protein (Logan et al., 1994) have been shown to 

have residual structure, even under denaturing conditions. These are 

thought to act as hydrophobic nudeation sites for folding initiation. It may be 

of interest to study the two CS tryptophan residues under denaturing 

conditions to see whether residual interactions exist. That homoIogous 

residues in other CSs are arornatic or hydrophobic (see alignment in 

Appendix 1) strengthens the idea that these are critical for folding and/or 

stability of CS. 

Features of the proposed 1 state 

The proposed 1 state (Figure 2.541, contains elements from both the 

large and small structural domains of CS. Helices N, Q, and R are the core of 

the srnail domain. The large domain helices M and G are those which are 

involved in the dimer contact region, and thus, along with Helix S, they 

originate from the central 2 layers of the large domain architecture. It is 

interesting that the connecting strands between the large and small domains 

(between Helices R and S and Helices M and N) are part of the proposed 

structure. 

A space-filling model of the 1 state structure as it exists in the native, 

folded CS is shown in Figure 2.55. Why such an intermediate would form 

aggregates is clear frorn this model - a large proportion of its surface is 

composed of hydrophobic residues. In solution, however, the structure may 

be one where tertiary interactions are transient and fluctuating, resembling a 

molten globule and increasing even more the potential hydrophobic surface 

available for aggregation. 
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Figure 2.55 Space fiIlhg representations of the 1 state of CS, rotated 90° about the 
X axis for each figure from the preceding one. The hydrophobie residues are shown 
in yellow. 
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Of the residues which were mutated in this proposed 1 state structure, 

eight are predicted to be on the surface, perhaps playing a role in the 

aggregation which stabilizes the 1 state. The observation of reduced 

Transition II midpoints in these mutants may be explained as the 

destabilization of the 1 state by reduction of aggregation potential. For 

mutants which are predicted to be buried within the structure (as it exists in 

the native moiecule), it is possible that the source of destabilization of 

Transition II is formation of a cavity. However, since it is not possible to say 

condusively whether or not native tertiary interactions exist in the 1 state, it is 

also possible that those buried residues may also be involved in aggregation. 

Al1 mutants of the 1 state, therefore, may cause destabilization of the 1 state 

through reduced aggregation. A natural condusion, if the above argument is 

correct, is that if aggregation does not occur, unfolding of E. di- l ike  CS 

molecules will approach a two-state transition. 

Why is an intermediate not observed in A. anitratum CS unfolding? 

Unfolding of A. anitratum CS, unlike the E.  coli enzyme, is a single, 

two-state transition. A possible explanation for the observed difference is 

reduced or absent aggregation of the 1 state in A. anitratum CS. Cornparison 

of the sequences of the two enzymes, in the region which are proposed to 

retain structure in the E. coli CS 1 state, reveals differences at 15 positions (out 

of a total of 115), with most differences being conservative in nature. 

Therefore the two enzymes are 90% identical in the 1 state sequence, and it is 

unlikely that the observed unfolding differences between the two enzymes 

can be asaibed to the sequence dissimilari ties. 

If the obsewed differences in unfolding are not due to differences in 

the I state, then they must originate from dissimilarities of the rest of the 
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molecule (that is, the parts which normaliy unfold in Transition I for the 

E .  coli CS). A simple explanation, then, is that in A. anitruturn CS, the 

relative positions of the N to U and N to 1 transition midpoints are such that 

the 1 state is not observed. A slightiy more stable N state (relative to E. coli 

CS) wodd  be sufficient to give rise to such a situation. The minimal 

requirement is illustrated in Figure 2.56: the transition rnidpoints for N to U 

and 1 to U coincide, and only one transition with two states N and U is 

observed. 

Given how little is known about the magnitudes of the different forces 

that lead to stable pro tein conformations, and their rela tionship to sequence 

information, it is impossible to rationalize the differences observed for 

A. anitruturn and E. coli CS unfolding in terms of differences in sequence. 

This is essentially a reiteration of a major issue of the protein folding 

problem. 

Significance of the I state for protein folding 

The reversibility of Transition II, when urea concentration is deaeased, 

indicates that the I state may represent the product of an initial collapse in the 

early folding steps of CS, forming a molten-globule like intermediate that is 

prone to aggregation. It was previously shown that CS does not fold in E. coli 

s h a h  where the chaperonin GroEl is not expressed, demowtrating the need 

for assistance in its folding (Horwich et al., 1993). It is attractive to propose 

that the 1 state identified here may be the substrate for chaperonin binding. 

Chaperonins are believed to assist folding by preventing aggregation, 

preventing pathways leading to misfolded proteins, and assisting in the 

assembly of multisubunit and multidomain proteins. The observation that 
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Figure 2.56 Hypotheticai free energy profiles where coincidence of the N to U and 
1 to U unfolding transition midpoinb Ieads to cooperative breakdown of both 1 and 
N, and therefore 1 is not observecl under equilibrium conditions. 
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Transition 1 is not reversible is therefore not surpnsing given the fact that 

GroEl is required for CS to fold in uioo. 

The effect of ligands on CS unfolding 

Ligand binding generally s tabilizes pro teins agains t denatura tion. This 

effect occurs because the N state binds the ligand more tightly than the U state 

does, and not necessarily because the N state undergoes a sh-uctural change 

that may impart stability (Creighton, 1993). In the case of CS however, it is 

well known tha t binding of subs tra tes, products, or substrate analogues, causes 

large conformational changes, as discussed in Chapter 1. Similariy, KCI and 

NADH, the allosteric effectors, cause changes in the oiigomeric state of CS (as 

discussed in Chapter 3). Stabilization of CS arîsing from the binding of the 

two classes of ligands (active site ligands, and allosteric ligands) may be a 

consequence of altered structure in addition to the general effect of ligands on 

pro tein stability. 

KCl and NADH, ligands which induce hexamerization of CS, caused a 

stabilization of Transition 1 but little effect on Transition II (based on 

transition midpoints). However, citrate and CoA, the products of the CS 

reaction, caused a stabilization of the Transition 1, but a large destabilization of 

in Transition II. In the latter case, the effect may be that the N state was 

stabilized sufficiently that the 1 state is less populated at equilibrium. 

Enzymatic activities of CS mutants 

Some of the CS mutants constxucted exhibited altered CS activity, with 

most having reduced specific activities under standard conditions. Although 

correlations have been made previously between stability and activity in 

proteins such an analysis is not feasible for CS since the changes in stability of 

the N state induced by some mutations are minimal. Matthews reasoned that 
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residues which are important for activity in T4 lysozyme may not be 

op timized for stability, in light of finding an inverse relationship be tween 

stability and function (Shoichet et al., 1995). 

The mutant L164A CS, which has the replacement in the core of the 

large domain in Helix 1, conforms with the activity/stability relationship. 

Although the stability of Transition 1 was reduced by 0.5 kcal.mo1-l relative to 

WT CS, the specific activity of this mutant inaeased significantly. The 

instability of this mutant was also apparent from the lower yields obtained 

after purification, its shortened storage life, and its tendency to form 

aggregates. 

Enzyme kinetics in the presence of KC1 for L164A CS revealed that 

AcCoA binding was enhanced relative to WT. This suggests that the 

mutation may have shifted the allosteric equilibrium towards the active 

R state. In support of this idea, the allosteric inhibitor NADH was not found 

to inhibit the activity of this enzyme. This loss of inhibition cannot be 

attributed to lack of hexamer formation, a feature essential for NADH binding 

as shown in Chapter 3; L164A foms  hexamers in the presence of KCI based on 

its elution volume from size exclusion columns and its migration using non- 

denaturing gel electrophoresis. The L164A mutation, located in Helix 1, is in 

dose proximity to a region of low homology between the allosteric and non- 

allosteric CS sequences. This region near Helix J may be a loop in which 

residue C206 was previously shown to be a marker for the aliosteric NADH 

binding site (Donald et al., 1991, Talgoy et al., 1979). It is possible that 

destabilization of the 1 helix affects NADH binding by a conformational 

adjutment that shifts the equilibrium to the aiiosteric R state. 
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The mutants M274A and L275A both exhibited reduced specific 

activities, with the latter being severely affected. The pig CS homologues of 

these two residues interact with a residue involved in hydrophobic 

interaction with AcCoA, V314 (L300 in E. coli CS) which is in the O-P adenine 

binding loop. Kinetics of L275A CS reveal that the AcCoA saturation cuve is 

sigrnoidal even in the presence of KCI. K A ~ G A  is estimated to be 1 mM, about 

IO-fold higher than that for WT CS. This finding is similar to that obtained 

for the F383A mutant, studied by Periera et al. (1994). F3û3A CS had a severely 

lowered affinity for AcCoA, leading to the suggestion that the allosteric 

equilibrium was shifted towards the T state. A striking difference behveen the 

L275A and the F383A mutants, however, is the KOAA values: F383A has only 

a slightiy reduced affinity for OAA, while L275A has a 10 fold reduced affinity 

for this ligand. It is possible that L275 is critical for the maintenance of the 

entire active site architecture, not just for its interaction with residues 

implicated with CoA binding. 

The pig CS homologues of residues L259 and Ml31 appear to be 

important in maintaining the conformation of the F383 equivalent; as 

mentioned above, the latter is involved in AcCoA binding. L259A interacts 

sideways with the phenyl side diain, and in turn, Ml31 interacts with L259, 

forming a nehvork of hydrophobic interactions, spaming three different 

secondary structural elements of the molecuie. Those helices are Helix S 

(F383), H e h  M (L.259), and Helix G (M131). The affinity for AcCoA for each of 

the mutants obtained from AcCoA saturation curves decreases in the order 

M131A>L259A>F383Af consistent with the importance of the first two in 

maintaining a proper conformation of F383 for optimal binding of AcCoA. It 

is interesting to note that the 1 state structure proposed earlier contains those 
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three Helices; i t  is possible that M131, L259, and F383 form a hydrophobic 

duster early in the folding of CS. 

Future work and concluding remarks 

Clearly, three dimensional structures are needed for the E. coli WT and 

mutant CSs to assess the response of the protein to the mutations. 

Unforhmately, no three dimensional structures are avaiiable for the E. coli CS 

nor any of the other gram negative enzymes. However, a collaboration with 

Nham Nguyen of Dr. G. Brayer's Laboratory at the University of British 

Columbia has resuited in several aystallography datasets for WT CS in the 

presence and absence of NADH. Some of the mutants described here and 

some enzyme-substrate complexes have ako been crystalhed. 

Confirmation of the proposed 1 state structure by other methods is 

needed. For example, it may be useful to proteolytically digest CS at 4 M urea 

and compare the fragments obtained to those obtained for CS in the absence of 

denaturant. This may, at Ieast, reveal those deavage sites which are still 

protected by aggregation and/or folded structure of the 1 state. 

An interesting question is whether the stability of the 1 state, and thus 

the ability to observe it, depend on aggregation or not Denaturation of CS at 

concentrations lower than those used in this work may reveal whether this is 

the case; the use of the appropriate combination of a strong denaturant and 

lower protein concentrations may result in a two-state transition. If a 

two-state transition can be achieved in this manner, then this would strongly 

suggest tha t the stability of the 1 s tate is dependent on aggregation. 

The mutants which exhibited altered activities warrant further kinetic 

work. Espeaaily interesting is the L164.A mutant which has elevated speafic 

activity, binds AcCoA more easily, but is not subject to NADH inhibition. 
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These observations suggest chat this mutant has an aliosteric equilibrium 

which is shifted to R state, but still has the ability to form hexamers. A more 

complete study of the enzyme kinetin for this mutant, and others, in the 

presence and absence of KCl is needed. 
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Introduction 
General in traduction 

Mass spectrometry is a technique by which the mass, a simple but 

important property of al1 matter, is determined, by separation of gas-phase 

ions according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios. There are two essential 

components to the mass spectrometric experirnent. First the analyte must be 

ionized and evaporated to produce gas-phase ions. Second, the ions must be 

separated and detected according to their m/z, yielding the information 

necessary to obtain an accurate measure of molecular mass and the relative 

abundance of the different ions in the analyte. In conventional mass 

spectrornetry, used extensively for analyses of small compounds, the analyte 

is ionized and evaporated by methods such as fast atom or ion bombardment, 

laser or plasma desorption, and chernical ionization (Willard et al., 1988). 

These ionization methods are often harsh, and fragmentation of the analyte 

molecules often occurs, a useful feature for leaming more about the 

structures of the molecules. However, macromolecules, such as proteins and 

nucleic acids, are often difficult to ionize and evaporate using the 

conventional ionization techniques, and in most instances, their 

decomposition precedes ionization (Mann & Wilm, 1995). This difficulty was 

overcome in 1988 by two different ionization techniques: matrix assisted laser 

desorption (MALDI) (Karash & Hillenkamp, 1988) and elechospray ionization 

(ESI) (Fenn et al., 1989). 

MALDI involves the vaporization and ionization of proteins from a 

mixture of a light-absorbing matrix and the analyte solution by irradiation 

with short laser pulses. The nature of this method is such that non-covalent 

interactions (exemplified by those which maintain the folded conformations 
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of pro teins, subunit in teractions and ligand-pro tein interactions) are 

destroyed. This method therefore has found utility in molecular mass 

determinations of pure or mixed preparations, and does not require 

rigorously p d e d  or desalted samples. 

In ESI, the analyte molecules are ionized by directly tramferring them 

from liquid (usuaiiy aqueous) to the gas phase. The main advantage of ES1 is 

its gentleness; ions are produced for which non-covalent interactions are 

preserved. The project described in this chapter involves the ES1 method 

coupled with time-of-flight (TOF) for the mass spectrometric study of CS 

pro tein-protein and protein-ligand interactions and equilibria. This was a 

collaboration project with Andrew Krutchinsky of Dr. Standing's group in the 

Physics Department. 

Electrospray ionization 

The ES1 technique involves spraying an aqueous analyte solution 

through a glass or metal capillary whidi is kept at high electrical potential. 

The fine mist that emerges is composed of srnail, highly-charged droplets, 

which are rapidly evaporated by dry gas, heating, and/or reduced pressure. 

This process effectively concentrates the charge acquired by the droplets ont0 

the surface of the analyte molecules (such as proteins) to produce gas-phase 

analyte ions. For MS of proteins, the charging speâes is usually the proton 

although negative-mode MÇ can also be used. 

The nurnber of charges acquired by a protein molecule is dependent on 

the availability of basic sites (such as basic side chains of proteins: lysine, 

arginine, and the amino terminus), but is thought to be also proportional to 

e 
the available surface area. The number of attached charges varies among 

moledes of the sarne type, and the resulting mass spectrum is composed of a 
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series of peaks corresponding to the number of attached charges for a single 

analyte speaes with m/z values described by 

where MW is the mass of the protein, z is the number of attached charges per 

molede,  and MH is the mass of the charging species (1 for proton). A typical 

spectnun is shown in Figure 3.1. This feature of ESI, called multiple charging, 

allows the analysis of large ions even with analyzers of limited m/z range. 

Another advantage of multiple charging is the accuracy with which 

molecular weights can be calculated from the distribution of the multiply- 

charged peaks (Siuzdak, 1994) (Hofstader et al., 1996). A simple algorithm is 

used to determine the molecular mass from a charge envelope. Assumirtg 

that each peak differs from the neighbouring peak by one charge, the charge 

state for a particular peak (21) may be assigned by 

where (m131 is the mass to charge ratio of the peak for which the charge state 

is being determined, (m/z)2 is mass-to-charge ratio of a second peak with a 

value larger than (m/z)z, and n is the number of peaks separating the two 

peaks being considered. Once the charge state of one peak has been assigned, 

the charges on the remaining peaks are directly calculated. Using the m/z 

ratios and the charge for al1 the peaks in an envelope, the mass can be 

calculated for each peak by 

MW = ((m / z ) . ~ )  - z .MH 131 



Figure 3.1 ES1 M S  spectrum of cytoduome c Taken from (Chernushevidi et al., 
1997). A. The d z  specâmm B. Deconvoluted spectntm (mass speanim). 
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Since each peak gives an independent mass measurement, a more accurate 

mass can be obtained over the entire charge envelope. Fortunately, computer 

algorithms carry out these calculations automatically to yield the molecular 

mass (see Figure 3.1). 

In addition to obtaining accurate measurements of masses of proteins 

by ES1 MS, other important aspects of protein structure may be obtained from 

the spectra. The most obvious feature is the number of charges acquired: 

compact proteins, will acquire fewer charges than the extended conformations 

of unfolded proteins since the number of acquired charges depends on the 

surface area available for protonation. Thus folded proteins will have, in 

general, Iarger m/z ratios than their unfolded counterparts. 

h o t h e r  feature of ES1 mass spectra is the width of the charge envelope 

obtained (Le. the number of m/z peaks in the charge envelope). This property 

is related to the number of possible conformations that give rise to different 

surface areas (that is, conformational heterogeneity), and thus varying extents 

of accessibility to protonation sites. For a folded population of a protein, one 

might expect Iittle conformational heterogeneity, whereas unfolded protein 

populations m a y  exhibit a large number of differen t interconverting 

conformations, each with a slightly different surface area. As a consequence 

of the above, a sample of folded protein would give rise to a few charge states 

and therefore a narrow charge envelope, in contrast with an unfolded protein 

sample, which produces many different charge states and thus a wider charge 

envelope. 

The above features were demonstrated first by a study of cytochrome c 

by ES1 MS at a range of pH values over which, as other techniques have 

shown, it exists in at least three possible conformations (Chowdhury et al., 
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1990). ES1 mass spectra of cytochrome c were used to demonstrate the 

presence of the three conformations; three charge distributions were 

observed, with increased numbers of charges, and wider charge envelopes 

associated with the partially and fully unfolded states (Chowdhury et al., 

1990). Heat-induced conformational changes *in ubiquitin and cytochrome c 

were also observed by ES1 MS, demonstrating the same relationships between 

conformational state, the width of the charge envelope and the number of 

charges attained (Mirza et al., 1993). Most recently, an ES1 MS study of the 

aad-induced unfolding of cytochrome c at different methanol concentrations 

revealed that the charge distribution is not sensitive to changes in secondary 

structure, but may be attributed to changes in tertiary structure (Konennan & 

Douglas, 1997). The same group studied the kinetic unfolding of myoglobin 

using pH jump experiments (Konermam et al., 1997b), and cytochrome c 

refolding kinetics (Konermann et al., 1997a) utilizing the information from 

charge distributions in tirne-resolved ES1 MS experiments. 

Non-covalent intermdecular interactions 

Since the first reports of the observation of specific non-covalent 

protein-protein and ligand-protein interactions by ES1 MS, a variety of other 

types of interactions have been studied by this method, induding protein- 

peptide, antibody-antigen, enzyme-substrate, protein-cofactor, and protein- 

DNA interactions (reviewed by Loo, 1997 and references therein). However, 

non-specific interactions have also been obsewed, induding adducts with sait 

ions or solvent species, and the non-specific aggregation between proteins. 

While more and more evidence is in keeping with the idea that mass 

spectrometric measurements reflect the interactions in solution, the 

observations of the non-specific interactions in some cases raises questions 
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about the reliability and validity of the interactions observed by MS. 

Therefore an important issue is how non-specific interactions can be 

differentiated from spedic ones. More mass spectromehic studies are needed 

on systems for which non-covalent interactions have been characterized by 

conventional techniques such as fluorescence, ultracentrifugation, NMR and 

X-ray qstallography, so that the results could be compared. 

LIsing ES1 MS for the study of protein complexes 

A large nurnber of ES1 MS smdies on protein-pro tein interactions have 

been reported, and the findings are usually consistent with quaternary 

structure information obtained by other methods (Loo, 1997). For example, 

the tetrameric assemblles of avidin, concavalin A, and human hemoglobin 

were observed by ES1 MS, and are consistent with previous information on 

their subunit structure (Light-Wahl et al., 1994). Furthermore, two oligorneric 

species of yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (monomer and tetramer) were 

observed simultaneously, without the presence of dimer or trimer, also 

consistent with specific characteristics of the protein as probed by other 

methods (Loo, 1995). 

Some proteins (such as citrate synthase from gram negative bacteria) 

exhibit equilibria between two oligomeric forms, a feature which is intimately 

linked to allostenc regulation and function (Traut, 1994). MS should be ideal 

for the study of such systems; the exact composition of the mixture and the 

relative abundance of each component could be determined. 

The first report of a ligand-protein noncovalent complex studied by 

ES1 MS was an interaction between the cytoplasmic receptor FKBP and two 

immunosuppressive drugs (Ganem et al., 1991). Using a competitive binding 

experiment, they demonstrated that the ligand which binds more tightly in 
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solution complexed more readily with the receptor in ES1 mass spectra, 

producing a peak of higher abundance than with the other ligand (Ganern et 

al., 1991). More recentiy in this laboratory, specific binding of the TrpR 

protein to its operator DNA and to L-tryptophan was demonstrated by 

ESI-TOF MS (Potier et al., 1997). These and other studies of ligand-protein 

complexes have suggested that specific binding is obsemabIe by ES1 MS. 

Ultimately, it would be of interest to see whether binding constants 

could be measured using mass spectrometry, given that gas-phase 

observations seem to parallel those obtained in solution. Several groups 

have attempted to use ES1 MS measure KD values for particular complexes. 

For example, levels of free and ligated bovine serum albumin (with an 

oligonucleotide ligand) were quantitated d i r s t l y  from their relative 

abundances in ES1 MS specha, yielding Scatchard plots from which KD values 

were obtained; those values agreed with those determined by capillary 

electrophoresis (Greig et al., 1995). Similarly, Scatchard analysis of ES1 MS 

data for association of vancomycin antibiotics with tripeptide Ligands gave 

dissociation constants whîch were consistent with solution binding constants 

(Lim et al., 1995). On the other hand, a study of the association of acyl CoA- 

binding protein with acyl CoA analogues by ES1 MS is an example where the 

ES1 MS data did not reflect solution measurements; in that study, acyl CoA 

ligands which have very different binding constants in solution appeared to 

have equal affinity for the binding protein when studied by ES1 MS (Robinson 

et al., 1996). It is thought that different kinds of interactions (hydrophobie, 

electrostatic) may be stabilizing or destabilizing to the complex in the gas- 

phase, giving rise to binding energies which differ from those in solution. 

Hydrophobic interactions, such as those between the acyl CoA binding protein 
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and its fatty a ad  ligands, may not play a sigmficant stabiliang role in the gas- 

phase since the strength of this kind of interaction iç dependent on the 

solvent (Robinson et al., 1996). Loo has suggested that ES1 MS may be used to 

obtain information about the types of interaction tha t maintain complexes 

(Loo, 1997). 

ES1 Tirne-of-flight mass spectrornetry 

ES1 is a continuous ionization source, and in most ES1 experiments, 

quadropole mass analyzers are used. Quadropole mass spectrome ters cowis t 

of four rod electrodes situated equidistant from each other, with opposing 

pairs possessing identical charge. Ions within a narrow m/z ratio are selected 

by adjusting the alternating current and direct current components of each 

pair of electrodes, allowing the transmission of the selected ions through to 

the detector. Those which are outside the m/z range selected strike the 

quadropole and are not detected (Hofstadler et al., 1996). 

In our work, TOF mass analysis was used in a mass spectrometer built 

at the Physics Department at  the University of Manitoba (TOF III) 

(Chernushevich et al., 1997, Verentchikov et al., 1994). TOF is a pulsed 

technique for analysis of gas-phase ions, in which al1 components are 

accelerated to the same kinetic energy by applying voltage. Each ion with its 

unique m/z ratio acquires a characteristic velocity which depends on the 

square mot of its m/z ratio, causing the different components to separate 

duMg the flight and arrive at the detector at different times. The flight time 

of a particular ion, therefore, depends on its mass (or m/z), with ions of low 

m/z arriving at the detector first (Willard et al., 1988). The main advantages 

of TOF are the ability to detect ions of al1 masses simultaneously, and the 

ability to çtudy a mass range which is limited only by the detector 
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(Chernushevich et al., 1997). The difficuity of coupling a continuous 

ionization method (ESI) with a pulsed mass analyzer (TOF) was solved by 

arranging the two components at right angles to each other (Verentchikov et  

al., 1994). 

Technical considerat ions 

The ES1 experiment demands that buffer components, salts, and other 

additives be absent from the sample to be analyzed, since these components 

will be concentrated onto the analyte molecules during the ES1 process and 

result in uninterpretable spectra. This is especially a problem if the 

concentrations of the additives are higher than the analyte concentration; in 

this case, the additives will be more easily observed and will swamp the peaks 

arising from the analyte. Samples therefore need to be desalted, and the 

buffering agent m u t  be replaced with low concentrations of an agent that is 

volatile (such as ammonium bicarbonate, ammonium acetate, or imidazole). 

These stringent conditions can present a problem for some systems, 

where buffer components or concenhations may be essential for stability and 

maintenance of noncovalent interactions. For example, some proteins may 

not be stable under low salt conditions; TrpR appears to be partially unfolded 

in 10 mM ammonium acetate or ammonium bicarbonate buffers which are 

compatible with electrospray (Potier et al., 1997). Therefore careful choices of 

buffers must be made such that the native structure essential for function is 

preserved. 

Objectives 

The main purpose of this work was to apply ESI-TOF MS to study the 

quaternary structure of CS, and also CS binding to its allosteric inhibitor, 

NADH, and its substrates (AcCoA and OAA). As discussed in Chapter 1, the 
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allosteric regdation of CS has been suggested to involve its subunit structure, 

but no information has been obtained on this issue. The ES1 MS technique 

was also applied to the routine analysis of CS, mutants of CS, and chemicdy 

modified CS. 

Experimental 
Prepnration of citrate synthase for mass spectromehy 

The E .  coli CS plasmid containing the g l t A  gene was used for 

overexpression of the protein (Anderson & Dudcworth, 1988) in E. coli host 

strain MOB154 (Wood et al., 1983). Citrate synthase was purif5ed from ceii 

extracts using a two-step purification protocol involving ion exchange and gel 

filtration as described in Chapter 2. TFBA-modified CS was prepared and 

purified also as desuibed in Chapter 2. 

The final CS preparation is in 20 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM KCl, 

pH 7.8, a buffer not suitable for ESI-TOF MS since Tris and salt concentrations 

exceed that of the protein, and w o d d  interfere with the electrospray process. 

Suitable buffers for electrospray such as ammonium bicarbonate and 

ammonium acetate are volatile, and thus do not interfere with the 

electrospray experiment. For the preparation of native CS for functional 

studies, an aliquot of CS (100 to 200 PL of 1 mg/mL) was washed repeatedly 

with 20 rnM ammonium bicarbonate (Fisher) or 20 rnM ammonium acetate 

(Aldrich) in a Centricon 30 unit of 30 K molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) 

(Amicon) or dialyzed exhaustively using the waterbug procedure (Orr, 1995) 

using regenerated cellulose membranes with 12 - 14 K MWCO (Spectrurn). 

For denatured CS samples for mass determinations only, aliquots of CS were 

dialyzed against deionized water (three times against 4 L). The recovered 

samples usually contained precipitated protein which was dissolved by the 
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addition of acetic a a d  to a Fial concentration of 5%. Unless otherwise noted, 

protein concentrations for both functional studies and mass determinations 

were typicaliy about 10 @f (0.48 mg/mL). The concentration of CS for the 

functional work was detennined by spectrophotometry using the known 

molar extinction coeffiaent of 47 700 MI an-* at 278 m. All chemicals were 

of reagent grade or better. 

Preparation of ligands for mass spectrornetnj 

The disodium salt of NADH (Sigma), and the lithium salt of AcCoA 

(Pharmacia Biotech) were dialyzed against 20 mM ammonium acetate or 

ammonium bicarbonate using a 500 MWCO cellulose ester membrane 

(Spectnun), also utilizing the waterbug procedure. Concentrations of NADH 

and AcCoA stock solutions were determined spectrophotometrically using 

their known extinction coefficients at 340 (6 220 ~ - l c r n - l )  and 260 n m  (14 700 

~ - l c r n - l ) ,  respectively. Oxaloacetate (Sigma) was available as  the free acid, 

and was simply dissolved in the desired buffer without futher purification. 

Sample preparation for functional studies 

A 100 pl sample of the desired combination of CS and ligand was 

prepared either one day prior to the MS rneasurements or, in some cases, just 

a few minutes before spraying. Unless specified, al1 samples were diluted 

such that the final buffer concentration was 5 mM and the CS concentration - 
10 W. Speafic experiments that were camed out include: study of CS dimer- 

hexamer equilibrium by ESI-TOF MS a t different CS concentrations, titra tion 

of CS (10 FM) with NADH to study NADH-CS complexes and the effect of 

NADH on dimer-hexamer equilibrium, and the observation of substrate 

binding and enzyme activity of CS. 

ESI-TOF MS 
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The TOF mass spectrometer (TOF III) at the University of Manitoba 

Physics Department with electrospray ion source and orthogonal extraction 

was used for these experiments, and has been described elsewhere 

(Verentchikov et al., 1994). Samples were continuously sprayed at 0.4 @/min. 

The sample aerosol experiences a countercurrent of hot N2 and three stages of 

pumping, with decreasing pressure a t  each. stage for desolvation 

(Chernushevich et al., 1997). At the second stage, a voltage difference is 

applied to aid in the dedustering of aggregates (usually non-specific), and is 

usually adjusted such that a balance is found between proper desolvation and 

fragmentation of the ions. CS was stable at the maximum dedusterng voltage 

(350 V), a value whidi resulted in good desolvation but no fragmentation of 

the protein or complexes. The instrument was calibrated using multiply 

charged ions of Substance P (Sigma) dissolved in a 1:l mixture of 

wa ter/me thanol and 1 % ace tic acid. 

Results 
Denntured Wild Type Citrate Sy n thase 

The results in this section illustrate the utility of ESI-TOF MS for 

routine molecular weight determinations. Figure 3.2 shows the mass-to- 

charge and the corresponding deconvoluted mass spectra of WT CS in 5% 

acetic acid. Under these conditions (pH - 2.5) the protein is expected to be 

denatured, and the results obtained by ESI-TOF MS support this. The m/z 

spectrum shows a charge envelope that is wide, containing peaks that 

correspond with ions that are highly charged (+30 to +60). A wide charge 

envelope of highly-charged ions are diagnostic of denatured protein, since 

uxtfolded proteins have a large surface area and exist in many interconverhg 

conformations; a larger number of charges are acquired by the protein than if 
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M a s  spectrum of WTCS at denaturing conditions 
3000 

47+ 44+ 

FIGURE 3-2 ESI-TOF m/z and corresponding mass spectra of denatured CS in 5% 
acetic aad, The multiple charging obtained in the mlz spectrum here is typical of 
denatured proteins, and seems to depend on the availabIe surface area and the 
number of basic raidues in the molecule. Deconvolution yields a prominent peak 
for CS with a molecdar mass that agrees well with the caiculated value. The 
adduct peak at M d 8  233.9 is due to a frequently-encountered impurity introduced 
by the mass spectrumeter. 
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it was compact, and Che conformational heterogeneity leads to a large set of 

ions of different charges. 

The deconvoluted spectnun shows a main peak with a mass of 47 887, 

as weU as two adduct peaks: one with an additional 39 u (likely a potassium 

adduct) and another with 346 u (an impurity introduced by the quadropole of 

the instrument). The mass measured here is in good agreement with the 

calculated mass of CS based on the gene sequence (47 885 u) (Ner et al., 1983) 

using chemical atomic weights, with the correction of F288 to valine 

(Anderson & Duckworth, 1988), omission of the C-terminal methionine, and 

replacement of NI0 by aspartate as found by N-terminal sequencing of the 

protein (Dudcworth & Bell, 1982). 

Molecular Weight Determinations of CS mutants 

Some mutant CS preparations were checked by ESI-TOF MS to confirm 

the loss of mass due to the mutation. Two examples were chosen for 

illustration here, and are shown in Figure 3.3: CS L326A and CS V338A. As 

seen with WT CS, the m/z spectra of these mutants were diagnostic of 

unfolded protein, exhibiting a wide charge envelope, as well as ions with a 

large number of charges. The molecular weights obtained for the two 

mutants and others are listed in Table 3.1, with the expected molecular masses 

and molecular mass change expected due to the mutation. In most cases, the 

change in molecular weight observed was within 2 u from that expected. 

Confirmation of the alkylation of C206 with TFBA 

Cysteine 206 can be easily alkylated, as was previously reported using 

TFBA for I~F-NMR (Donald et al., 1991). While other methods have been 

used to confirm the alkylation of this residue such as DTNB reactivity, no 

information was available as to whether other sites have been modified, nor 
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Mass spspectrum o l  modified CS (V338A) 

Dcconvduted spectrum of the modided CS W3ûA) 

Figure 3 3  ESI-TOF m/z and m a s  spectra of CS L326A (right) and CS V338A (left), 
in 5% acetic aad. Rotein concentration was approicimatdy 10 W. Adduct peaks 
are due to potassium (39 u) which may be present in the sample or introduced during 
electrospray. The changes in moledar weights from the wild type value observed 
here are consistent with the loss of mass due to the mutations. 
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TABLE 3.1 ESUTOF Determination of Molecuiar Masses of Citrate Synthases 

Expected Observed 
Sample Theoretical Measured M W  M W  

Mass Mass Changea Changea 

Wild Type 47 885 47 887 - - 

*Based on the theoretical molecular weights of the WT and mutants. 
*Based o n  the measured molecular weights of the WT and mutants. 
CS D109A was prepared by Jennifer Hacking. 

§CS modified using TFBA at cysteine 2û6. 
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whether alkylation was complete. The ESI-TOF mass spectrum in Figure 3.4 

shows that the molecular weight of the modified CS has increased by 116 u 

(Table 3.1), 6 u larger than the expected change of 110 u, and thus consistent 

with a singly modified CS. However the tailing of the peak may indicate that 

a small population of CS is being modified at an additional site, or that 

desolvation was not optimal, thus leading to a broader mass peak. Spectra of 

the modified CS under non-denahiring conditions, as shown in the next 

section also support the finding that mainly one site is modified and that the 

alkylation is essentidy complete. 

Subunit Structure 

ESI-TOF mass spectra of CS under non-denaturing conditions were 

collected at two different pH values: at pH 6 (in 5 rnM ammonium acetate) 

and at pH 7.5 (in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate), shown in two typical 

experiments in Figure 3.5. Both spectra exhibit two m/z envelopes centered 

around 6 000 and 9 000. Deconvolution into mass spectra for ammonium 

bicrabonate show that the two charge envelopes correspond to dimeric CS 

(MW 95 770 f 10) and hexameric CS (MW 287 322 I 301, in good agreement 

with the expected masses of 95 770 and 287 310, for dimer and hexamer 

respectively. The mass spectnim at pH 7.5 (5 mM ammonium bicarbonate) 

also contains a small amount of tehameric CS. Its absence from the spectrum 

at pH 6 may indicate that it is an arfifact perhaps due to the electrospray 

process and arises from the nowpecific association of dimers. Nevertheless, it 

seems that the predominant species are dimers and hexamers under both 

buffer conditions. Previous ultracentrifugation da ta under sirnilar conditions 

also show the presence of dimers and hexamers as the main species under 

some conditions (Tong & Duckworth, 1975). 
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Mass specfmm of TFBA modified CS 
3000 

Deconvoluted spectrum of TFBA modified CS 
I 

Figure 3.4 ESI-TOF mlz and mass specDa of TFBA-modified CS in 5% acetic aad. 
The mass inaease is consistent with the addition of one TFBA group (110 u) to each 
CS subunit, Adducts are due to an impurity introduced in the TOF instrument 
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Hexamer 
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Figure 3.5 ESI-TOF MS spectra of native CS in 5 mM ammonium acehte, p H  6 (top) 
and 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate, p H  7 5  (bottom). CS subunit concentration was 9 
and 10 pM, respectively. Deconvolutions are shown as insefs. 
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A further observation may be made regarding the relative amounh of 

dimers and hexamers under these conditions; at pH 7.5, the amount of dirner 

is consistently larger than at pH 6, as quantified by integration of the relevant 

peaks in the m/z or mass spectra. The equilibrium between hexamers and 

dimers has been shown to be pH dependent by ultracentrifugation with a 

similar trend; lower pH values resulted in increased amount of hexamers, 

consistent with the ESI-TOF MS results here. 

CS spectra were also acquired at different protein concentrations, 

ranging frorn 4 to 100 pM (subunit concentration). In addition to 

demonstrating the ability of the ints-ent to measure mass spectra in a 

wide range of protein concentrations, the specha in Figure 3.6 show a change 

in the relative amounts of dimer and hexamer that is consistent with a 

simple equilibrium between the two speues. A more quantitative assessrnent 

of this data is presented in a later section, allowing the determination of the 

association constant for b e r  to hexamer under the conditions used here. 

TFBA-modified CS was also studied by MS, and the spectra in Figure 3.7 

show that no hexamer is formed under these conditions, a previously 

unknown effect of the modification. The deconvoluted spectnun shows that 

the majority of the dimer is doubly modified; small amounts of unmodified 

and singly modified dimer can been seen in the rather broad dimer peak. An 

independent method, non-denaturing gel electrophoresis, discussed in 

Chapter 2 also showed TFBA-modified CS to be mainly dimeric in 20 mM 

Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8. However in the presence of 50 mM KCI, the 

modified CS elutes on size exclusion columns (Sepharose 6B, Sephadex G200) 

as a hexamer, indicating that the KC1 sti l l  shifts the equilibrium to hexamer, 

as is the case with unmodified CS. 
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Figure 3.6 Spectra of native CS at different concentrations, in 5 m M  ammonium 
bicarbonate, pH 75. The concentratiom of CS subunit h m  top to bottom were 4 pM, 
10 pM, 30 pM and 100 W. The change in the relative amounts of dimers and 
hexamen is consistent with a simple equilibrium between them, and is 
quantitatively described in the next section. 
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TFBA-CS, 1.3e-SM in 5rnM am bicarbonate, pH 7.5 

1 
Dimer of TFBA-CS --spamm. 

I4Ç (25.630 Da) 17+ Tetramer (1 9 1 ,9î7 Da) 
27+ Hexanxx (287,853 Da) 

O I t 

2000 8000 1OOOO . 12000 

Figure 3.7 ES-TOF M S  spectnim of TFBA-CS in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 
7.5. 
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Effect of NADH on CS 

Electrospray ionization spectra of CS in the presence of increasing 

amounts of NADH, the allosteric inhibitor of CS, show several intereshg 

features (Figure 3.8). Fust, NADH caused a change in the relative amounts of 

dimers and hexamers, shifting the equilibrium towards hexamer with 

increasing NADH concentration. Under the conditions used to acquire the 

spectra in Figure 3.8 (5 mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 7.51, about 100 PM 

NADH was needed to completely shift all of the CS to the hexameric form. At 

pH 6 (5 mM ammonium acetate) only 10 p M  NADH was required to shift the 

CS completely to hexamer as shown in Figure 3.9. Second, only NADH-CS 

hexamer complexes appear at low NADH concentrations, with the various 

ligated hexameric species f d y  resolved in the deconvoluted mass spectra. 

Dimeric CS also binds hexamer, but only at much higher NADH 

concentrations, as seen in (C) of Figure 3.8 at 18 p h i  NADH. Third, the 

distribution of the relative populations of the ligated speues differ between 

dimer and hexamer; for example at 4.5 pM NADH, the singly and doubly 

ligated hexamer peaks are preçent in larger amounts than the unligated 

hexamer, whereas for dimer at 18 p M  NADH, the singly and doubly ligated 

dimer populations are considerably smaller than the unligated dimer. The 

las t two features discussed above indica te, albeit quali ta tively, that NADH 

binding to hexamer is tighter and more specific than that to dimer. A 

quantitative heatrnent of the MS data presented above is discussed in a later 

section, but necessitates the assessment of the sensitivity difference of the 

ESI-TOF instrument to rnolar concentrations of dimer and hexamer. 
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Figure 3.8 Selected ESI-TOF spectra of CS in the presence of hcreasing amounts of 
NADH, the CS allosteric inhibitor at 4.5 p M  (A), 9.0 p M  (B),18 p M  (0, and 108 
pM (Dl in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 7.5. The digits labelling the 
deconvoluted spectra correspond to the number of NADH molecules bound. A 
quantitative wessment of the binding to bo th CS oligomeric forms is provided in a 
Iater section 
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HcxameeNADH complexes 
6 

Figure 3.9 ESI-TOF mass spectrum of CS in 5 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6, with 10 
pM NADH. The entire CS population is shifted to hexamer by the NADH. 
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Sensitivity of the ESI-TOF Instrument to Amounfs of Dimer and Hexnmer 

The assessment of the sensitivity of the instrument to relative molar 

quantities of dimer and hexamer was necessary if meaningful quantitative 

values, such as the association constant for the dimer-hexamer equilibrium, 

or the dissociation cons tant for NADH binding to hexamer or dimer, are to be 

calculated using the MS data presented thus far. - 

The instrument was calibrated using a sample of CS in which the 

amounts of hexamer and dimer were knuwn. The sample used was prepared 

by using equholar amounts of the TFBA-modified CS (pure dimer), and the 

unmodified CS in the presence of excess NADH (pure hexamer). TFBA CS is 

not subject to hexamer formation in the presence of NADH, and therefore the 

amount of dimer and hexamer in the sample described is known, and can be 

used to assess the sensitivity of the instrument. 

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.10. Integration of 

the mass-to-charge or mass peaks corresponding to each species and 

calculation of the D/H peak area ratio yielded 1.3 f 0.1 for equimolar dimer 

and hexamer concentrations. This indicates that the instrument is 1.3 times 

more likely to detect dimer than hexamer given equal amounts of the two 

species. This factor was used in subsequent calculations of dimer /hexamer 

molar ratios based on the ratios of dimer/hexamer peak areas obtained for the 

NADH binding experiment (Figure 3.8) as well as the mass spectra of CS at 

different concentrations (Figure 3.6) for the determination of KA. 

Derivation of equations for data fitting tu obtain KA and Kg 

The peaks of the mass spectra (usually m/z spectra, although mass 

spectra may be used also) were integrated to obtain their area, and thus the 

relative amount of each species. This was performed for the entire charge 
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Figure 3.10 ESI-TOF IMSS spectrum of equimolu concentrations of dimeric CS 
CïFBA modifïed CS) and haamaie CS (unmodified CS in the presence of 100 pM 
NADH) in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate. The dimer-to-hexamu ratio was 1.3, a 
slight miss discrimination against hexamer. The digits labelling the 
deconvoluted spe- correspond to the numbu of bound NADH. At such a high 
NADH concentrationf TFBA modined CS binds, nonspedncally, a large nvmber of 
NADH. 
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envelope for each speues, and the ratio of the peak areas corresponding to 

dimen and hexamers (DIH) was calculated and corrected with the determined 

sensitiviy ratio (1.3 for DIH) discussed above. The corrected D/H ratio was 

taken to be a measure of the molar ratio, R, of the dimer/hexamer in solution 

For the dependence of [DJ/[HJ on the total CS concentration, an 

equation was derived, relating the protein concentration, the experimentally 

determined [D]/[HI,  and KA, the association constant for formation of 

hexarners from dimers. If the system is described simply as an equilibrium 

between dimers and 

then the equilibrium 

hexamers 

assoaa tion constant, KA, is defined as 

The concentrations of dimers and hexamers are related to the total CS subunit 

concentration by 

- 2[D] + 6 [ H ]  [Cslsub~nit - 
Using equations 6 and 4 and rearranging, the total protein concentration can 

be expressed in tenw of hexamer 

[CS1 
= (ZR + 6 )  

KA may be redefined as follows 

and from equation 4, 
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Substituting 9 into 8 fields, 

Substituting for [Hl using equation 7 into equation 10 and rearranging to solve 

in terms of CS concentration 

Since it would be rather inconvenient to express equation.11 in tems of R, 

the axes were reversed to obtain a plot of [CS] versus R and the data fitted to 

equation 11 to obtain KA. The data and the fit however, are presented 

conventionaily in Figure 3.11 (after the fit and reversal of the axes). 

For the NADH binding experiments, the free NADH concentration, 

[NADHlfree,  was needed for a plot of binàing occupancy (y-axis) versus 

lNADHlfme (x-axis) to obtain KD for binding to hexamer and dimer. The 

average number of bound NADH molecules per subunit for dimer and 

hexamer at each NADH concentration were de termined from the 

deconvoluted mass spectra. The average molecular mass was calculated for 

each speaes with its bound NADH over the collection of peaks representing 

al1 the complexes with bound NADH molecules (MWIIDg)-  This was also 

performed on the spectnun in the absence of NADH, yielding the molecular 

weights of the dimer and hexamer in the absence of bound NADH (&IWO). 

Then using these values obtained for the dimer and hexamer for each 

spectrum and the molecular weight of NADH (665 u), the average number of 

bound NADH molecules ( B )  per subunit, N (2 for dimer, 6 for hexamer) can 

be calculated by 
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Using equations [4] and [6] ,  the molar concentrations of dimers and hexamers 

may be obtained by 

Then the total bound NADH concentration is subtracted from the known 

total concentration of NADH to yield the free NADH concentration, 

Each spectrum in the NADH binding series was treated in this manner and 

plots of average number of bound NADH for dimer and hexamer (Le. binding 

occupancy) versus free NADH concentration were generated. The 

dissociation constants, KD, for NADH binding to dimer and hexamer were 

obtained by fitting (Kaleidagraph package) the data generated above to 

Where B is the average number of bound NADH molecules per subunit (the 

y-axis), Bmax is the maximum occupancy (it would be one if one site per 

monomer exists), Kg is the dissoaation constant, and [NADH]free is the free 

NADH concentration. For fitting the data for dimer, Bmox was fixed at 1. For 

Hexamer, two terms were used to obtain KD values for specific binding and 

non-specific binding. 

Determination of KA for D imer- Hexamer equ il ibrium 

Treatment of the data in Figure 3.6 (dependence of CS concentration on 

the dirner/hexamer ratio) as described in the preceding section yields the plot 
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shown in Figure 3.11, where the dimer /hexamer ratio decreases with 

inaeasing CS concentration. The extent of association, and therefore amount 

of hexamer, inueases with increasing pro tein concentration, consistent with 

an equilibrium between dimer and hexamer. Fitting the data to equation 11, 

yields a KA of (6.9 + 0.7) X 1010 Me*. No data under the same conditions are 

available from previous ultracentrifugation work but at 50 mM KCl, 20 mM 

Tris, pH 7.8, the KA obtained was 4.1 X 1011 M-2, a slightly larger value than 

that calculated from the MS data here a t  somewhat lower pH values and in 

the absence of salt KCl is an dosteric activator of CS, and is known to induce 

hexamerization, and as such, an estimate of KA in electrospray conditions 

based on the ultracentrifuge data is not feasible. 

Determination of Kg for NADH binding tu Dimer and Hexamer 

Increasing concentrations of NADH affected the equilibrium between 

dimer and hexamer, as shown in Figure 3.12. Hexamer formation is favored 

in the presence of NADH, and the dimer/hexamer ratio seems to level out to 

about 0.02 at -30 pM NADH. However, an additional effect of NADH is the 

apparent higher specificity of bhding to the hexameric species, as seen in 

Figure 3.8 (mass specha) and quantitatively described in Figure 3.13 (binding 

cuves). In these binding cuves, the differences in binding specificity are 

clarified. The hexamer binds NADH at low concentrations, filling one site per 

subunit by about 10 pM NADH non-cooperatively. At higher concentrations, 

bound NADH continues to increase, but gradually. The dimer, on the other 

hand, exhibits a gradual linear increase in the number of bound molecules 

throughout the entire concentration range, never reaching one site per 

subunit. The finding of gradual increases in the number of bound NADH to 
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O 20 40 60 80 100 120 
CS Concentration pM 

Figure 3.11 Dependence of dirnedhexamer molar concentration ratio, [DIffHl on CS 
subunit concentration. The moîar ratios were obtained from the ratio of integrated 
peak areas which were corrected for the sensitivity difference of the instrument 
for dimer and hexamer. The m e  is a fit to the data assuming that the [Dl/[Hl 
ratio is described by the equilibrium 3D<->H, with KA=M/[D]~ = (6.9 + 0.7) X 
1010 M9. 
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Figure 3.12 The effect of NADH concentration on the molar dimer-hexamer ratio 
<[DI/[wl). 
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Figure 3.13 NADH binding to hexameric (A) and dimenc (8) CS in 5 mM 
ammonium bicarbonate, pH 7.5. The lines are fits to the data using equation 16 to 
obtaùi KD values for binding. For NADH binding to hexamer, two terms were used 
to obtain two KD values for tight and nonspecific bindkig. 
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both oligomeric CS fonns may suggest that non-specific binding occurs to both 

dimers and hexamers. 

Fitting of the data to equation 16, as described, affords the 

determination of KD for binding to both speues. To account for both specific 

and non-specific binding to hexamer, two terms were used to obtain Kg 

values for the two dasses of binding. Hexamer binds NADH specifically with 

a KD of 1.1 + 0.2 PM, and non-specifically with a Kg 55- W. On the other 

hand, the dirner binds NADH with a KD of 28 f 3p.M. The Kg value ob tained 

for CS-NADH binding from fluorescence techniques under similar conditions 

(20 mM Tris, pH 7.8) was 1.1 CLM, in excellent agreement with that obtained 

here for the hexamer (Dudcworth & Tong, 1976). 

Stud y of CS-Subshate Complexes 

In attempts to study the effect of NADH on CS-substrate complex 

formation involving mixtures of CS, NADH, OAA, and AcCoA, it was 

discovered that the number of possible ligand-CS complexes was far too great 

to unambiguously determine the exact compositions of the complexes 

obtained. This was in part due to poor resolution in such spectra. In one 

example at pH 6 (in ammonium acehte), shown in Figure 3.14, a complex of 

hexamer apparently with 6 NADH and 4 AcCoA molecules was observed, but 

poor resolution preduded unambiguous identification of the exact 

components of this complex. The results here warranted a simplified 

approach. 

To this end, the study of CS with its substrates OAA and AcCoA was 

undertaken at pH 6 and pH 7.5. At pH 6, a spectrum was obtained (Figure 

3.15) where both dimer and hexamer formed complexes with a species of 

about 800 u, consistent with binding of AcCoA. The ligation pattern is similas 
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Figure 3.14 ESI-TOP mass spectrum of CS in the presence of equimolar 
concentrations of NADH, OAA, and AcCoA in ammonium acetate, pH 6. The 
weight of the complex obtained (294 621) corresponds roughly to a hexarner with 6 
and 4 molecules of NADH and AcCoA, respectively. No dimer was observed, 
consis tent with the effect of NADH previously discussed. 
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Figure 3.15 Spechrim of CS in the presence of equimolar concentrations of the 
substrates OAA and AcCoA in 5 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6. 
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to that obtained with NADH; the hexamer peak is mostly Ligated, whereas the 

dimer is not- This suggests that binding to hexamer is more specific. Upon 

titration of CS with increasing amounts of substrates, the equilibrium 

between dimer and hexarner shifted towards the hexameric form, as observed 

with the addition of NADH (data not shown). 

The shift in molecular mass of the hexamer and dimer is consistent 

with a ligand of 800 u. AcCoA and CoA have masses of 810 and 768, 

respectively, but owing to broadened peaks the masses obtained from the 

deconvoluted spectra could not be used to dearly iden* which speaes were 

bound. The deaeased sharpness of the peaks may be due to the presence of 

complexes with both speaes, as weli as with OAA and citrate. 

At pH 7.5, the spectrum acquired soon after mixing the components 

was too complex (not shown), since CS was more active at this pH and 

produced a complex mixture of substrates and products, unlike the situation 

at pH 6. To alleviate this complexity, the mixture was aiIowed to incubate for 

about two hours to convert ail the substrates to products (citrate and CoA). 

The resultant spectrum, shown in Figure 3.16, revealed dimer and hexamer 

complexed with the products; for dimer, a set of peaks corresponding to CoA 

complexes was present, with two additional sets corresponding to one and 

two citrate molecules bound; hexamer appeared to exhibit a complex pattern 

of peaks corresponding to the initial binding of citrate then foilowed by CoA 

and an additional citrate. No unligated hexamer was found, unlike the 

dimer. 

Examination of the low m/z region of the two substrate binding 

experiments at pH 6 and 7.5 revealed the extent of substrate formation; at pH 

6, the ratio of AcCoA to CoA was large, even after incubation for two hours 
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Mass Spectra 
Dimer 

~ l n t t d  Spectra 
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Figure 3.16 (A) CS spectra in the presence of equimolar concentrations of the 
substrates OAA and AcCoA, in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 7.5. The sarnple 
was mixed and dowed to incubate for two hours prior to ESI-TOF measurements to 
d o w  the conversion of al1 substrates to products (atrate and CoA). The labels in 
the deconvoluted spectra refer to bound CoA molecules (nubers without prime) 
and citrate (numben with prime). (BI Low rnlz region showing the relative 
amounts of CoA and AcCoA. 
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(data not shown), whereas at  pH 7.5, it was smaU, as seen in Figure 3.16 B. 

The difference may be simply be a pH effect; the pH optimum of CS is 8.0 

(Faloona & Srere, 1969, Weitzman, 1966). 

Further work was not undertaken to determine whether NADH 

prevents binding of the substrates, since it was expected that many possible 

combinations of bound ligands would lead to complex, poorly resolved 

spectra- 

Discussion 
Molecular rnass deteminations and charging 

Mass spectrometry is unparalleled in its abiiity to measure masses 

accurately. Traditional methods for mass measurements of proteins and 

other macromolecules, such as ultracentrifugation, SDS-PAGE, or gel 

filtration measure molecular weights to an accuracy of 10% at best. Mass 

spectrometry on the other hand can give accurate mass determinations to 

within 0.01%, requiring very Little materiai (Loo, 1997). This kind of accuracy 

is essential where smali changes in molecular weight need to be detected, as 

in s tudies of ligand binding, chemical modification, or si te-direc ted- 

mu tagenesis. 

The molecular mass determination of denatured CS samples (wild 

type, chemically modified, or mutant) were all within 0.02% of the expected 

masses based on the protein sequence. In this case, the accuracy of the mass 

determinations has allowed the confirmation of the loss of mass due to 

mutagenesis and the addition of mass due to chemical modification with 

TFBA. The fact that the measured mass of wild type CS monomer is within 2 

u of the rnass expected from the 

occurs due to proteolysis. The 

DNA sequence 

mass obtained 

sugges ts tha t no trunca tion 

shows that the N-terminal 
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methionine is not present, a result consistent with N-terminal sequenang of 

the protein (Ner et al., 1983). 

The masses obtained under non-denaturing conditions also agree well 

with those expected. For example, the CS dimer and hexamer peaks in 

ammonium bicarbonate correspond to masses of 95 770 f 10 and 287 322 f 30. 

While the dimer molecular weight is exactly as expected from the theoretical 

value, the hexamer mass is a mere 0.004% larger. 

It has been noted by many that the charge envelope in the m/z 

spectrum of a protein is reflective of the conformation of the protein in 

solution in two ways: First, the width of the charge enveiope (or the number 

of charge states) appears to be correlated to a global solution structure. Thus 

for a native compact protein, a narrow charge envelope is observed (typically 

3 to 5 charge states), whereas for a denatured protein, the charge envelope is 

much wider (10 or more charge states). The width of the charge envelope 

may be correlated to the number of conformational states present: for a 

native protein, the set is small, but a denatured sample may comprise a large 

number of many interconverting conformations. Second, the maximum 

number of charges attained seems to be correlated with the surface area - and 

thus compactness - of a protein, such that a native, compact conformation 

acquires fewer charges than the unfolded counterpart. The maximum 

number of charges obtained in an unfolded protein is also usually related to 

the number of basic residues available (Loo, 1997). 

The above observations made with many other proteins are 

corroborated by the spectra obtained for CS. In 5% acetic acid (pH - 2-51, the 

charge envelope is wide (about 40 charge states observed), and the number of 

charges is high (the maximum number of charges obtained is +63, with the 
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+45 ion being most abundant). Cihate synthase has 63 basic groups, induding 

the N-terminal NH3+, so that the maximum number of charges obtained is 

consistent with a fully denatured protein in which al1 the basic sites are 

accessible. In contrast, CS in ammonium bicarbonate or ammonium acetate 

(pH 7.5 and 6, respectively) exhibits narrow charge envelopes (4 and 6 charge 

States for dimer and hexamer respectively) with smaller numbers of charges 

(+20 and +35 for dimer and hexamer, respectively), indicating that a large 

number of basic residues are inaccessible for protonation presumably because 

the structures are folded and compact. Assuming that protonation occurs 

only on the basic sites of the protein, then the dimeric CS makes-inaccessible 

about 85% of its basic residues and hexamer 91%. 

Perhaps the more interesting aspect of ES1 specha is the preservation of 

non-covalent interactions, providing the opportunity to study pro tein-pro tein 

and protein-ligand interactions. The CS subunit structure is preserved in the 

electrospray source, yielding mainiy dimer and hexamer as already discussed. 

Furthermore, a simple hexamer-dimer equilibrium is demonstrated by using 

different CS concentrations, indicating that equilibria present in solution may 

be reflected in electrospray ionization spectra. These data were used to 

calculate a plausible association constant for the dimer-hexamer equilibrium. 

The effect of pH on the equilibrium between hexamer and dirner 

parallels that obsewed previously by ultracentrifugation techniques, further 

strengthening the case for a correlation between solution and gas-phase 

observations. This placed us in a position to undertake some work on the 

functional aspects of CS, especially on the relationship between NADH 

regulation and subunit interactions. 
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NADH binding and subunit association 

It was proposed for years that the subunit structure of E. coli and other 

gram negative citrate synthases is related to the strong inhibition by NADH. 

The data presented here dearly idenhfy the effects of NADH on the subunit 

structure, making it possible to formulate a mechanism for inhibition and to 

calculate constants that desuibe the equilibria in the sys tem (preçented in 

Table 3.2). 

NADH binding to hexameric CS can be classified into hvo types: 

Specific, with a Kg of 1.1 pM, and nonspecific, with a Kg of 55 W. The 

nonspecific dass of sites (6 additional sites per hexamer) was fitted to account 

for the gradua1 increase in the average number of bound NADH at  higher 

NADH concentrations. Dimer binds NADH weakly throughout the NADH 

concentration range with a Kg of 28 m, about 25-times more weakly than 

hexamer does. The weak binding observed for dimer and hexamer at high 

NADH concentrations may not be a reflection of a true solution property, but 

may arise as an electrospray artifact; the NADH c m  be concentrated ont0 the 

surface of the CS oligomers nonspecifically during droplet evaporation. 

Despite the uncertainty of specificity at high ligand concentrations, it appears 

that spedic interactions can be observed and that hexameric CS binds NADH 

specifically and selectively, with a Kg that is identical to that determined 

previously by fluorescence methods, and that NADH causes a shift in the 

dimer-hexamer equilibrium towards hexamer. 

Cysteine 206 has been considered the marker for the allosteric NADH 

binding site based on the observation that its modification by alkylating agents 

results in an active enzyme that is desensitized to NADH inhibition (Donald 

et al., 1991). Now it appears that an alternative, and perhaps more likely, 
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TABLE 3.2 Equilibrium constants for CS dimer-hexarner-NADH system as 
detennined from ESI-TOF MS data in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

Parameter Value 

K D  for NADH binding to 
dimer 

KD for NADH binding to 
hexamer "tight" si tes 

K D  for NADH binding to 55k3p.M" 
hexamer, "loose" si tes 

The KD value for the second or "loose" set of NADH binding sites was caldateci 
by assuming that there are 6 of these sites per hexamer. 
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explanation is that the TFBA modified CS does not form the NADH binding 

hexameric form, resulting in a population of exdusively dirneric CS which 

appears not to have a high affinity for NADH. While it is still possible that 

this residue may be in or near the NADH binding site, the observations that 

o d y  dimer is present in this modified enzyme and that hexamerization does 

not occur upon the addition of NADH, strongly suggest that a key 

conformational change accompanied by hexamerization is blocked by the 

modification. Cysteine 206 is in a region of the sequence where no homology 

is evident between NADH-sensitive and insensitive citrate synthases, and 

contains three, proline residues at positions 205, 208, and 213, which are 

conserved among the gram-negative organisms and may play an important 

role in such a conformational change. Proline-rich-regions have been 

implica ted with binding processes, espeaally pro tein-protein binding, owing 

to an increased rigidity of the peptide containing the prolines and consequent 

stabilization of the interaction due to a smaller entropy loss upon binding 

(Williamson, 1994). While the occurrence of the prolines mentioned above 

c m  hardly be dassified as a proline rich region (since only three are present), 

their conservation in NADH sensitive citrate synthases and absence in other 

CSs, as well as their close proximity to C206, rnay indicate that they play an 

important role in NADH regulation and/or subunit interactions. Site- 

directed mutagenesis of one of these residues, P205, resulted in a CS which is 

not inhibited by NADH nor is it hexameric (unpublished work of Lin Ye), a 

behavior similar to the TFBA-modified CS. Our attempts to study this 

mutant by mass spectrometry failed since it was unstable in the electrospray- 

compatible buffers used. 
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Energetics of binding and subunit association 

It is stiil impossible to rationalize the observed affinities of a protein for 

a ligand given our curent poor understanding of the energetics of protein 

structure, particularly the strengths of basic interactions (Creighton, 1993). 

However, we do know that the affinities observed depend on the free energies 

of the complexes and the components. For CS, the main equilibria taking 

place are depicted in Figure 3.17. Three of the constants in the 

thermodynamic cycle, K A ,  Kgmer, and $jrnmer were determined 

experimentaliy from the MS results, while the fourth, K;, was deduced from 

the M a g e  relationship: 

The value for KA, 1.75 X 1012 M-2, is larger than the association constant in 

the absence of ligand, implying a shift towards the hexameric state (since 

KA = [ N ] / [ D ] ~  1. 

In linked equilibria, the free energy of coupling, AGmplingr may be 

calculated. In this case, AGcoupling is defined as 

AGc = -RTln [181 

and the resulting value is a modest -1.79 kcal.mo1-1. This implies that 

binding of NADH favours tighter subunit interactions, and reciprocally, that 

tighter subunit interactions favour NADH binding. But does this correspond 

to the free energy change for the transition from the allosteric R to T states? 

In other words, can we interpret the scheme in Figure 3.17 in terms of 

allosteric T and R states? 
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2 NADH 6 NADH 

Figure 3.17. Linkage reiationship between subunit association and NADH binding. 
KA, Kg (dimer), and Kg Uiexamer) were determined experimentally from the 
mass spectromettic measuremuits. The association constant KA' was calculated 
based on the experimentally determined values. The constants are tabulated in 
Table 3.2. 
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Without taking into account other observations made about the 

allosteric behaviour of CS, the scheme would irnply that the hexamer is the 

T state, and dimer is the R state, since hexamerization appears to be necessq 

for a tighter NADH binding. Ako the observation here that NADH binding is 

hyperbolic, as was determined previously (Duckworth & Tong, 1976) would 

imply that this enzyme, in the absence of any Ligands or salts, is shifted 

towards the allosteric T state. When previous observations are taken into 

account, however, the picture is complicated; CS is both activated and 

hexarnerized in the presence of KC1, acting as an allosteric activator and 

rendering the sigmoid AcCoA saturation curve hyperbolic. These 

observations contradict the idea that the hexamer is the T s tate. Furthermore, 

mass spectrometry results here showed increased hexamerization in the 

presence of the substrates AcCoA and OAA, also implying that the active state 

is hexameric. Taken together, the results here and previous observations 

would suggest two distinct hexameric forms of CS: active (allosteric R state) 

and inactive (allosteric T state). 

But what is the role of the dimeric CS? It is well known from the 

crystallographic data available on pig and chicken citrate synthases that the 

dirneric form is the minimum functional unit for catalytic activity, and this is 

the case here as well, since the dimeric CS is functional (at pH 9 , and TFBA- 

modified CS), albeit not as efficient as the KC1-induced hexameric form. 

However, the dimeric form of E. coli CS does not seem to have the properties 

of an allosteric T state owing to its weak binding of NADH. These two 

observations suggest that the dimer is neither a very good T state, nor an 

efficient R state enzyme. So does this suggest that the presence of the dimer is 

artefactual? Perhaps so, but an intereshg possibility is that the dimer is an 
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intermediate necessary for the conformational switch from the hexameric ?' 

state to the hexameric R state, as depicted schematicalIy in a theoretical model 

in Figure 3.18. TFBA-modified CS forms hexamer in the presence of KCl or at 

suffiàently high protein concenhations, but does not bind NADH nor form 

hexamers in the presence of the inhibitor, supporting the idea that two 

distinct hexamers may exist, with the dimer being an intermediate for the 

conformational switch. Clearly, further evidence is needed to support this 

hypothetical model; i t  wouid be interesting to see whether substrates induce 

hexamerization of the dimenc TFBA-CS by MS. 

R state 

@3=z== 
Conforma tiond 

Change NADH 
ï' state 

8-8-FR3 
AcCoA 

Figure 3.18 Theoreticai mode1 for allosterïc states of CS. In this model, hvo 
conformationaiIy distinct hexamers are proposed: the active R state, induced by 
KCI or AcCoA, and the inactive T state, present in the absence of ligands in E. coli 
CS and induced by NADH. The role of the dimer is proposed to be a way for the 
conformational transitions to take place, where dissociation is a necessaxy step. 

Conclusions and future work 

CS was an ideal system to test the feasibility of mass spectrometry for 

functional studies; the enzyme was stable and functional at low ionic 

strength required for electrospray ionization, and a large body of information 

on the solution properties was available to make comparisons with the mass 

spectrometric models deduced. New information on the mechanism of 

NADH inhibition was 

effect by binding to 

obtained. Specifically, it appears 

the hexameric form of CS and 

that NADH exerts its 

depleting the dimer 
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population. Binding constants were obtained that agree well with solution 

measurementç and some idea of the free energy linking ligand binding and 

subunit association was obtained. Further questions need to be answered 

regarding the apparent codic t  between an allosteric hexameric T state and 

the allosteric hexameric R state; it may be possible to resolve the issue by a 

more thorough study (such as presented for CS-NADH binding) of the 

substrates-CS equilibria using WT and TFBA-modified CS. 

The methods used here may be extended to other systems with 

multiple equilibria between subunit assemblies and their ligands to gain a 

better understanding of allosteric systems. Since CS appears to be the first 

such system studied by mass spectrometry, it is not possible to draw 

condusions as to the applicability of the method to other allosteric proteins. 
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1 5 0 

CISY-ECOLI ADTi(i\KLTLN GDTAVELDVL KCTLGQDVID IRTLGSKCWF TFDFCFTSTA 
.................................................. CISY-EARVB 

CISY-RICA2 .................................................. 
CISY-BARDO .................................................. 
CISY-BARVI .................................................. 
CISY-BAREL .................................................. 
CISY-BARTA .................................................. 
CSY-âARQU .................................................. 
CISY-BARBA .................................................. 
CISY-BARHE SKNKAHITVN DK-KIELW KCTLGPDVIE IASLYKTCTF TYDPGFTÇTA 
CISY-PSEAE ADKKAQLITE CSAFVELPVL SGTMGPDVVD VRCLTATCHF TFDPGFMSTA 
CISY-ACIAN TGKKAVLHLD GK-EIELPIY SGTLCPDVID VKDVLASCHF TFDPCFMATA 
CISY-RHITR TEQSAKLTW . GEKTVDLPVK TEPSAQSLIL VoFf RTPPLF TY DPCFTSTA 
CISZ-RHITR DNNNACVLVD CH-SAELKLR SSTICPNVLC IGSLYETKMF TYDPGFTSTA 
CISY-ACEAC -.STATIçVD GK-SAEMPVL SGTLGPDVID IRKLPALCVF TFDPCYGETA 

.... CISY-RICAU AELKIR GK-IFKLPIL KASfGEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPCFMSTA 

.... CISY-RICPA AELKIX GK.IFKLPIL KASICEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICSL .... ACLKIR CK-IFKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CXSY-RICSI .... AELKIR GK-ITKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSMDCF TYDPGFMSTA 

.... CISY-RICBE AELKIR DK-IFKLPIL USIGQDVID ISWYSADCF TYDPGFMSTA 

.... CISY-ASTRL AELKIR GK-IFKLPIL USIGEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPCFMSTA 

.... CISY-RICAK AELKIR GK-IFQLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSAVNCF TYDPGFMSTA 

.... CISY-RICAF AELKIR GK-IFKLPIL KASICEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPCFMSTA 
CISY-RICRH .... AELKIR GK-IFKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSMDCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICMA .... AELKIR GK.IFKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICCA .... VELKIR GK-IFKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSSADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICCN .... AELKIR CK.IFKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICTY .... AELKIR CK-MFKLPIL KASICKDVID ISRVSAADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICJA .... AELKIR CK-IFKLPIL KASIGEDVID ISRVSAACCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-COXBU SNRKAKLSFE NQ-SVEFPIY SPTLCKDVID VKTLCNHCAY ALDVGFYSTA 
CISY-RICHE .... AELKIR GK-IFKLPIL KASICEDVIN ISRVSAADCF TYDPGFMSTA 
CISY-RICPR .S . .  AELKIR GK-LFKLPIL KASIGKDVID ISRVSAADYF TYDPGFHSTA 
CISY-MYCTU TDDTATLRYP GC-EIDLQIV HATEGADCIA LGPLLAKGHT TFDVGFANTA 
CISY-CORGL DNNKAVLHYP CG-EFEMDII EASEGNNCW LGKMLSTGLI TFDPCWSTG 
CYSZ-CUCMA ..VKGTLTIV DERQVQVSEE CTIKATDLKK ITTGPNKCLK LYDPCYWTA 
CISY-HELPY .-.... VNNE NNERYEFETI ESTRCPKAVD FSKLFETCFF SYDPGYSSTA 
CISY-THIFE ........................................ NFAPCLEWA 
CISZ-BACSU ...............................-....... M TATRCLEGW 
CISZ-STRMU ........................................ -.-.GLKDMI 
CISY-STRHY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  'JVSKCLEWI 
CISY-SACCO ........................................ QFLPCLECVI 
CISW-BACSU ........................................ HYSPGLDGVI 
CISY-THEAC ..............................-......-.. EISKGLEDVN 
CISZ-ECOLI ............................................ ALSCV? 
CISY-BACSU ..............................-............. GLKGIT 
CISZ-SALTY ............................................ ALSGVP 
CISY-MYCSM .............................. MTTATESEAP RIHKCWCW 
CISY-SCHPO KDRLAELIPE KQ..AEIKKF RAEHCQDVIG EVTIN ..... QMYGGARGVR 
CISZ-MYCTU ........................................ NFVPCLDCW 
CISY-CANTR ....... EIL PAKAEEVKQL KKDYCKTVIG EVLLE..QAY GGMRGIKGLV 
CISY-NEUCR ....... ELL PENIEKIKALRKEHGSKVVD KVTLD ..... QVYGGARGIK 
CISY-CHICK ................. DVL AALIPKEQAR IKTLCQITVD MSYGGMRGMK 
CISY-CAEEL .... APLSTS AEGSTNLKVL SKKIPAHNAK VKSFRTVNID MIYCGMRSMK 

..... ....... CISY-YEAST EIX PAKAEEIKKF KKEHGKTVIC EVLLE QAYCGMRCIK 
CISY-EMENI ............... KVKKL RKEHGMCVIC ELTLDQKCLV rWEGSVLDSEE 
CISY-CITMA MQSSADLDLH SQLKVKSDLC KAQLGNITID W I C  ......... -GMRCMT 

..... CISY-SYNY3 ..KKVIAEII PQKQAELKEV KEKYGDKVVG QYCJK QVXGGMRGMK 
... CISY-PIC RDILADLIPK EQ. .ARIKTF RQQHGNTWG QITWI.. MMYGGMRGMK 

.......... CISZ-YEAST ..HAQDVRQF VKEHCKTKIS DVLLE ..... QWGGMRGIP 
CISY-ASPNG ............... KVKKL RKEHGSKVIG EVTLDQKCLV WEGSVLDSEE 
CISX-YEAST ..KEALENVI PKKRDAVKKL KACYGSTFVC PITISSQSMF WQGTSLDPEH 

. ... CISY-ARATH DLKSQLQLI PEHKDRLKKL KSEHGKVQLG NITVD.. WICGMRCMT 



Appendix 1 Sequence Alignrnent of Citrate Synthases 

CISY-€COLI 
CISY-BARVE 
CISY-RICAZ 
CISY,BARCO 
CISY-BARVX 
CISY-BAREL 
CISY-BARTA 
CISY-BARQU 
CISY-BARBA 
CISY-BARHE 
CISY-?SUE 
CISY-XIAN 
CISY-WITR 
CISZ-RH ITR 
CISY-ACEAC 
CISY-RICAU 
CISY-RICPA 
CISY-RICSL 
CISY-RICSI 
CISY-RICBE 
CISY-ASTRI 
CISY-RICAK 
CISY-RICAF 
CISY-RICRH 
CISY-RICMA 
CISY-RICCA 
CISY-RICCN 
CISY-RICTY 
CISY-RICJA 
CISY~COXBU 
CISY-RICHE 
','ISY-RICPR 
CISY-MYCTU 
CISY-CORGL 
CYSZ-CUCMA 
Cf SY-HELP'f 
CISY-THIFE 
CïSZ-BACSU 
C ISZ-STRMU 
CISY-STRHY 
CISY -BACC0 
CISW-BACSU 
CISY-THEAC 
CISZ-€COLI 
CISY-BACSU 
CI SZ-SALTY 
CISY-MYCSM 
CISY-SCHPO 
C 1 SZ-MYCTU 
CISY-CANTR 
CISY-NEUCR 
CISY-CH ICK 
CISY-CAEEL 
CI SY-YEAST 
CISY-EMENI 
CI SY-CITMA 
CISY-SYNY3 
CISY-PIC 
CISZ-YEAST 
CISY-ASPNC 
C 1 SX-YEAST 
CISY-ARATH 

Si 100 
SCESKITFID GDECILLH2G FPIDQLATDS NYLEVCYILL NGEKPTQEQY 
. . - - . . - - - -  . - - - - * . * * .  . .-. . . .-.. . * * - m . - - - -  - - - S . . - . - .  

.-..-.-..- . * * - . . . . - -  . . * . . - . S . -  . - - - - . * - - -  - - - - - . S . - -  

..,... TYID CDKGILLYRC YPIEQLAEKG DFLESCYLLL YCELPTQQEK 

......... D GNKGILLYRG YPIEQLAEKG DFLESCYLLL YCELPTQQEK 

....... YID GDKGILLYRC YPIDQWEKC DFLESCYLLL YCELPTQQEK 

...... TYID CNKCILLYRG YPIDQLAERC DFLESCYLLL YGELPTKQEK 

. . . . . . . . ID GDKCILLYCS Y? IDQLAEKC DFLESCY LLL YGELPTKQEK 

....... YID CDECILLYHC YSIGQWLVC DFLETCYLLL YGELPNKQQK 
SCESKITYID YNEGILLYRG Y?IDQLAEKC DFLESCYLLL YGELPTKQEK 
XESKITYID GDKC;VLLHRC YPIEQLAEKS DYLETCYLLL NGELPTAAQK 
SCESKITFID GDKCILLHRG YPIDQLATQA DYLETCYLLL NCELPTAEQK 
SCESSITFID CDEGVLLHRC YPIEQLAEHG DFLNCYLLL YGELPTAAQK 
SCESSITF ID CDEWLHRC YPIEQLAEHG DFLEVCYLLL YCELPTAAQK 
ACNSRITFID GDKGVLLHRC YPIAQLDENA SYEEVIYLLL NGELPNKVQY 
SCQSTITYID GDKCILRHRG YNIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YCELPTIEQY 
SCQSTITYID CDKCILRHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YCELPSGEQY 
SCQSTITYID GDKGILRHRG YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSGEQY 
SCQSTITYID CDKGILRHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSCEQY 
SCRSTITYID GDQGILRHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YCELPNNKQY 
SCQSTITYID CDKCTLRHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSGEQY 
SCKSTITYID GDKCILSHRC YNIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSIEQY 
SCQ!7TITYID CDKCXLMRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSCEQY 
SCQSTITYID CDKCILRHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLNAYLLI YCELPSCEQY 
SCQSTITYID CDKCILRHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YCELPSCEQY 
SCRSTITYID GDKGILRYRG YDIKDLADKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSSEQY 
SCQSTITYID CDKGILRHRG YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YCELPSGEQY 
SCQSTITYID GDKCILWHRC YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLMI YGELPSSEQY 
SCQSrVTYID CDKCILRHRG YDFKDWEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSCEQY 
ACESKITFID GEKCILLYRC YPIDQLADKS DYMcTYLLM YGELPNKCEK 
SCQSTITYID GDKGILRHRG YDIKDiAEKS DFLEVAYLLI YGELPSSEQY 
SCQSTITYID GDKGILWYRG YDIKDLAEKS DFLEVAYLMI YCELPSSDQY 
AAKSSITYID CDAGILRYRC YPIGQLAEKS TFIEVCYLLI YCELPDTDQL 
STESKITYID CDACILRYRG YDIADLAENA TFNEVSYLLI NGELPTPDEL 
PVRSSISY ID GDLGILRYRC YPIEELAESS TYVEVAY LLM YGNLPSQSQL 
CCQSKISYVN GKKGELYYRG HRIEDLVAKY KYVDVCKLLL TCELPKNQDE 
ATQSSISNID CAACLLSYRC FAIADLAAHS SFEEVALLLL DGVLPCAADL 
ATTSSVSSII DDT..LTYVG YDIDDLTENR SFEEIIYLLW HLRLPNKKEL 
ACDTRISAIK DNK..LSYAG YDIADLMDNT RFEEVIYLLW NLHLPTAIEL 
IKVTlrlLTFID GtKCILRYRC YNIEDLVNYG SYEETIYLML YCKLRTKKEL 
AÇETKISFLD TVNSEIVIKG YDLLALSRTK CYLDIVHLLL EGTIPNEAEK 
A4ETHISYLD TQSSQfLIRG YDLIELSETK SYLELVHLLL EGRLPEESEM 
IKWTRLTTXD CNKGILRYCG YSVDIIASGA QDEEIQYLFL YCNLPTEQEL 
AGNTALCTVG KSGNDLHYRG YDILDLAKHC EFEEVAHLLI HGKLPTRDEL 
CVETSISHID GEKGRLIYRG HHAKDIAWH SFEEAAYLIL FCKLPSTEEL 
AGNTALCTVG KSGNDLHYRG YDILDLAEHC EFEEVAHLLI AGKLPTRDEL 
MTTAISKW PETNSLTYRG YPVQDLAAQC SFEQVAYLLW HGELPT. DQL 
SLIWEGSVLD PNEGIR-FBC YTIPECQKQP LPESLFWLLV TGEIPTLSQV 
AFTTEIAEPD KDCGALRYRG VDIEDLVSQR TFCDVWALLV DCNFCSGLPP 
WECSVLDPIE C....fRFRG RTIPDIQKEP LPEALFWLLL TCEVPTEAQT 
CLVWECSVLD AEEGIRFQEL LPKAPGGKEP LPECLFILLL TCEVPSEQQV 
CLWETSVLD PDECIR-FRG FSIPECQKEP LPEGLF'WLLV TGQIPTGAQV 
CbWTETSVLD PEEGIR-FRC YSIPECQKEP LPEAIWWLLC TCDVPSEAQT 
GLVWEGSVLD PEECIRFQRE LPKAECSTEP LPEALFWLLL TCEIPTDAQV 
CIRFRGLTIP ECQKLLPKAP GCEEPLPE.. ... GLFWLLL TGEVPSEQQV 
CLLWETSLLD PDEGIX-FRG LSIPECQKEP LPEGLLWLLL TGKVPSKEQV 
CLMSDLSRCD PYQGII-FRG YTIPQLKEEP LPECIFWLLM TGQLPTHAQV 
CLWETSVLD PDECIR-FRC YSIPECQKEP LPEGLFWLLV TCQIPTEEQV 
GÇVWEGÇVLD PEDGIR-FRC RTIADIQKDP LPEALFWLLL TGEVPTQAQV 
CIRFRCRTfP ECQELLPKAP CGQEPLPE.. ... CLFWLLL TCEIPTEQQV 
CIKFQCLTIE ECQNRLPNTG IDCDNFLPE- ... SMLWLLM TCGVPTFQQA 
CLLWETSLLD PEEVFALKAL LPTAQSCCLN HYRRSFVASL NWKGTLAKSK 



Appendix 1 Sequence Alignment of Citrate Synthases 

CISY-ECOLS 
CISY-BARVB 
CISY-RICAZ 
C I  SY-BARDO 
CISY-BARVI 
CISY-BAREL 
C 1 SY-3ARTA 
LISY-BARQU 
CISY-BARBA 
C I  SI'-BARHE 
C I  SY-PSEAE 
CISY-ACIXN 
CISY-RHITR 
CISZ-RH I T R  
CISY-ACEAC 
CISY-RICAU 
CISY-RICPA 
CISY-RICSL 
CISY-RICSI 
CISY-RICBE 
C I  SY-ASTRI 
CISY-EIICAK 
C I  SY-RICAF 
CISY-RICRH 
C I  SY-RICMA 
CISY-RICCA 
CISY-RICCN 
CISY-RICTY 
CISY-RICJA 
CISK-COXBU 
C I  Si-RICHE 
CISY-RICPR 
CISY-MYCTU 
CISY-CORGL 
CYSZ-CUCMA 
CISY-HELPY 
CISY-THIFE 
CISZ-BACSU 
C I sz-STRMU 
CISY-STRHY 
CISY-BACCO 
CISW-BACSU 
CISY-THEAC 
C 1 SZ-ECOLI 
Cf  SY-BACSU 
CISZ-SALTY 
CISY-MYCSM 
CISY-SCHPO 
C 1 SZ-MYCTU 
C I  SY-CANTR 
C 1 S Y J E U C R  
CISY-CHICK 
C I  SY-CAEEL 
CISY-YEAÇT 
CISY-EMENI 
CISY-CITMA 
CISY-SYNY3 
CISY-PIC 
C I  SZ-YEAST 
CISY-ASPNG 
C I  SX-YEAST 
C I  SY-ARATH 

101 150 
DEFKTTVTRH TMIHEQITRL FHAFRRDSHP MAVMCCITGA W F Y H D S L D  

.....--.-- - . . - - - - . - -  - . - - - - . - - .  ......--.- .*..t.l.-. 

NDFDRRIMQH TMVCiEQFSRF FQGFRRDSHP MAVMVACLCA MSAFYHDSID 
SDFDRCIMQH TMVHEQFARF FHGFRRDSHP MAVMVACLGA MSAFYHDSID 
NDFDRCIMQH TMVHCQFSRF FHGFRRDSHP MAVMVACLCA MSAFYHDSID 
3DFDRCIMQH TMVHEQFARF FHGFRRDSHP MAVMVACLGA MSAFYHDSID 
IDFDRCIMQH MMVHERFTW FHGFRRDSKP MAVMVACLGA MSAFYHDSID 
IDFDRCIMRH TMVHEQFARF FHGFRRDSHP MAVMVACLGA MSAFYHDSIN 
IDFDRCIMQH TMVHEQFARF FHGFRRDSHP MAVMIACLGA MSAFYHDSID 
EQFVGTIKNH TMVHEQLKTF FNGFRRDAHP MAVMCGVIGA LSAFYHDSLD 
VEFDAKVRAH TMVtiDQVSRF FNGFRRDAHP MAIKVGVIJGA LÇAFYHNNLD 
KDFDYRVVHH TMVHEQMSRF FTGFRRDAHP MAVMCCCVGA LSAFYXDSTD 
KDFDYRWHH TMVHEQMSRF FTGFRRDAHP MAVMCCCVGA LSAFYHDSTD 
DTFTNTLTNH TLLHEQ IRNF FNCFRRDAHP MAI LCGTVGA LSAFY PDAND 
.WFTi'QVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQAFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLN 
NP-IFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVCS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVN=LHY L FQTFCSSSHP M A I M W V G S  LSAFY PDLW 
'JNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHY L FQTFCSSSHP MAI MLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLN 
NDFTKKVAHH ALWERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLV 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAIGS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLMVCS LÇAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVCS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVCS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKKVAVH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVCS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLN 
HNFTTKIAHH ALVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLN 
NNFTKQVAHH SLVNDRLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVCS LSAFYPDLLN 
EKFVRTIKEH TSVYEQVTKF FNGFHYDAHP MAMVLSTICA LSAFYHDALD 
,WFTKQVAHH SLVNLQLEYL FQTFCSSSHP 4MAIMLAA'JGS LSAFYPDLLN 
CNFTKWAHH SLVNERLHYL FQTFCSSSHP MAIMLAAVGS LSAFYPDLLN 
AQFTCRIQRH TMLHZDLKRF FDCFPRNAHP MPVLSSVVNA LSAYYQDALD 
HKFNDEIRHH TLLDEDFKSQ FNVFPRDAHP MATLASÇVNI LSTYYQDQLN 
ADWEFA ISQH SAVPQGLVD I IQAMPHDAHP MCVLVSAMSA LSVFHPDANP 
SEFELELRHR SFVHESLLNM FSAFPSNAHP MAKLSSGVSI LSTLYSTHQN 
ERFDHGLRAH RQVKYNVREI MKFMPVTGHP MDMLHCAVAS LGMFYPQQAE 
EELKQQLAKE AAVPQEIIEH FKSYSENVHP MAAL.RTAIS LLGLLDSEAD 
KQFEEKLRKN YAISDAIEQI  LIQSRQHLHP MSVL . RSTVS LLCVYNLKAE 
NDLKAKLNEE YEVPQEVLDT IYLMPKIADA I G L L E V G T U  WSIDKNFKW 
QHLEETLKQE YDVPDEIIQV LSLLPKTAHP MDALRTGVSV LASFDTELLN 
ETLERKINSA SSLPADHLRL LELLPEDTHP MDCLRTCLSA WGYDRQ-ID 
RKYKETVQKG YKIPDFVINA IRQLPRESDA VAMQMAAVM ,MASETK.FR 
AAYKTKLKAL RGLPANVRTV LEALPAASHP MDVMRTGVSA LCCTLPEKEG 
QVFKDKLAAE RNLPEHIERL IQSLPNNMDD MÇVVRTWSA LCE.. . . . .N 
NAYKSKLKAL RGLPANVRTV LEALPUSHP MDVMRTGVSA LGCTLPEKEG 
ALFSQRERAS RRIDRSMQAL LAKLPDNCHP MDVVRTAISY LCAEDLEE-D 
QALSADWAAR SQLPKFVEEL IDRCPPTLHP MAQFSLAVTA LEAYERCMNK 
AEPFPLPIHS CDVRVDV ... .......Q AC WMLAPIWGY APLLDID..D 
RALSEEFAAR S A L P K W E I L  IDRSPSHLHP MAQFSIAVTA LESESQFAKA 
RDLSAEWAAR SDVPKFIEEL IDRCPSDLHP MAQLSLAVTA LEHTSSFARA 
SWLSKEWAKR AA LPSHWTM LDNF!?"I'NLHP MSQLSAAITA LNSESNFARA 
AAITKEWNAR ADLPTFWJRM LDNFPDNLHP MAQF . . . IAA IAALNNESRG 
KALSADLAAR S E I P E H V I Q L  LDSLPKDLHP MAQFSIAVTA LESESKFAKA 
RDLSAEWAAR SDLPKFIEEL IDRVPSTLHP MAQFSLAVTA LEHESAFAKA 
DCLSKELRDR ATVPDYVYKA IDALPVSAHP MTQFASGVMA LQVQSEFQEA 
DALKHEWQNR CTVNQDCVNF LLNLPKDLHS MTML ... SMA LLYLQKDSKF 
SWLSKEWAKR AALPSHVVTM LDNFPTNLHP MSQLSAAITA WSESNFARA 
ENLSADLMSR S E L P S W Q L  LDNLPKDLHP MAQFSIAVTA LESESKFAKA 
RDLSAEWAAR SDLPKFIEEL IDRCPSTLHP MSQFSLAVTA LEHESAFAKA 
ASFRKELARC RKLPHYTEKV LSSLPKDMHP MTQL ... A I C  LASMNKGSLF 
LKHCRKTWNR AAVSDYVYNA IDALPSTAHP MTQFASGVMA LQVQSEFQKA 



Appendix 1 Sequence Alignment of Citrate Synthases 

Î ISY,XOLI 
C 1 Si-BARVB 
CLSY-RICAZ 
CISY-BARDO 
CISY-BARVI 
CISi',BAREL 
c 1 s'Y ,BARTA 
CI SY-MRQU 
CISY-BARBA 
CLSY-BARHE 
~:IsY_PsEAE 
CISY-ACTAN 
CISY-RHITR 
CISZ,.WITR 
CI SY-ACEAC 
CISY-RICAU 
CI SY-RICPA 
CISY-RICSL 
CISY-RICSI 
CISY-RICBE 
CISY-ASTRI 
CISY-RICAK 
CISY-RICAF 
C ISY-RICRH 
CI SY-RICMA 
CISY-RICCA 
CISY-RfCCN 
CISY-RICTY 
CISY-RICJA 
C1S'f-COXBU 
CIÇY-RICHE 
CISY-RICPR 
crsu-WCTU 
CISY-CORCL 
CYSZ-CUCMA 
C 1 SY-HELPY 
CISY-THIFE 
CI SZ-ElACSU 
CI SZ-STRMU 
CISY-STRHY 
CISY-BACCO 
C 1 si-BACSU 
CIÇY-THEAC 
CISZ-ECOLI 
CI SY-BACSU 
C ISZ-SALTY 
CISY_~CSW 
CISY-SCHPO 
CI SZ-MYCTU 
C I S'f -CA$lTR 
CISY-NEUCR 
CISY-CHICK 
CISY-CAEEL 
CISY,YmST 
CISY-E!mJI 
CISY-CITMA 
CISY-SYNY3 
CISY-PIC 
CISS~YEAST 
CISY-ASPNG 
CI SX-YEAST 
CISY-ARATH 

15 1 2 O O 
VNNPRHKEIA AFRLLSLYPT LWCYKYSI GQPFWPRND LSYAGNFLNM 

.................................................. 
ITDPQQRMIA SIRLISK'JPT tilAMAYXYSI GQArWPHNS LSYAANFLRM 
ITDPQQRMIA SVRLISKVPT W Y K Y S I  GQAFWPRND LSYAANFLRM 
ITDPHQRMIA SVRLISKVPT USrMAYKYSI GQAFVYPRND LSYAANFLRM 
ITDPQQDlIA WRLISKVPT MAMAYKYSI GQAFVYPRND LSYAANFLRM 
IKDAQQRMIA AIRLISKVPT tilkMAYKYS1 GQAFVYPRND LSYAANFLHM 
ITDPQQRMIA SIRLISKVPT IAAMAïKYSI CQPFVYPRND LNYATNFLHM 
TTDPQQRMIA SIRLISKVPT LAAMAYKYSI GQAFVYPRND LSYAANFLRM 
ITNPKHRQVS AHRLfAKMPT IXi\MWKYSK GEPMMYPRND LNYAENFLHM 
ILCINHRELT AIRLIAKIPT MWSYKYTV GQPFIYPRND LNYAENFLHM 
ITDPHQRMVA SLRMIAKJ!PT L.fiAMAYK'fH1 CQPFWPKND LDYASNFLRM 
ITD?HQRMVA SLRMIAKMPT LAAMAYKYHI CQPFVYPKND LDYASNFLRM 
IAIPANRDLA AMRLIAKI PT IUWAYKYTQ GEAF IYPRND LNYAENFLSM 
F.KEXDYELT AIRMIAKIPT IWSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
FFKEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFCYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F . KcADY ELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFSYPDNP LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIWIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFVYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNP LDFTENFLHM 
F . KEADYELT AIRMIAKI PT IAAMSYKYS 1 CQPF IYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IWSYKYSI CQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT MAAMSYKYSI CQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IWSYKYSX GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-NETDYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F-KEADYELT AIRMIAKIPT IMMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
ITKPADRELS AIRLSAKMPT -LAAMSYKYSI CQPFMHPRRA MNYAENFLHM 
C-KEADYKLT AI-WIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI CQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
F.NETDYELT AIRMIAKIPT IAAMSYKYSI GQPFIYPDNS LDFTENFLHM 
PMDNGQVELS TIRLLAKLPT IAAYAYXKSV GQPFLPPDNS LTLVENFLRL 
PLDEAQLDKA TVXLMAKVPM LAAYAHRARK GAPYMYPDNS LNARENFLEW 
AKSKQVRDKQ IARIIGKAPT IAAAAYLRLA CRPPVLPSSN LSYSENFLYM 
MHTEEDYQTM ARRIV'AKI PT LAAICYWEV GAP 1 IY PDIA RSYVENILFM 
RGNTLHLDAM AMRIIARMPT IVAMWEQMRF CNDPISPRPD L Ç W F L Y M  
TMNPEANYRK AIRLQAKVPG LVAAFSRIRK GLEPVEPRED YGIAENFLYT 
ERSVEATYDQ SIQLMAKIPT IIATFARLRQ GLSPIAPRKD LGFAANFLYM 
KENDKEK ... AISIIAKMAT LVAWYRRKE GNKPRIPEPS DSFAKSFLLA 
REHa-LK-R AYQLLGKIPN IVANSYHILH SEEPVQPLQD LSYSANFLYM 
DRSPSANKER AYQLLÛKMPA LTAASYRIIN KKEPILPLQT LSYSANFLYM 
WNKDTDRDVA A-EMIGRMSA ITVNWRHIM NMPAELPKPS DSYAESFLNA 
HTVSGARDI. ADKLLASLSS ILLYWYHYSN GERIQPETDD DSIGCHFLHL 
TYTFHPKTEE AIRLIAITPS IIAYRKRWTR GEQAIAPSSQ YCHVENYYYM 
HTVSGARDI. ADKLLASLNS ILLYWYHYSN CERIQPETDD DSICGHFLHL 
VDTAEANYAK SLIWFAVLPT IVATDIRRRQ CLTPIPPHSQ LGYAQNFLNM 
HDYWKYEYED CMDLIAKTVP IAGRIYRNLY RDWAPIQD KDHSYNFANV 
ATARQQLARA SVMALSYVAQ SARGI YQPAV PQRI IDECS . . TVTARFMTR 
YAKCVHKSED SIELLAKLPT IAAKI YRNVF HCGKLPAQID LDYCANLASL 
YAKCINKKED SMDLIAKLPT IAARIYQNVK GGKVAAVQKD KDYSFNFANQ 
YAECILRTKS AMDLIAKLPC VAAKIYRYRA GSSIGAIDSK LDWSHNFTNM 
VAUSYWEYA SMDLLAKLPT VAAIIYRYRD CSAVÇVIDPK KDWSANFSSM 
YAQGVSKKED SLDLLGKLPV IASKIYRNVF KDGKITSTDP NADYCKNLAQ 
TAKGINKKED SMDLIAKLPT IAAKIYRNVF KDGKVAPQKD iCDYSYNLANQ 
YEKGIHKSKD SLNLIARVPV VAAYVYQRIY KDGKIIPKDD LDYCCNFSHM 
AKLYDEGKID SMDLIAKIPR VAAIIYRHKR DSKLIDSDSK LDWAGNYAHM 
YAEGIHRTKD CMDLIAKLPC VAAKIYRYRE GSSIGAIDSR LDWSHNFTNM 
YAQGISKQED SLDLLGKLPV IAAKIYRNVF KDGKMGEVDN ADYAKNLVNL 
YAKCINKKED SMDLIAKLPT IAAKIYRNVF KDGKVAPQKD KDYSYNLANQ 
ATNYQKGLID S WLIASLPL LTGRIYSNNE CHPLCQYSEE MWCTNICSL 
YENGIHKSKD CLNLIARVPV VAAYVYRRMY KNCDSIPSDS LDYCANPSHM 
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20 1 250 
MFSTPCEPYE VNPILERAMD RILILHADHS QNASTSrVRT AGSSCANPFA 

. - . *_ . - . . -  . I I - - . - - . .  . .- . .*.- . .  - - - . - - - . - -  .--. . . .- .-  
CFAVPCEEYQ VEiPVLTRAMD RIFILHADHE QNASTSTVRL AGSSGANPFA 
CFSVPCEEYK TNPVLTRAMD R I F I L W D H E  QNAST-L K S S G A N P F A  
CFAVPCEEYK INPVLARAMD QIFISHADHE QNASTSrVRL AGSSGANPFA 
CFÇVPCEGYN I N S V L T W D  RIFTLHADHE Q N A S T S W R L  ACSSGANPFA 
CFSVPCEEYK I N P V L S W D  RICTLHADHE QNASl'ScVRL VGSSGANPFA 
CFÇVPCEEHK ISPVfARAMD RIFTLHADHE QNASTÇTVRL AGSSGANPYA 
CFSVPCEEYK I N P V L T N D  RIFTLHADHE QNASTSI1IRL AGSSGANPFA 
MFNTPCETKP ISPVLAKAMD RIFILKADHE QNASTSTVRL AGSSCANPFA 
MFATPADRYK VNPVLARAMD RIFTLKADHE QNASTSI.IP.L AGSTCANPYA 
C F A V P C E E W  V N P U R A M D  RIFILHADHE QNASTSrVRL AGSSGANPFA 
C F A V P C E E W  VNPVURAMD RIFILi iADHE QNASTSTVRL ACSSGANPFA 
MFARMSEPYK V N P V L A W  RILILKADHE Q N A S T M L  AGSTCANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK V N P I  IKNALN KIFILHADHE QNASTSTVRI AGSSGANAFA 
MFATPCTKYT VNPI IKNALN KIFILHADHE QNASTSTVRI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYT V N P I  IKNALN K I  FI LHADHZ QNASTSrVRI  ACSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYT V N P I I K N A W  KIFILHADHE QNAST!X'VRI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCEKYK VNPVIKNAW KIFILHADHE QNASTSTVRI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYT V N P I I i W A L N  KIFILHADHE QNASTSTVRI ACSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK V N P I I i W A L N  KIFILHADHE QNASTSrVRI  AGSSGANAFA 
MFATPCTKYT V N P I I K N A W  KIFILKADHE QNASTSTVRI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK V N P I I K N A W  KIFILHADHE QNASTSTVRI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK VNPI IKNALN KIFILHADHE QNASTSTVXI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCMKYE V N P V I K N A W  KIFILHADRE QNASTSTVRI AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYT V N P I  IKNALN K I F  1 LHADHE QNASTSrVRI  ACSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK W P I I i U J A L N  KIFILHADHE QNASTSrVRI  AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPYTKYT VNPI IKNALN KIFILHADHE Q N A S T S T W I  AGSSCANPPA 
LFGTPYECYTE PDPVLARAMD RIFILHADHE QNASTTTVRV AGSTGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK VNPI IKNALN KIFILiiADHE QNASTSTVRX AGSSGANPFA 
MFATPCTKYK VNPI IKNALN KIFILHADHE QNAST!XVII  AGSSGANPFh 
TFCFPAEPYQ ADPEVVRALD MLFILKADHE QNCSTSrVRL VGSSRANLFT 
MFGYPTEPYE I D P I W K A L D  KLLI LHADHE QNCSTSTWW IGSAQANMFV 
LDSLCiNRSYK PNPRLARVLD ILFILHAEHE MNCSTSAARH LASSCVDVFT 
LRGYPYSRVE I T P L B I E A F D  KILTLHADHS QNASSTTVRN VASTCVHPYA 
LSGR ..... E PDPAHTKILD SCLILHAEHT INASTFÇVLV TCSTLTNPYH 
LNGE ..... E P S P I E W F N  .KALILHADHE LNASTFTARV CVATLSDIYS 
LNCRLPSELE I . . . . - L A M N  RALVLHAEHE LNASTFECARV CASTLSDIYS 
SFAREPTTDE IN..-..AMD KALILYTDHE VPASTTAALV AASTLSDMYS 
ITGKKPTELE ..... E K I F D  RSLVLYSEHE LPNSTFTARV IASTLSDLYG 
MTGKLPSSLE ..... E Q I F D  RSLVLYSEHE MPNSTFAARV IASTHSDLYG 
A F C R - U T K E I  I D  ..... AMN TALILYTDHE VPASTTAGLV AVSTLSDMYS 
LHCE. . . . . K PSQSWEKAMH ISLVLYAEHE FNASTFTSRV IAGTCSDMYS 
LTGE. . . . .Q PSEAKKKALE TYMILATEHC MNASTFSARV TLSTESDLVS 
LHGE. . . . . K PTQÇWEiCAMH ISLVLYASHE FNASTFTSRV I A C T G S D W S  
CFGEVPE ... . .PVVVRAFE QSMVLYAEHS FNASTFAARV VTSTQSDIYS 
L. . . . . .CFA NNEEFVELMR LYLTIHADHG CENSAHTCHL VGSALSSPFL 
WQGEP ..... . D P R H I E A I D  AYWVSAAEHC MNASTFTARV IASTGADVAA 
L. . . . . . CFC ENKEFLELMR LYLTIHSDHE GNVSAHTTHL VGSALSSPFL 
L. . . . - , GFG DNKDFVELLR LYLTIHTDHE GNVSAHTTHL VGSALSSPFL 
LGYTDAQ ... . . - .FTELMR LYLTIHSDHE GNVSAHTSHL VGSALSDPYL 
LGYD ...... -DPLFAEi.Mil LYLVIHSDHE GNVSAHTSHL VGSALSDPYL 
LLGYE. . . . . . NKDFIDLMR LYLTIHSDHE GNVSAHTTHL VCSALSSPYL 
L .  ..... GFA DNKDFVELMR LYLTIHSDHE CNVSAHTTHL VCSALSSPML 
LCFD ...... .DPKMLELMR LYVTIHSDHE GNVSAHTGHL VASALSDPYL 
MCFE.. .... .QHVVKECIR CYLSIHCDHE GNVSAHTTHL VGSALSDPYL 
LGYTDAQ.-. . . - - F T E L M R  LYLTIHSDHE CNVSAHTSHL VGSALSDPYL 
IGSKDEDFVD L . - . . - - . M R  LYLTIHSDHE CNVSARTSHL VCSALSSPYL 
L. . . . . .GYG DNNDMELMR LYLTIHSDHE CNVSAHTTHL VGSALSSPML 
LCMTNCTTSQ QSLDPINLMR LYTCIfiVDHE CWSAHTTHL VGSALSDPYL 
LGFD. . . . . . . DERLKELMR LTSPSTVMHE CNVSAHTGHL VGSALSDPYL 



Append ix 1 Sequence Alignmen t of Cihate Syn thases 

CISY-ECOLI 
CISY-BAilVB 
CISY-RICAS 
CISY-BARDO 
CISÏ-BARVI 
Cf SY,Si\REL 
C I  SY-BARTA 
C ISY ,BARQU 
CISY-9ARBA 
CTS'i-BARHE 
CISY-PSEAE 
CISY-ACIAN 
CISY-RHITR 
CISZ-RHITR 
CISY-ACEAC 
CISY-FiICAU 
CISY-RICPA 
CISY-RICSL 
C f  SY-RICSI 
CISY-RICBE 
CISY-ASTRI 
CISY-RICAK 
CISY-RICAF 
CISY-RICRH 
CZSY-RICMA 
C I  SY-RICCA 
CISY-RICCN 
CISY-RICTY 
CISY-RICJA 
CISY-COXBU 
CISY-XICHI 
CISY-RICPR 
CISY-MYCTU 
CIS'i-CORCL 
CYSZ-CUCMA 
CISY-HELPY 
CISY-THIFE 
C I  SZ-BACSU 
CISZ-STRMU 
CISY-STRHY 
C I  SY-BACCO 
CISw,I3i\CSU 
C I  SY-THEAC 
CXSZ-ECOLI 
CISY-BACSU 
CISZ-SA LTY 
CISY-MYCSM 
CISY,SCHPO 
CI SZ-MCTU 
CISY -CANTR 
CISY-NEUCR 
CISY-CHICK 
C I  SY-CAEEL 
CISY-YEAST 
CISY-EMENI 
CISY-CITMA 
CfSY-SYNY3 
CISY-PIG 
C I  SZ-YEAST 
CISY-ASPNG 
C 1 SX-YEAST 
CISY-ARATH 

251 300 
CIAAGIASLW CPAHGCANEA ALKYLEEISS ViiHI PEFVRR AKDKNDSFRL 
.-.-..--.. ......WU CLKMLLEIGS VKRIPEFIAR AKDKNDPFRL 
.......... .......... ..NMLKEIGS SELVIPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
C IMGVACL'21 G?AHCCANEA CLKMLKEIGS VKKIPEFIAR AKDKNDPFRL 
CIAACVACLW GPAHGGANEA CLKMLQEICS VKRIPEFIAB MDKNDPFRL 
CIAAGVACLW GPAHCXANES. CLKMLQEICS I K R I P E F I A R  -9KDKNDPFRL 
CIMGVACLW GPAHGCANEA CLKMLQEICS V E R I P E F I A R  AKDKNDPF3L 
CIMGVACLW GPAHGCANEA CLKMLQKICS V E R I P E F I A R  AiCDKNDPFRL 
CIAACVACLW GPAHGGANEA CLKMLQEIGS VKKIPEF IAR AKDKVûPFRL 
CIAAGVACL'EJ GPAHGCAVEA CLKMLQEICS VERIPEFIAR MDKNDSFRL 
CIASGIAALW YPAHCCANEA VLRMLDEICD VSNIDKFVEK AKDKVDPFKL 
CISAGISALW GPAHGCANEA VLKMLDEICS V E E A Z F M - .  EFJKRKEVKL 
CIAAGIACLW GPAHGCANEA A W L T E I C T  VDRI PEYf AR AKDKNDPFRL 
CIAAGIACLW GPAHGCANER ALNMLTEIGT VDRI PEYIXR AKDKNDPFRL 
CIAAGIAALW CPAHGGANEA VLKILARICK K E N I P M I A Q  VKDKNSGVKL 
C f  STGIASLW GPAHGGANEA VINMLKEIGS SENIPKFIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTCIASLW GPAHGCANEA VINMLKZICS SEY IPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTGIASLW GPAHGGANEA VINMLKEICS SEY IPKY IAK AKDKNDPFRL 
C I  STGIASLW GPAHGCANEA VIPJMLKEICS SEY IPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CVSTCIASLW CPAHGGANEA VINMLKEIGS VENIPKYIAK AKDKNDNFRL 
CISTGIASLW GPAHGCANEA VINMLXEIGS SEYIPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTGIASLW GPAHGGANEA VINEiLKEIGS SENIPKYIAK AKDKSDPFRL 
C I  STGIASLW CPAHGGANEA VINMLKEICS SEY 1 PKY IAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTGIASLW CPAHGCANEV VINMLKEIGS SEY IPKYTAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTCIASLW GPAHGCANEV VINMLKEICS SEYIPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTCIASL'EJ GPAHGCANEA VINMLKEICS SENIPKYIAK AKDKDDPFRL 
CISTGIASLW GPAHGANEA VINMIKEIGS SEYf PKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTGIASLW GPAHGCANEA V I N M L E I C S  SENIPKYVAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTGIASLW GPAHGGANEA VINMLKEICS SEYIPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISACISALW GPAHGGANEA CLNMLWICD EiGVICQY IKK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTCIASLW CPAHCGANEA VINMLKEIGS SENIPKYIAK AKDKNDPFRL 
CISTCIASLW CPAHGGPLNEA VINMLKEIGS SENIPK'NAK MDKNDPFRL 
SI SGGINALW GPLHGGANQA VLEMLEGIBS GDDVSEFVRK VKNREAGVKL 
SIAGGINALS GPLHGGANQA VLEMLEDIKS NHDATEFMNK VKNKEDCVRL 
ALSGAVGALY CPLHGGAiiEA VLLY L S E I G T  VNNIPEFIEG VKNRKR - .KM 
AISAGISALW CHLHGCANEK VLLQLEEIGD VKNVDKYIAR VKDKNDNFKL 
VICGAIGTLA GPLHGCANQK W E M L E E I S S  VQQVGAYLDR KMANKE- . K I  
GITAAICALK CPLHGANEG VMKMLTEICE VENAEPYIRA KLEKKS..KI 
CtfTTAIGTLK GPLHGGANER VFDMLREIRE YGDVDSY LQE KLNSKE . . K I  
SLTPALAALK CPLHGGlMEE AFKQFIEIGD PNRVQNWFN. DKVVNQKNRL 
ALTGAVASLK GHLiiGGANEA VMEMLQDAQT VZGFKHLLHD KLSKKE - . K I  
ALTCAVASLK GNLHCGANEA VMYLLLEAKT TSDFEQLLQT KLKRKE-.KI 
GITAALAALK CPLHCGAAEA AIAQFDEIKD PAMVEKWFN. DNIINGKKRL 
A I I C A I C A L R  GPKHGCANEV SLEIQQRYET PDEAEADIRK R V E N K E . . W  
AVTAALCTMK GPLHGGAPSA VTKMLEDIGE KEHAEAYLKE KLEKGE-.RL 
AIIGAIGALR GPKHGGANEV SLEIQQRYET PDEAEADIRK RVENKE. .W 
AVTAAIGALK GSLHGGANEA VMHDMLEIGS AEKAPEMLHG KLSRKE..KV 
SMAASLNGU CPLHGLANQE VLNFL..ITM KKEIGDDLSE EKLLNSGRW 
ALSCAIGAMS GPLHGGAPAR VLPMLDEVEX ACDARÇWKC ILDRGE..KL 
SLAAGLNG LA GPLHCRANQE VLEWLFKLRS KEAIEKYLW . - DTLNACRVC 
ÇVAAGLNCLA CPLHGLANQE VLNWLTEMKK VEAITKYLW. .DTLNAGRW 
SFAAAMNGLA CPLHGLANQE VLCWLAQLQK AXXXAGADAS LRDLNSGRW 
S F S M M A C  LA GPLHGLANQE VLVFLNKIVG EEQLKEWVW . . KHLKSGQW 
SLAACLNGLA GPLRGRANQE VLEWLFKLRS KETIEKYLW. . DTLNAGRW 
SLAACLNCLA CPLHCLANQE VLMqLTEMKK 'NGNDLSDQS IKDLNAGRW 
SFLAALNCLA CPLHCLANQE VLLWIKSWD TEQLKDYVW. . K T U S G i ( W  
SYSAGVNCU CPLHCLANQE VLKWLLQFI E EKCTKVSDKD IEDYVûHVW 
SFAAAMNCLA G P L H G N Q E  VLVWLTQLQ . . KEVCKDVSD EKTLNSGRW 
S M S C L N C L A  CPLHCRANQE VLEWLFALKS KDTIEKYLW. . DTLNSGRVI 
SLAAGLNGLA CPLHGLANQE VLNWLTKMKA AEAIKNY LWS T m A G Q .  - W 
SYSSCIMCLA GPLHGLAAQE VVRFLIEMNS NISSIAREQE IKDLNSNRVI 
SFAAALNGLA CP LHCLANQE VLLW 1 KSVVS KEQLKEYVW . . KTLNSGKVI 



Appendix 1 Sequence Alignment of Citrate Synthses 

(9I;'Y-ZCOLI 
CISY-BARVB 
CIS'I-RICAS 
CISY-BARDO 
C 1 SY-BARVI 
CISYJAREL 
CISY-BARTA 
CISY-BARQU 
CIJY-BARBA 
CXSY-BARHE 
CISY-PSEAE 
C I  SY-ACIA3i 
CISY-2HITR 
C I S Z - N I T R  
C I  S'I-ACEAC 
CISY-RICAU 
CISY-RICPA 
CISY-RICSL 
CISY-RICSI  
CISY-RICBE 
CXSY-ASTRI 
CISY-RICAK 
CISY-RICAP 
Cf SY-RICRH 
CISY-RICMA 
CISY-RICCA 
CISY-RZCCN 
CISY-RICTY 
CISY-RICJA 
CISY,COXBU 
CISY-RICHE 
CISY-RICPR 
CISY-WCTU 
CISY-CORCL 
CY SZ-CUCMA 
CISY-HELPY 
CISY-THIFE 
C I  SZ-BACSU 
C f  SZ-STRMU 
CISY-STRHY 
crSY,EACCO 
C I S W J A C S U  
CISY-THEAC 
(IISZ-ECOLI 
CISY-BACSU 
C I  SZ-SA LTY 
CISY-WCSM 
CISY-SCHPO 
CISZ-MYCTU 
CISY-CANTR 
CISY-NEUCR 
CïSY-CHICK 
CISY-CAEEL 
CISY-YEAST 
CISY-EMENI 
CISY-CITMA 
CISY-SYNY3 
CISY-PIC 
CISZ-YEAST 
CISY-ASPNC 
CISX-YEAST 
CISY-ARATH 

3 0 1  350 
MGFGHRVYKN 'IDPUTVMRE TCHEVLKELG TKDDLWAM ELENIALNDP 
MCFCHRWKN Y D P M I M Q K  TCHWLKELN INDPLLDIAI  ELEKIAWDE 
MCFGHRWKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QNNPLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MCFGHRWKN YDPRAKIMQK TCHEVLXELN RQDDLLDIAI ELEHIALNDE 
MGFGHRVYKN YOPRAKIMQK TCHEVLKELN IQDDLLDIAI ELERIAWDE 
MGFCHRVYKN YDPRAKIMQK T C H W E L N  IQDDLLDIAI ELEKIALSDE 
MGFGHRWKN YDPRAKIMQK TCHWLKELÀ IQDDLLDI-W ELEKIALNDE 
MCFGHRWKN YDPRAKIMQQ TCHWLKELN IQDDLLDIAI ALENTALNDE 
HCFGHWYLN YDPRAKIMQK TCHEVLQELN IQDDLLDIAM ELEHIALNDE 
MGFGHRWKN YDPRAKIMQQ TCHEVLKELN INDPLLDIAI TLENIALNDE 
MGFGHRVYKN FDPRAKVMKQ TCDEVLQELG INDPQLELAM KLEEIARHDP 
MCFCHRWiKN FDPRAKVMKQ TCDEV-LG INDPQLAWY ELERIALiiDP 
MCFCHRWKN YDPRAKIMQK TAHEVLCELC IKDDLLDIAI ELERIALTDD 
MCFGHRWKN YDPRAKfMQK TAHEVLCELC IKDDLLDIAI ELERIALTDD 
MGFCHRWKN FDPRAKIMQQ TCHEVLTELC IKDDLLDLAV ELEKIALSDD 
MCFGHRVYKN Y D P M V L K E  TCKAVLKELC QNNPLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFCHRVYKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI SLEAIALKDE 
MCFCHRWiCN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRWKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRVYKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVtKELC QLDNLLQIAI E L E A I A U D E  
MGFCHRWKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKALC QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRWKN YDPRASVLKE TCKEVLKELG QNNPLLQIAI ELEAIAtKDE 
MGFGHRWKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRIYKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRIYKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFCHRWKN YDPRAAVLKE TCNEVLKELG QNNPLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFCHRWKN YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNFLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRVYKS YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLNELG QNNPLLQIAI ELEALALKDE 
MCFCHRWKN YDPRMiVLKE TCKEVLKELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEAIALKDE 
MGFGHRWKN Y DPRAKVMQK TCY MLDAVC RHNELFKLAI KLEKIALEDD 
IGFGHRWKN Y DPRAAVLKE TCKEVLKELG QNNPLLQ I A I  ELEAIALKDE 
MCFCHRWKS YDPRAAVLKE TCKEVLVELG QLDNLLQIAI ELEALALKDE 
MCFGHRWKN YDPRARIVKE QADKILAKLG CDDSLLCIAK ELEEAALTDD 
MCFGHRWKN Y D P M I W E  TAHEILEHLG .GDDLLDLAI KLEEIALADD 
SGFGHRVYKN YDPRAKVIaK LAEEVFSIVG .RDPLIEVAV ALEKAALSDE 
MCFGHRVYKS YDPRAKILKC L K D E L H K M  MDERLSEIAA KVEEIALKDE 
WGFGHRIYKT RDPRAVILKG MMEDMASHGN LRHSLFEIAI  EVERQATE.. 
MCFCHRWKH GDPRANDLKE MSKRLTNLTG .ESKWYEMSI RIEDIVTS. .  
MCFGHRWQT QDPREKYLRE MARELTK..C TEHDIWYQLS KiCVZMCMKQ. 
MGFGHRWKT YDPRAKIFKK LALTLIERNA DARRYFEIAQ KLEELGIKQ. 
MCFGHRWMK MDPRAAMMKE ALKELSAVNC ..DDLLLQMC EACEQIMRE. 
MGFCHRWMK MDPRALMMKE ALQQLCDKAG . . DHRLYEMC EAGEXLMEK. 
MCFGHRVYKT YDPRAKIFKG IAEKLSSKKP EVHKVYEIAT KLEDFCIKA. 
I G F G H P W T I  ADPRHQVIKR VAKQLSQECG ........ S L  KMYNIALETV 
MGFGHRWKT KDPRAEALRQ KAEEVACNDR DLD..LALHV EAEAIRLLEI 
I C F G H P W T I  ADPRHQVIKR VAKQLSEECG SLK-MYHIAD RLE'I?IMtJE.. 
MCFCHRWKN GDSRWTMKV ALEQV-AQVR DCQRWLDIYN T L E S . . - . . A  
PGYGHAVLRK TDPRYTAQRE FALEHLP ... .KDPMFQLVS RLYEIGVLTE 
MGFGHRVYRA EDPRARVLRA A, . . .AERLG APRYEVAVAV EQAALSELRE 
PCYGHAVLRK TDPRYTAQRE FALKHMPDYE - . . . LFKLVS NIYEVAPGDQ 
PCYAHAVLRK TDPRYSAQRK FAQEHLPE.. . .DPMFQLVS QVYKIAPKTE 
PGYGHAVLRK TDPRYTCQRE FALKHLPGDP MFKLVAQLYK IVPNVLLEQC 
PCYCHAVLRK TDPRYECQRE FALKHLPNDD LFKLVSTLYK ITPCILLEQC 
PCYGHAVLRK TDPRYTAQRE FALKHFPDYE . , . .LFKLVS TIYEVAVLTK 
PCYGtiAVLRK TDPRYTSQRE FALRKLPD.. ..DPMFKLVS QVYKIAVLTE 
PGFGHCVLRK TDPRYTCQRE FALKHLPD.. ..DPLFQLVS KLYEVPXLTK 
PGYGKAVLRD TDPRFHHQVD FSKFHLKDDQ MIKLLHQCAD VIPKKLLT,.  
PCYCHAVLRK TDPRYTCQRE FALKHLPHDP MFKLVAQLYK IVPNVLLEQC 
PCYCHAVLRK TDPRYMAQRK FAMDHFPDYE LFK-LVSSIY EVAPGVLTE. 
PCYGHAVLRK TDPRYVSQRE FALRKLPD. . . . DPMFKLVS QWKIAVLTE 
PCYCHAVLRK PDPRFTAMLE FAQKRPIEFE NKNVLLMQKL AEIAPKVLLE 
PGYGHbTLRN TDPRWCQRE . . . . . FALKH HPDDPLFQCC KLMKLASCLT 



Appendix I Sequence AIipnmen t of Citrate Syn thases 
3 5 1 400 
YFIEKKLYPN VDFYSCIILK AMCIPSSMFT VIF.SMARTfC WIXhWSEMHS 

....................... YFVEKKLYPN VDFYSCITLK ALGFPTZ 
........................ YFIEXKLYPN VDFYSGIfYK AMCIPS 

......................... YFIEKKLYPN VDFYSGITLK ALGFP 
YFVEKKLYPN VDFYSGITLK ALGFPTE ....................... 

..................... YFIEKKLYPN VDFYSGITLK ALGFPTE.. 
.................... YNEKKLYPN VDFYSCITLK ALCFPE-.. 
.................... YFIEKKLYPN WFYSGITLK ALCFP TE. . .  

YFSNKKLYPN VDFYSCITLX ALGFPTE..- .................... 
YFIEKKLY PN VDFYSGITLK ALCF?T'Z'YFT VLFAWSIG WAQWKEMIE 
YPERNLYPN VDFYSCXILK AICIPTSMFT VTFALAiiTVG WISHWQEMLS 
YFVERKLYPN VDFYSGI ILK AICIPTEMFT VIFALARTVG WISHWLEMHS 
YF 1 EKRLY PN VDFYSGITLK ALGFPTS'MFT VLFALARWG WIAQWNEMIE 
YFIEKKLYPN VDFYSGITLK ALCFPTTMFT VLFALARWG WIAQWNEMIE 
YFVQRKLYPN VDFYSCIILK AMGIPTSMFT VLFAVARTTG iNSQWKEMIE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AVGIPSQMFT VLFAIARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AMCIPSQMFT VLFAIARWG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK -4MGIPSQMFT VLFAIARWG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGIIYK mGTPSQMFT VLFAIA2TVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFÏSGIIYK AiiGIPPQMFT VLFATARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFISRKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFAIARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFAIARTVC WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGIIYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFVIARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFAIARWG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AMGXPSQMFT VLFAIARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGIIYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFAlARWG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGIIYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFAIARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSCIIYK AMCIPSQMFT VLFAIARTVG WMAQWKEMHE 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGIIYK AMCIPSQMFT VLFAIARTVC WQWKEMHE 
YFIEKKLYPN VDFYSGLTLN AICIPSNMFT VIFALSRWC WISHWMEMMS 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGI IYK AMGIPSQMFT VLFAIA!!TIG WMAQWKEMHC 
YFIERKLYPN VDFYSGIIYK AMCIPSQMFT VLFAIAOTVG WMAQWKEt4HE 
Y FIERKLYPN VDFYTCLIY R ALGFPTRMFT VLFALGRLPG WIAWREMHD 
YFISRKLYPN VDFYTCLIYR AMCFPTDFFT VLFAIGRLPG WIAHYREQGA 
YFVKRKLYPN VDFYSCLIYR AMGFPPEFFT VLFAIPRMAG YLAHWRESLD 
YFIERNLYPN VDFYSGTILR ALKIPVRFFT PVFVIGRTVG WCAQLLEHKS 
RLGAQGIHAN VDFYSGVLYH EMGIKADLFT PIFAMARSAG WLAWREQLA 
... EKKLPPN VDFYSASVYH SLCIDHDLFT PIFAVFüWSG WLAHILE-QY 
... KKNLIPN lDFYSATVYH VLGIDSSIFT LIFAMSRVSC WIAHIQEQQK 
.FSSKGIYPN TDFYSCIVFY ALCFPWMFT ALFALSRTLG WLAHIIEYVE 
... EKCLFPN LDYYAAPVT.4 KLCIPIPLYT PIFFSSRWG UAHVMEQHE 
... EKCLYPN LDVfYAAPVYW MLCIPIPLYT PIFFSARTSC LCAHVIEQHA 
.FCSKCIYPN TDYFSCIWM SIGFPLNIYT ALFALSRVTG WQAHFIEWE 
MWESKKMFPN LDWFSAVSYN MMGVPTEMFT PLFVIARVTG WAAHIIEQRQ 
YKPGRKLYTN VEFYAAAVMR AIDFDDELFT PTFSASRMVG WCAWLEQAE 
... 'IXKMFPN LDWFSAVSYN MMCVPTEMFT PLFVIARVTC WAAHIIEQRQ 
MFAATRIKPN LDFPTCPAYY LMDFPIESFT PLFVMSRITG WTAHIMEQAA 
WKTKNPYPN VDSHSGVLLQ YYCLKESFYT VLFCVSRTLG VASQLIWDRA 
RRPDRAIETN VEFWAAWLD FARVPANMMP AMFTCGRTAG WCAHILEQKR 
HGMTKNPWPN VGSHSGVLLQ YYCLTESFYT VLFGVSRAFG VLPQLILDRG 
HCKTKNPYPN VDAHSCVLLQ HYCLTENYYT VLFGVSPAIC VLPQLIIDRA 
. .AilANPWPN VDAHSCVLLQ YYCMTENYYT VLFCVSRALG VLAQLIWSRA 
..KAi(NPWPN VDSHSGVLLQ YFGMTEÇFYT VLFCVSRALG CLSQLIWARG 
HGKTKNPWPN VDSHSCVLLQ YYGLTESFYT VLFCVARAIG VLPQLIIDRA 
HGRTKNPYPN VDAHSGVLLQ YYCLTENYYT VLFCVSRALG VLPQLIIDRA 
LGKVKNPWPN VDAHSCVLLN HFGLAERYYT VLFGVSRSLG ICSQLIWDRA 
YKKIANPY PN VDCHSGVLLY SLCLTEQY YT WFAVSRALG CWG?iLIWSRA 
. . M P W P N  VDAHSCVLLQ Y YCMTENYYT VLFCVSRALG VLAQLIWSRA 
HGKTKNPWPN VDAHSWLLQ YYCLKESFYT VLFCVSRAFG LLAQLITDRA 
HGKTKNPY PN VDAHSCVLLQ YYGLTENYYT VLFCVSRALG VLPQLI IDRA 
HGKSKNPFPN VDSASCILFY HYGIRELFFT VIFCCSnAMG PLTQLVWDRI 
ELESEEPWPN VDAHSCVLLN HYCLTERYYT VLFGVSRSLG ICSQLIWDRE 



Appendix I Sequence Alipvnent of Citrate Synthases 

CISY-ECOLI 
CISY-BARVâ 
CISY-RICAZ 
CISY-BARDO 
CISY-BARVI: 
CISY-BAREL 
CISY-BARTA 
CISY-aARQU 
CISY-BARBA 
CISY-BARHE 
CISY-?SUE 
CISY-ACXAN 
CISY-RHITR 
CISZ-RHITR 
CI SY -ACEAC 
CISY-RICAU 
Cf SY-RICPA 
crsuRrcst 
CISY-RICSI 
CISY-RICBE 
CISY-ASTRZ 
CISY-RICAK 
CISYRICAF 
CISY-RICRH 
C 1 SY-R ICMA 
CISY-RICCA 
CISY-RICCN 
CISY-RICTY 
CISY-RICJA 
c IsY~coxBu 
CISY-RICHE 
CISY-RICPR 
CISYMYCTU 
CISYCORGL 
CY sz-cucMA 
CISY-HELPY 
CISY-THIFE 
CISZ-BACSU 
C 1%-STRMU 
CISY-STRHY 
CISY-BACCO 
CISW-BACSU 
CISY-THEAC 
CISZ-ECOLI 
CISY,BACSU 
C 1 SZ-SA LTY 
CISY-MYCSM 
CISY-SCHPO 
CISZ-MYCTO 
CISY-CANTR 
CISY-NEUCR 
CISY-CHICK 
CISY-CAEEL 
CISY-YEAST 
CISY-EMENI 
CISY-CITMA 
CISY-SYNY3 
C ISY-P IC 
C ISZ-Y EAST 
CISYJSPNG 
C ISX-Y EAST 
CISY-ARATH 

401 426 
DCMKIARPRQ LYTGYEKRDF KSDIiCR 

.......................... 
DPQKISRPRQ LYTGYAARSY 1 PIDKR 
CPYKICRPRQ LYTGHTQRDF -TALKDR 
GPYKSCRPRQ LYTGEVQRDI KR .... 
DPQR IGRPRH WTGAPLREY VPVSKR 
DPQRIGRPRQ LYTCAPLREY VPLSKR 
ECQRISRPRQ LYICAPQRDY VPLAKR 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DCQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 
DPQKISRPR. ................ 

................ DPQKISRPR. 

................ DPQKISRPR. 
DPQKISRPR. ................ 
DPQKISRPR. ................ 

................ DPQKISRPR. 
SPHRLARPRQ LYTGETEREV ISL3KR 

................ DPQKISRPR- 
DPQKISRPRQ LYTGYVHREY KCIVER 
EGSKIGRPRQ IYTGYTERDY VTIDAR 
AGNKINRPRQ WTGNESRKL VPREER 
DPTKIIRPQQ WTGEWLRHY IPPNER 
PQARITRPRQ W C -  ........... 
D.NRIFRPTQ VYTCEQDRRY VPVAQR 
DNNRLIRPRA DYTCPDKQKF VPIEER 
N-NKLIRPRS HYTCMRKLRY IPIERR 
EQHRLIFIPRA LYVCPEYQEY VSIDKR 

............ N-NRIFRPRV LYTG 

............ N-NRLFRPRV SYMC 
EQQRLIRPRA VYVCPAERKY VP IAER 
0. NKI IRPSA NYVCPEDRPF VALDKR 
N-NMIFRPSA QYTGAIPEEV LS .... 
D-NKIIRPSA NYTCPEDRPF VSIDDR 

...... S-NALIRPLS EYSGQPQRSL 
.... LGLPIERPKS FSTEALKKMV ET 
... LG .KLVRPSA IYVCPGPRSP ES. 

LCMPIERPKS FSTEKYIELV KSIGK. 
............. VCAPIERPKS YST 
............. LCFPLERPKS MST 
............. MCLPLERPKS HST 

VCAPIERPKS FSTEKYKELV K..... 
FGAPIERPKS FSTEAYAKLV GAKL.. 
LGLPLERPKS VTLDWLEKNC K..... 
FCLPIERPGS ADLKWFHDKY RE.,,. 
LCFPLERPKS MSTDGLIKLV DS.-.. 
IGASIERPKS YSTEKYRELV KN.... 
LGAPIERPKS YSTELSPSLL VLSCK. 

...... LGLPIERPKS L......... 

...... LLLALERPKS V . . . - . . . . .  



Appendix 1 Sequence Alignment of Citrate Synthaseç 

(SWISS-PROT ReIease 34 and updates up to 10-Oct-1997 ) 
Description of the citrate synthases in the sequence dignment ob tained from SWISSPROT 

CISW-BACSU 

CISX-Y EAST 

CISY-ACEAC 

CISY-ACIAN 

CISY-ARATH 

CISY-ASPNG 

CISY-ASTRI 

CISY-BACCO 

CISY-BACSU 

CISY-B ARBA 

CISY-B ARDO 

CISY-BAREL 

CISY-BARHE 

CISY-BARQU 

CISY-BARTA 

CISY-BARVB 

CISY-BARVI 

CISY-CAEEL 

CISY-CANTR 

CISY-CHICK 

CISY-CITMA 

CISY-CORGL 

CISY-COXBU 

CISY-ECOLI 

CISY-EMENI 

CISY-HELPY 

CISY-MYCSMCÇ 

CISY-MYCTU 

CISY-NEUCR 

CISY-PIG 

CISY-PSEAE 

CISY -RH ITR 

III BACILLUS SUBTTLIS 

3 SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISME (BAKER'S YEAST) 

ACETOBACER ACETI 

ACINETOBACTER ANITRATUM . 

MITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR ARABIDOPSIS THALlANA 

MITOCHONDRiAL PRECURSOR ASPERGILLUS NIGER 

(FRAGMENT) ASTRAKHAN RiCKElTSIA 

BACLLUS COAGULANS 

1 BACLLUS SUBTlLIS 

(FRAGMENT) BARTONELLA BACILLIFORME 

(FRAGMENT) BARTONELLA DOSHIAE 

(FRAGMENT) BARTONELLA ELEABETHAE 

BARTONELLA HENSELAE 

(FRAGMENT) BARTONELLA QUINTANA 

(FRAGMENT) BARTONELLA TAYLORII 

(FRAGMENT) BARTONELLAVINSONTI BERKHOFII 

(FRAGMENT) {GENE: GLTA} - BARTONELLA VINSONlI 

MITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR CAENORHABDITEELEGANS 

MITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR CANDIDA TROPICALE 

MITOCHONDRL4L GALLUS GALLUS (CHICKEN) 

MTOCHONDIUAL PRECURSOR CITRUS MAXiMA (PUMMELO) 

Cç CORYNEBACTERIUM GLUTAMICUM 

CS COXIELLA BURNETII 

CS ESCKERICHIA COU 

CS MTTOCHONDRIAL PRECURÇOR EMEWCELLA NIDULANS 

CS HELICOBACTER PYLORI (CAMPYLOBACTER PYLORI) 

MYCOBACTERniM SMEGMATiS 

CS 1 MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS 

CS, MITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR NEUROSPORA CRASSA 

CS MITOCHONDRLAL PRECURSOR SUS SCROFA (PIG) 

CS PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA 

(3 CHROMOSOMAL RIfIZOBiUM TROPICI 



Appendix I Sequence Alignrnent of Citrate Synthases 
CISY-RICAF 

CISY-RICAK 

CISY-RICAU 

CISY-RICAZ 

CISY-RICBE 

CISY-RICCA 

CISY-RICCN 

CISY-RICHE 

CIÇY-RICJA 

CISY-RICM A 

CISY-RICPA 

CISY-FUCPR 

CISY-RICRH 

CISY-RICSf 

CISY-RICSL 

CISY-RICTY 

CISY-SCHPO 

CISY-STRHY 

CrSY~sULSO 

CISY-SYNY3 

CISYTHEAC 

CISY-THIFE 

CISY-YEAST 

CISZ-BACSU 

CISZ-ECOL 1 

CISZ-MYCTU 

CISZ-RHITR 

CISZ-SALTY 

CISZ-STRM U 

CISZ-YEAST 

CYSZ-CUCM A 

î S  (FRAGMENT) RICKETTSIA AFRICAE 

C!5 (FRAGMENT)RiCKETTSIA AKARI 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETISIA AUSTRALS 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETTÇIA AZADI 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETEIA BELLI1 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKE'ITSIA CANADA 

CS (FRAGMENT) FUCKETELA CONORlI 

CS (FRAGMENT) RTCKETïSIA HELVETICA 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETTÇIA JAPONICA 

î S  (FRAGMENT) RICKE'ITÇIA MASSlLLAE 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETTSIA PARKERI 

CS RICKETTSIA PROWAZEKII 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKEïTSIA FWIPICEPHALI 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETïSiA SIBIRICA 

CS (FRAGMENT) RiCKETïSIA SLOVACA 

CS (FRAGMENT) RICKETCÇIA TYPHI 

CSMITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR SCHIZOSACCHAROMYCES POMBE 

CS (FRGMENT) STREPTOMYCES HYGROSCOPKUS 

CS SULFOLOBUS SOLFATARICUS 

CS SYNECHOCYSTIS SP. (STRAIN PCC 6803) 

CS THERMOPLASMA ACIDOPHTLUM 

CS THIOBACLLUS FERROOXIDANS 

CSMITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE 

CS II BACILLUS SUBTTLIS 

POSSiBLE CS 2 ESCHERICHIA COLI 

PUTATIVE CS 2 MYCOBACTEIUUM TUBERCULOSIS 

CS PLASMID RHlZOBIUM TROPICI 

POSSIBLE CS 2 SALMONELLA TYPHIMURIUM 

CS STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS 

CS PEROMSOMAL SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE (BAKER'S YEAST) 

CS GLYOXYSOMAL P R E C W O R  CUCURBiTA MAXIMA (PUMPKIN) 



APPENDIX II gltA Sequence 



1100 
r t r r t 

TTA ACG CTT CAT ATC GCT 'ITT AAA CTC GCG l'TT TTC ATA TCC TCT ATA CAC CTC ACG C a  
M T  TCC CAA CTA TAG CCA AAA TTT CAC CGC AAA AAC TAT AGC ACA TAT GTC CAC TGC GCC 
< ' R K I D S K F D R K E Y G T Y L Q R P  

12 O O 
t r e r r 

ACG CGC M T  LT CAT ACC CTC ACT GTC CAT TTC GCT CCA GTG CGC GAT C m  CCC M C  CGT 
TGC CCG TTA GAA GTA TCC CAC TCA CAC GTA AAC CGA CGT C+C C, CTA CGT CGC TSG <CA 
-r R A r K M C D S H M E S W H A I W C V T  

* * t . 
ACG TGC CAT TCC GAA AAT GAC CGT GAA CAT GGA AGA CGC AAT ACC CAT CGC TTT CAC CAT 
TGC ACG GTA ACC CTT TTA CTG CCA CTT GTA CCT TCT CCC TTA TGG GTA GCC M A  CTC CTA 
. : R A M A F I V T F M S S P I G M A K L I  

1300 
r * * t 

GAT ACC AGA CTA CAA ATC CAC GTT CGG GTA CAC TTT CTT CTC GAT AAA GTA CGC GTC GTT 
CTA TGC T C T  CAT C T T  TAC CTC CAA GCC CAT CTC AAA GAA GAG CTA TTT CAT GCC CAC C M  
c I C S Y F D V N P Y L K K E I F Y P D N  

t * t t t 

CAC CGC GAT Crr T T C  CAC CTC CAT AGC CAC TTC CAG CAG GTC ATC CTT CGT GCC CAC CTC 
GTC GCG CTA CAA AAG GTC GAG GTA TCG GTG AAC GTC GTC CAG TAC GAA GCA CCG GTC GAG 
c L A I N E L E M A V E L L D D K T G L E  

1400 
r * t C 

'ITT CAG CAC TTC ATC GCA GCT TTC ACC CAT TAC CGT CGC CCG CGG CTC GTA ATT T T T  CTA 
A.AA GTC CTC AAG TAC CGT CCA AAG TGC GTA ATC CCA CCG CGC GCC CAC CAT TAA WU4 CAT 
< K L V E H C T E R M V T A R P D Y N K Y  

1500 
C t t t t 

CAC GCG CTC ACC CAA GCC CAT CAG CCG GAA AGA ATC ATT TTT GTC TTT CGC ACG ACG AAC 
GTG CGC CAC TGG CTT CGC GTA GTC CGC C T T  TCT TAC TAA AAA CAG AAA GCC TGC TCC TTG 
< V R H G F G M L R F S D N K D K A X R V  

* * t t * t 

AAA TTC CGC M T  GTG TTT AAC GGA C C T  GAT TTC TTC CAG CAT TCT CAC CGC CGC T T C  CTT 
TTT AAG GCC T'TA CAC A M  TTC CCT CGA CTA AAG AAG GTC CTA AAA GTC GCG GCG AAG CAA 
< F E P I H K V S S I E E L M K L A A E N  

1600 
I * t r 8 r 

ACC ACC CCC CTG CGC AGC TCC CCA CAG TGA ACC AAT ACC TGC TGC GAT ACA GCC AAA CGC 
TCC TGC CGC CAC GCG TCC AGC GGT GTC ACT TCG TTA TCG ACG ACG CTA TGT CCG TTT GCC 
c A G C H A P G W L S A I G A A I C A F P  

t t 

Gi'T CGC ACC CGA AGA GCC AGC CGT ACG CAC CGT GCA CGT AGA CGC GTT CTG TTC ATC CTC 
CAA GCG TCC GCT T C T  CGC TCC CCA TGC GTG CCA CCT CCA TCT CCG C M  GAC AAG TAC CAC 
< N A G S S G A T R V T S T S A N Q E H D  

1700 
r r t t t t 

ACC GTG CAC GAT CAC AAT ACC GTC CAT AGC ACG TTC CAG AAT CCG ATT AAC TTC ATA CGC 
TCC CAC GTC î T A  GTC T'TA TCC CAC GTA TCG TCC AAG GTC TTA CCC TAA TTC M C  TAT GCC 
4 H L I L I R D M A R E L I P N V E Y P  



1800 
r r r r r 

TTC GCA CGC CGT GGA GAA CAT CAT ATT CAC GAA C T T  ACC CGC GTA CGA CAC ATC GTT GCG 
M C  CGT CCC CCA CCT CTT GTA CTA T M  CTC C'LT C M  TGG CCC CAT CCT CTC TAC CA2 CGC 
< E C P T S F M M N L F N G A Y S L D N R  

t r * r 

CGC CTA AAC M A  TGG CTG ACC M T  GGA ATA CTi' CTA ACA CAT CGC CGC CAT CGT CGC CAT 
W C  CAT TTC TTT ACC CAC TGG TTA CCT TAT GAA CAT TGT CTA GCC CCG GTA CCA CCC GT.4 
< P Y V F P Q G I S Y K Y C M A A M T P H  

1900 
* t t t t 

?TT CGA CAG CAC CCC GAA CGC CGC AAT TTC ACG GTG ACG A G  ATT G R  AAC ATC CAC CGA 
M A  CCT GTC GTC CGC CTT GCG CCG TTA AAC TCC CAC TGC TCC T M  CAA TTG TAC; GTC CCT 
< K S L L R F A A I E R H R P N N V D L S  

t r r r r . 
CTC GTC ATA CAA CGC CGC CAG CGC GCC GGT M T  ACC ACA CAT GXC TGC CAT TCG ATC C G  
CAG CAC TAT Ci"i' GCG CCC CTC CCG CGC CCA T T A  TGC TGT CTA CTG ACC GTA ACC TAC GCT 
c D H Y F A A L A C T I C C M V A M P H S  

2 0 0 0  
t t r e t r 

GTC GCG ACG CAA AGC ATC CAA CAC .4CG CGT AAT CTG CTC CTG GAT CAT GGT ATG ACG CGT 
CAC CGC TCC CTT TCC TAC CTT GTC TGC CCA T'TA CAC GAG CAC CTA GTA CCA TAC TGC CCA 
< D R R F A H F L R T I Q E H I M T H X T  

2100 
t r r m r 8 

CAC CGT ACT l'TT MiA TTC GTC ATA CTC TTC CTG AGT CGC TTT TTC ACC ATT CAC CAC CAT 
GTC GCA TCA AAA TTT AAC CAC TAT GAC AAG CAC TCA GCC AAA ilAG TCG TAA GTC GTC CTA 
< V T T K F E D Y Q E Q T P K E C N L L I  

r r t r t 

CTA ACA U C  TTC CAC CTA CI'? AGA ATC CGT CGC CAC CTC A T î  GAT CCG GiîA ACC GCG GTG 
CAT TGT TTC AAC GTC CAT CAA TCT TAG CCA GCC CTC CAC TAC CTA CCC CTT TGC CGC CAC 
< Y C V E L Y N S D T A L Q D I P F C R H  

2200 
r r r 8 r t 

CAG CAA AAT ACC TTC ATC ACC ATC AAT AAA ACT AAT TTl' AGA TTC CCA GGA TGC GGT TGA 
CTC GTT l'TA TGC AAG TAC TGC TAC l'TA TTT TCA TTA AAA TCT AAG CGT CCT ACC CCA ACT 
c L L I G E D G D I F T I K S E C S A T S  

r t t T t r 

ACT C U  GCC TCG CTC AAA GGT GAA CAC ACC TTT TGA ACC GAG AGT ACG GAT ATC AAT M C  
TCA CTT CGC ACC CAC TTT CCA CTT GTG TCG AAA ACT TGC CTC TCA TGC CTA TAC TTA TTC 
~ T F C P D F T F V G K S G L T R K D I V  

2 3 0 0  
r t r * * 

ATC TTC ACC CAC CGT GCC TTT CAG CAC ATC CAC TTC AAC AGC TGT ATC CCC GTT GAG GGT 
TAC AAC TGG GTC GCA CGC AAA GTC GTC TAC GTC AAG TTC TCG ACA TAC G G  C M  CTC CCA 
C D Q G L T G K L V D E V A T D G N L T  

2 4 0 0  
T t t t 

GAG l'TT TGC TTT TCT ATC AGC CAT T T  AAG GTC TCC ?TA GCC CCT TAT TCC GTA AGA CTG 
CTC AAA ACC M A  ACA TAC TîG CTA AA TTC CAC ACG AAT CGC GGA ATA ACC CAT T î T  CAC 
C L K A K T D A M  
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Appendix I I I  Free Energies of N and 1 as a Function of Urea 

Using the denaturation data fitting results obtained for WT, we can 

mode1 the free energy profile of the denaturation in order to understand how 

different scenarios (such as destabilization of intemediate) affects the 

denaturation curve. For this purpose, we need the stabilities of the Native 

and Intermediates expressed relative to one reference state, the Unfolded 

state. So the stability of the unfolded state is always O (Robson & Pain, 1976). 

We already have detennined the stability of the intermediate state relative to 

the unfolded state from the data fitting. For wild type, AGI-u =-10.45 

kcal.mo1-1. However, we do not have, from the data fitting, a value for 

AGN-U. But this can be calculated, i f  we convince ourselves as follows: 

The equilibrium constants are 

KN-I  = j/N 

From equations 2 and 3, we obtain 

and using equation 1, we obtain 
KN-u = KI-u K N - ~  

Therefore from AG=-RTlnK, 



Appendix III Free Enagies of N and I as a Function of Urea 
The apparent free energy for the Native to Unfolded transition is related to 

Then the apparent AG as a function of urea concentration may be generated 

for the Native and Intermediate states using equations 7 and 6, respectively, 

using the stabilities and slopes obtained hom the denahuation data fits. 

The data was generated for wild type CS, and is presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 The free energies of Native and Intermediate states of WT E. coli CS as a 
hnction of urea concentration 

In Figure 1, the points at which the intermediate line intersects the 

Native and unfolded lines (Le. when they have equal AG values) corresponds 

218 



Appendix III  Free Energies of N and I as a Function of Llrea 
to the transition midpoints (1.8 and 6.49 M urea). The point at which the 

native line intersects the unfolded reference corresponds to the end and 

beginning of transitions 1 and II, respectively. The relative positions of the 

transition midpoints dictate whether or not an intermediate is observed; if 

the transition midpoints for 1 to U and N to U are the same, then the 

intermediate would not be detected. 
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